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LOVETT WINS STATE 1MANY MINOR RACES
ATTORNEY'S BATTLE ARE STILL CLOSE
OVER FOUR OTHERS IN BOTH PARTIES
Defeats Washburn by 179 and Breathitt, Barker 
Running Neck'
Cox 262 in ('lose Contest Be- and Neck; ('oleman 
Defeats
tween Four Candidates. John 
Goodman.
CARRIES MARSHALL AND
RUNS WELL IN McCRACKEN
Henry H. Lovett, former judge
of Marshall county, won the Dem-
ocratic nomination for Common-
wealth's Attorney for Marshall
and McCracken counties, Satur-
day after a thrilling contest in
which he was at various times
threatened by three of his four
opponents. Lovett was followed
closely by Edgar T. Washburn,
young Paducah attorney, who
carried the city of Paducah and
was a close second to James B.
Allensworth in McCracken coun-
ty.
Lovett's plurality over Wash-
burn was 179 and over Cox 262.
Washburn nosed out Cox for
second place by only 85 and Al-
lensworth was 126 behind Cox.
Gilbert finished far in the ruck
with 708, 884 behind Aliens-
worth.
Lovett carried Marshall county
over Cox by a majority of 28 af-
ter trailing him until the last/
few precincts reported.
Washburn lost the race by his
poor showing in Marshall coun-
ty; reported strength for all the
McCracken candidates in that
county failing to 'materialize.
Washburn only polled 285 votes
in Marshall, Allensworth getting
but 223 and Gilbert trailing with
181. Lovett and Cox polled al-
most three times as many votes
in their home cotinty as the total
of their three opponents.
Washburn carried the city of
Paducah with a plurality of 186
over Allensworth, their figures
being 1035 and 849. Lovett was
third with 564, Cox fourth with
368 and Gilbert got 204.
Lovett owes a large part of his
victory to the good vote he got
in Paducah and McCracken coun-
ty, running a fair third in the
city and a good third in the coun-
ty. Allensworth carried McCrack-
en outside Paducah by a plural-
ity of 37 over Washburn, 521 to
484. Lovett was only 10 behind
with 474, Cox fourth with 436
while Gilbert got 317.
Weak for Local Men
McCracken did not support her
local men as strongly as Mar-
shall; Lovett and Cox polled
more than 40 per cent of the
McCracken county vote and re-
ceiving almost half as msny as
the three home men in the city
of Paducah.
The figures for Marshall and
McCracken counties and the city
of Paducah as follows:
Lovett — Marshall 942, Padu-
cah 565, McCracken 474; total
1981.
Washburn — Paducah, 1035,
McCracken 484, Marshall 285,
total 1804.
Cox — Marshall, 915, McCrack-
en 436, Paducah 368; total 1719.
Allensworth — Paducah 849,
McCracken 521, Marshall 223;
total 1693.
Gilbert — McCracken, $17, Pa-
ducah 204, Marshall 187; total
708.
Judge Lovett issued the follow-
ing statement when the returns
were completed:
My wife and six children join
me in expressing the most heart-
felt thanks to the people of Mc-
Cracken and Marshall counties
for their votes which makes me
your Democratic nominee for
commonwealth's attorney.
"I have tried to make an hon-
est fight and I bear no ill will to-
ward any opponent or anyone
who voted against me.
"If elected in. November I shall
devote all my energy and con-
science toward making you a fair
and efficient officer. •
(Signed) HENRY H. LOVETT.
Soot is valuable as a fertilizer
because of the nitrogen it con-
tains, it also acts as an insecti-
cide.
MRS. CROMWELL, MISS LEWIS
DEFEAT PHILLIPS, EUBANK
Louisville, Ky. — Some of the
minor races of the Democratic
and Republican primaries as run
Saturday, were still in doubt
Tuesday owing to incomplete re-
turns and Robert H. Lucas, appar-
ently unsuccessful candidate for
the Republican nomination for
Governor, announced he would
not ccncede the election of Judge
Flem D. Sampson, his opponent,
until completion of the official
tabulation.
Revised figures compiled by the
Associated Press, with five coun-
ties missing, gave Sampson a ma-
jority of 37,867 over Mr. Lucas.
Tabulation by the same organiz-
ation gave J. C. W. Beckhtup,
Democratic nominee, a majority
of 29.882 over Robert T. Crow e.
who conceded Sunday.
Returns from the minor races
continued to come in slowly and
with approximately one foUrth of
the counties unreported, mostly
in the mountain districts.
Miss Ella Lewis, had a COW-
fellable lead in the race for Sec-4,
retary of State. Clell Coleman, HARpE scHooL To
was leading John A. Goodman, of a
Elkton, by more than 25,00 votes
and Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell BEGIN AUGUST 22ND
was in front of Albert Phillips -
for treasurer.
Judge J. W. Cammack, of Owen-
ton was leading Charles F. Creal,
present assistant attorney gen,o•-
al in the race for attorney genet-
s', by 8,000 votes. bailey P. Woot-
qon, of Hazard, was 3,000 behind
Creel.
W. B. O'Connell, Carl P. King
sn(l J. P. Wagers were running
fairly close for clerk of court of
ippeals, with O'Connell in the
lead by 3,000.
Newton Bright, Eminence, for
•ommissioner, was 3,000 votes a-
'lead of Roger I,illard, Lawrence-
burg, his nearest opponent.
James Breathitt, Jr., Hopkins-
ville, is leading Albert H. Parker,
Falmouth, for the Democratic
nomination for Lieutenant Gov-
o•nor by 1,075 votes on the face
)f official and unofficial returns
•ollected from 104 counties in
the State by the Courieo-Journal.
Mr. Breathitt total vote is 49,-
236 and Mr. Barker has, in the
same counties, 48,161.
With very few of the Republi-
•_•an counties in eastern Kentucky
reported all minor races in the
Republican primary remain in
doubt. Returns from approximate-
ly one-third of the state showed
Nelson leading in the race for
lieutenant governor. Other lead-
ers were: Secretary of state, Mrs.
F. D. Quisenberry; attorney gen-
eral, Miller Hughes; auditor, J.
M. Rogers; superintedent of pub-
lic instruction, Warren Peyton,
commissioner of agriculture, Tate




A wedding of deep interest to
a host of Marshall county Mends
of the bride united Miss Ernes-
tine Tisdale and Mr. M. L. With-
ers, both of Kuttawa here Sunday
afternoon at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. L. V. Henson.
Mrs. Withers has been a mem-
ber or the Benton school faculty
for the past two years and is one
of the most popular young teach-
ers ever a member of the local
teaching staff.
The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Henson in the presence
of Mrs. Henson, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Lilly, Miss May Rogers,
Miss Rubye Harrison and John
Gold Henson.
Mr. Withers is a promisieg
young business man of Kuttawa
and is vice-president of the Kut-
tawa bank.
It has been estimated that there
are 20,000,000 radio listeners in
this country.
A. VI, is.-9 • 'tr
Basket Dinner, All-Day Program,
to Mark Opening; All Pat-
rons Invited.
Sharpe gi aded and high school
will begin Monday, August 22. A
basket dinner and an all day
program is being planned. All
persons and others interested in
the school and community are in-
vited to come and get acquainted
.with tile teachers and en;oy the
.opening day.
T11,- high school stock judging
team from Sharpe has been select-
ed and thlte are now training for
the Smith-Hughes stock judghig
contest at the State Fair, Sep-
tember 12 to 17, The boys on the
team are Renloe Rudolph, Ed-
ward Bothwell, William Cornwell
and Paul Walker alternate.
A Community fair is being
planned at harpe again this year.
The elate and premium list will
be announced in a few days.
The patrons and pupils of
Sharpe school are requested to
meet at the school building,
Thursday afternoon, August 18,
to help place the school grounds




Young Hardin Man Killed by
Train near St. Louis Thurs-
day, August 4th.
The remains of Reggie W.
Anderson, aged 35, of Hardin,
who was killed in a railroad ac-
cident at St. Louis last Thursday
were laid to rest in the OliVe
cemetery Tuesday, August 9th,
with one of the largest crowds in
that section in many years at-
teding the services.
Young Mr. Anderson was a
veteran of the world war and
was extremely popular in that
section. He is survived by one
son, Hugh Martin, his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Anderson, of
Hardin; three sisters, Mrs. Julia
Pentecost, of Detroit, Michigan,
and Mrs. Nellie Gordon and Mrs.
Viola Walters, both of Paducah;
and two brothers, Trout Ander-
son and Rex Andersh, of Hardin.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the home of Mr. Ander-
son's father, at 1:30 o'clock by
Elder J. J. Gough. Burial was in
the Olive cemetery at 3:80 o'-




R. L. Wade, V. A. Strow, J.
Govie Smith, Lay Hiett and E. F.
Black were elected the next town
Board for Benton at the election
heie Saturday. They were chosen
on the Democratic ticket and
have no opposition in November.
Wade led the ticket with 229
votes, Strow was second with
214, Smith ran third with 198;
Hiett placed fourth with 187 and
Black narrowly defeated Combs
for the last place on the slate,
159 to 157. Pete Egner received
109 votes.
Following were the votes for
the candidates in each of the
three Benton precincts:-
WB SB NB Tot.
Straw 70 40 104 214
Combs 58 28 71 157
Smith 71 35 92 198
Hiett 51 30 106 187
Black 49 31 79 159
Wade 82 41 106 229
Egner 37 19 53 109
MARSHALL GOES TO
BECKHAM BY 1539
Carries Every Precinct in Coun-
ty; Ratio is 4 to 1 in Favor
of Ex-Governor.
Governor Beckham ran away
with the hounds over his oppon-
ent, Robert T. Crowe, in the Gov-
ernor's race in Marshall county
Saturday, polling almost four
times as many as Crowe and
carrying the county by a major-
ity of 1539.
Mr. Crowe failed to carry a
single precinct although he made
a better showing in the county
than some of the Beckham sup-
porters anticipated. He received
his largest vote in •Brewers,
Briensburg, South Birmingham,
South Benton and Scale though in
all, except Scale, former Govern-
or Beckham's vote was from
three to five times as much.
Beckham carried Scale 62 to 38,
the closest precinct in the coun-
ty.
Governor Ifeckham received a
hundred or more votes in seven
precincts in the county, his high-
est being 191 in North ffenton to
41 for Crowe. Some of the pre-,
cincts were swept almost solid
by the former Governor, South
Olive, 46 to 2; North Olive, 61
to 7; Elva, 20 to 1; Price, to
4; Palma, 47 to 3; Heights, 121
to 16 and Little Cypress, 134 to
12.
Tribune ADS bring results.
COURT REFUSES TO
REWARD STILL FIND
Turn Down Claim of Thompson
and Henson on Conviction
of Ovie Pitts.
Little expenses other than al-
lowing claims was allowed by
Fiscal Court at the regular Au-
gust session here Tuesday.
A precedent wsa probably set
when Fred Thompson and Early
Henson were refused an award
of $50 for turning in evidence of
possession of a still, which led
to the arrest and conviction of
Ovie Pitts. The motion to allow
the claim was made by Squire
Green, but failed to receive a
single aye vote.
John O'Daniel was app.ointed a
committee for Tom Lyles and E.
C. Ross was allowed a six months
appropriation of $12.59 for D. A.
Mathis. R. C. Boyd and C. L
Reeves were relieved from paying
poll tax.




Capture Made by Miller and Lilly
Three Miles East of Benton;
Two Arrests Made.
A high-grade 30-gallon still
was captured 3 miles east of
Benton late Wednesday afternoon
by Sheriff Harry A. Miller and
Deputy Lewis Lilly.
A seacr warrant was made out
for the farm of Davis Wyatt but
the still was found on the farm
of Solon Hiett 25 feet from the
Wyatt land. Signs of operation
were found on the Wyatt lan.i
but no mash or whiskey was
found with the still.
Wyatt and Will Hunt were ar-
rested at their homes Wednesday
night but disclaimed any know-
ledge of the still. They were
brought to Benton where they
gave bond for their appearance.
Athens, Greece, is known as
the 'City of the Violet Crown,' in
reference to the beautiful effects
of sunset light on the _Acropolis.
During the past 100 years the
population of the world has in-
creased from less than 1,000,000,-
000 to about 1,700,000,000.
According to the latest estim-
ate, every third person in the






Carries First by 14,000; Gets
Heavy Vole in Central Ken-
tucky Saturday.
TAKES HOME COUNTIES OF
MANY OPPOSITION LEADERS
Former Governor and ex-U S.
6enator J. C. W. Beckham won a
decisive victory over his oppon-
ent Robert T. Crowe, of LaGrange,
in the Democratic gubernatorial
primary Saturday. His majority
will be more than 30,000.
Governor Beckham showed sur-
prising strength in central Ken-
tucky where Crowe was supposed
to be solid and rolled up greater
majorities than were anticipated
in districts that had already been
conceded to him by both sides.
Mr. Beckham carried the find
district by 14,000. Althought this
was about 9,000 less than Barkley
carried it four years ago he was
much stronger in the Fifth,
Eighth, Seventh and Ninth Dis-
tricts than Judge, now Senator
Barkley,
In Graves county,







where the Crowe leaders had con-
ceded Mr. Beckham a thousand
each, he carried the former by
1550 and the latter by 2652. Car-
lisle gave him 1623. Ballard, 1700,
and Trigg 1360, while Lyon, the
home of Seldon Glenn, one of the
Crowe leaders, gave Beckham a
majority of 404.
Christian county, the name of
Judge L. K. Wood. Crowe's cam-
paign manager; Daviess county,
where R. W. Owen, highway com-
missioner and Crowe booster
lives; Woodford county, the home
of J. N. Camden, and Mason
county, where Keen Johnson, head
of the Crowe Press Committee,
and publisher of the Richmond
Daily Editor resides and pub-
lishes his, paper, all gave Beck-
ham majorities ranging from 150
to 2,500.
Mr. Crowe wired his congratu-




Junior Club Members Make Rigl"
Scores; Dates Set for
Next Week.
A demonstration in culling
chickens was held at the home
of Mrs. Beulah Allgood, near Cal-
vert City, Wednesday, county
agent Hendricks and Prot, Tullua
Chambers, of Benton, being in
charge. About 15 persons attend-
ed the demonstration and all pre.
sent were interested in /culling
their own flocks.
A number of junior agricultur-
al club members attended the de-
monstration and the poultry judg-
ing team that will accomPany the
county agent to the state fair,
Sept. 12-17 was announced.
After culling Mrs. Allgood's
flock of chickens the club mem-
bers were taken to the flocks of
different breeds at Dr. L. E.
Smith's and Mrs. Lloyd Flora's
for further work in judging.
Prof. Chambers, who selected
the team, announced the follow-
ing as having the highest scores:
Miss Pauline Barnes, of Church
Grove; Paul Jones, of Walnut
Grove and Edward Freeman, .of
Howard's Grove. According to
Prof Chambers the team show-
ed exceptional ability and it is
expected that they will score
high in the finals at the State
Fair.
The next culling demonstration
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Reid Travis, near Birmingham,
next Tuesday, and at Van Thomp-
son's next Wednesday. All who
are interested in these demonstra-
tions are invited to attend.
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Advertising Rates Upon Application
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
expects pitroisage is upou MERIT. A conVtant effort is
being devoted toward continually improving the value
and interest of the paper.
The Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving to the
people of this county a full and faithful newspaper ser-
vice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or pol-
icy that does not conflict with the kest interests of any
people; yet without fear to criticise what appears to be
wrong and to endorse that which appears to be right with-
out regard to the popularity of its stand.
Now for the Finals
With the two state tickets made
up, Democrats and Republicans
have consolidated their ranks for
the November grapple. Some
sores have. been made during the
warm primary just concluded but
it has been our judgment that the
majority of them heal before the
vyters take the general ballot in
their hands.
I-loth Mr. Sampson and Mr.
Peckhani 'Won by handsome ma-
jorities, they
choice of their












.liscrediting the slanderous re-
porta circulated on Mr. Sampson
(luring the campaign ana believ-
ing him an honorable and able
gentleman, casts its lot with that
fine old Democratic war-horse J.
tip 0 s !trio NSecured or Your money BachIf you take the Draugtion Training. thi
training that Widnes' men inderae. YuS
"n take it at eullege or by mail. Write today,
gaVNBOIlli Pita Vile L R Utith IOW COLLiald
Padacah.
C. W. Beckham and expects to.
support him throughout this race.'
Not only is Mr. Beckham a'
Democrat of the Jefferson school,
which faith we firmly and de-
voutly profess, but his state poli-
cies are more to our liking than
those of Judge Sampson.
But lets make it a fair, square
camtiaign on the issues of the day
with no mud-slinging and permit
Kentucky to choose its next Gov-
ernor through issues unbefogged
with inessientials:
MUSIC LESSONS
All persons wishing to take
music lessons (piano and violin)
see me at Mrs. Peel's at the be-
ginning of the school term.
Ruby Lee A20c
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons having claims a-
gainst or indebted to the estate
of Mrs. Sarah E. Roundtree are
hereby notified that they must
file such claim of indebtedness
against or pay amount owed to
the estate by the 30th of August.
George R. Long, administrator.
Al9c
A Soviet government for Aus-















After all, can you be t
4
more certain of uniform r
reliability than by using
L "Standard" Motor Oil?
STAN DA7: D OIL COMPANY
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AUTOMOBILE ROAD MAPS of Alabama,
Rondo, Gaartia, Kastackt .ad Misatssibia
may ho had Free at any *I oar ssratcs :tattoos
.
price. It's simply a question of
making your bid big enough —
you can get any man you really
need. And I think Jordan is right
about this friend of yours, too —
I think we muat have him."
"So do I. He's a good lawyer.
I've made some inquiries, and
he's made a distinct impression
in the cases he's tried. The men
who've seen him at work all say
he's going to develop into a
great trial lawyer."
Mr. Hardin nodded.
"So I imagine. That's what we
need. You can get ten men who
can write a good brief for one who
can really sway a jury, nowadays.
Eloquence in the Courtroom is be-
:!oming a lost art. And, in the last
inalyais, it's the juries that cost
us money in these damage and ac-
:!ident cases."
"You know—" Phil hesitated.
"Father, one reason I've not tak•
.n more interest in my work is
that it seems to me we aren't do-
ing as well as we could. Why don't
we spend more money to prevent
accidents, and less to get out of
paying for those we do have."
Mr. Hardin scowled,
"You've not reached a position
'n the road yet that requires you
'c consider questions of policy,
Phil," he said coldly. "Modern
railway financing is a complex
problem. We work under difficul-
ties you don't understand. It's ex-
tremely hard to borrow money.
The N. Y. and C. V. is trying, even
now, to float a big bond issue. We
need money to take over compet-
ing shipping lines, and to extend
our own motor bus lines. We've
lost a lot of business to these in-
dependent bus lines lately, and
we've got to get it back. We can't
aflord, just now, to put money in-
tc new equipment and new rolling
stock—which is what is needed to
eliminate accidents. We're using
ill the care we can, with the re-
sources at our command."
"I see." Said Phil. "Well—if I
do marry I hope I'll be let in on
these questions of policy more.
I'd enjoy my work more if I felt
I was more than just an office
boy."
"Your time will conae," said his
father. "I'm growing 'old. I don't
mean to be hard on you, my boy.
I have your own best interests at
heart when I act as I am doing
now."
"Oh, I know that sir," said Phil.
"I guess I've been pretty wild. But
Copyright by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
SYNOPSIS will try to turn over a new leaf-
John Ballard, left poor by the I give you my word. And—I'll 
ask
-ame Fate that deprived him of Viola tonight to marry me.
"
is parents, works his way I He was as good as his word. He
'hrough colege. He meets and and Viola Ruskin were good
loves Viola Ruskin, but does not friends, and had been for a long
-peak his heart because of his
purse. As a 
time. She was surprised when he
lawyer, he fights asked her to marry him; she
.ai road negligence so success- couldn't conceal her surprise.
'ally that Phil Hardin, son of the 'Phil—" she said. "Are you
''resident of the road against really in love with me?"
Nhich John cherishes vendetta "I don't know," he said, honest-
'or his parents' death, offers him )37. "I—I think I'll tell you the
I st wholeaggering salary to join the
road's legal staff. John wavers. 
 story, Viola."
Chen Phil reveals that he plank to
narry Viola. Phil's father is an-
jous to get John, realizing that
he is going to be a great trial law-
yer.
And, surprisingly enough, he
"I'm fond of you," he said. "I've
never liked any girl as well as I
do you. I'd rather spend all. my
time with you than any girl I've
ever known. But I'm not sure that
CHAPTER V Continued I'm in love with you."
"Well, it dosen't matter. Jor- "I—I'm glad you've said what
dan's right—every man has his you have," she said. "I—I don't
know how to answer you, Phil. I'm
fond of you, too. I like you very
much. But—I'm not in love with
you. I think I'm in love with some
one else—with someone who does-
n't love me."
"Oh, I guess anyone you're in
love with is in love with you, all
right," said Phil, laughing.
She shook her head.
"I don't think so," she said.
"But — I'll know, soon. I don't
want to answer you until I do,
Phil. If — if I find he isn't, why,
then, if you want me, knowing
what I've told you then I'll marry
you."
• "I'll wait as long for my answer
as you want me to Viola," he
said: "And — we'll always be
pals, anyway, won't we, no mat-
ter how it turns out?"
"Always," she said. "I like you
lot, Phil."
Lives are ruled by queer and
tragically inconsistent events.
John Ballard, loving Viola -with
all his heart, went to see her re-
solved to discover the true state '
of her feeling for Phil Hardin,
resolved equally, to hide his love
from her until he knew. Had he
gone to her openly, told her the
truth, the whole course of many
lives would have been altered.
But fantastic notions of one
sort and another hampered him;
kept him from seeing the facts
in a true light. He regarded Phil
as his friend, and in spite of all
that Phil had said, he could..not
quite rid himself 'Lac the notion
that Phil had reposed a certain
confidence in him, which he
would be abusing should he go
now to Viola and tell her, out
and out, that he loved her and
wanted her to marry him.
He Vas, as a matter of fact,
awkward and shy and rather
tongue tied when he went to see
Viola. The old freedom of inter-
course between them was gone;
there was a curious constraint.
It was understandable enough.
Viola had, for the first time, con-
fessed, to Phil, that she loved
John; it was he, of course, whom
she had meant when she had told
Phil that she loved a man who,
she. thought, didn't love her.
That made for constraint be-
cause Viola was old fashioned
enough in her upbringing to feel,
somehow that she would be un-
maidenly if she did anything to
let John see the real state of her
feelings for him. They talked of
INSURE!
Against Storms
Don't wait until the skies are overcast to think
about Storm Insurance for the protection of your home, your
business, your valuables, your property, your crops.
The cost of this kind of insurance is very low and
we often suffer damage from stbrms.
THIS AGENCY WILL HELP YOU INVESTIGATE
ANY KIND OF INSURANCE PROBLEM.
GEO. E. LONG
Successors to Ely & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE 1T'1
Office over Bank of Marshall County
Benton, Ky.
indifferent things; of old times in
Newton. Finally they came to
John's career.
"I don't know," he said. "It's
,low work getting started. And,
if I want to go into politics, I've
wt to refuse a lot of business
hat would be profitable. I can't
ake cases of a certain sort, be-
cause it's held against a man in
politics, if he's ever known as a
corporation lawyer. Some of the
ablest men in this country have
never been able to run for high
office for that reason."
"Well, I hope you'll always put
your career first, John," she
said, her eyes shining. "I believe
in you — I have faith in you. I
know you will do great things if
you only give yourself the
chance."
And, while she was saying
that, he was wondering desper-
ately whether he had the right
to take the retainer Phil had
offered him, 80 that he might have
money enough to ask her to be
his wife!
"VVaiting's pretty hard," he
-odd, wistfully. "How would you
feel, Viola? If—well, if you want-
ed to be married for instance?
Would you like to wait?"
"I'd want to know right away,"
she said. "I wouldn't want to
wait, no."
And from that moment every
word either of them said servel
only to widen the gap of utter
misunderstanding between them.
He stayed on, talking, but he was
never so near again to doing the
cnly thing that could have saved
the day—blurting out the truth.
Phil's name came up; in her at-
vousness she spoke of him in such
a way that John thought she car-
ed for him. That was the end.
The next morning John, in his
office, wrote a brief note to Phil,
saying he had given the matter
serious consideration and had de,
cided to continue private prac-
tice, and declined the offer of the
N. Y. and C. V. R. R. And the fol-
lowing day the newspapers con-
tained the 'announcement of the
engagement of Viola to Phil.
John wrot•,! Phil another note—
this time one of congratulation.
To Viola he didn't write; he
couldn't bring himself to do so.
For the future he no longer cared
—or thought he didn't care. His
life, it seemed to him, was doom- ar
ed, now, no matter what might
happen, to sterility and futility.
All hope of happiness had died
with the printed words that told
him his long dream of winninng
Viola Ruskin was at an end.
Yet it was that very day, that,
for the first time the career he
had always planned loomed up
as possible. For there came to
him, in his office, the editor of a
great newspaper, George Warren.
"I've heard a story about you
that interests me a good deal,
Mr. Ballard," said the editor.
"They tell me you have refused
to accept an almost unprecedent-
ed offer from the N. Y. and C.
V.?"
"I refused a very' good offer—
yes," said John. "Why?"
"I'll tell you why," said War-
ren. "This county is pretty de-
finitely ruled by the Balderston
ring. But— that won't always be
so. We're driving the wedges right
now. Not this year—not even per-
haps, in the next election, four
years from now—but, some day—
we're going to elect a reform dis-
trict attorney. And—if you go on
as you've begun you will be that
man. I want you to keep that in
mind."
John's heart leaped. Was this
the chance he had always hoped
for?
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ASPHALT SHINGLES
Arro-Lock shingles are the most successful build-
ing coverings on the market today. By means of their lock-
ed down butts they can neither rip, tear nor curl.
Constructed of asphalt cpmposition they are FIRE-
PROOF and considerably lessen the threat of fire as well as
lower your insurance rate if your are near any other building.
Our men are trained and instructed in the applica-
tion of these shingles so as to give 100 per cent results. The
labor part is very important as it is necessary that the roof
be laid right,
CALL US BY TELEPHONE OR COME IN AND
LET US MAKE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON A NEW ROOF OF
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down your heated throat is worth a hu




Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. McWaters
and son and Miss Magdalene
Miller left Saturday for their
home at Montgomery, Ala., after
spending several days with Mr.
McWater's mother, Mrs. J. E. Mc-
Waters and other relative'.
The revival meeting begin at
Bethel Sunday. Rev. Castelberry,
the pastor is conducting the ser-
vices.
Mrs. G. A. Lindsey, of Birming-
ham was here Monday the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Nolea and
with their parents. Mr. at
J. H. McWaters and Mr. an
W. M. Locker.
rMr. and Mrs. Gaston Fi
sons were visitors in Bent
urday.
Chandler were visitors in
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G. S. Washburn and
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Mr. and Mrs. Victor A
and children, Mrs. Effie
era, Mrs. Margaret Loft
Mrs. J. W. Miller of Padu
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Davis Chapel were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Pe
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daughter Martha Nell were the Ernest Fiser arrive°
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. iSunday after spending
F. N. Holly, months at Detroit.
Mrs. A. M. Dycus and son, Gus
jr, Mrs. Raymond Jones and son,
Walter Dycus Jones and Miss
Lorine Dycus of Akron and Mrs.
Edgar Bell of Big Clifty, Ky.,
left for their homes Friday after
a visit to Mrs. Dycus' mother,
Mrs. J. E. McWaters and other
relatives in the county.
Mrs. Nina English and chil-
dren and Mrs. Elia Estes of Route
7, spent Friday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Richard English.
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We know we can save YOU money
our many customers are telling us t
• we are saving them money.
• Whatever you need in the
 lin
• Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes and Not
• you will find at our store—and the p
• is RIGHT.
• WE ARE MAKING SOME SPEC
• PRICES ON SHOES AND WANT I"
• TO COME AND SEE THEM. BARGA
• FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY.
• You're welcome at our store any ti
I whether you wish to buy, or just loo
round.
J.M. Tichenor & So



























'ndifferent things; of old times in
Newton. Finally they came to
John's career.
"I don't knew," he said. "It's
low work getting started. And.
'1 I want to go into politics, I've
rat to refuse a lot of business
'tat would be profitable. I can't
Ake cays of a certain sort, be-
cause it's held against a man in
politics, if he's ever known as a
,aolioration lawyer. Some of the
ablest men in this country have
never been able to run for high
Afice for that reason."
-Well. I hope you'll always put
'our career first, John," she
said, her eyes shining. "I believe
in you — I have faith in you I
'snow poi will do great things if
ou - ott!y give yourself the
chance.' 
And, while she was saying
that: he was wondering despar-
:.:c!4 whether he had the right
to take the retainer Phil had
otlta,.,1 him, so that he might have
lioney enough to ask her to be
ife!
'•\‘' ,1 it rg's pretty hard." he
.adwistfully= "How would you
Vi la 1' if you want-
married for instance?
%. a like to wait?"
'.1'a "ant to know right away,"
sh,. sail. "I wouldn't want to
w alt. na"
And from that moment every
rd t.i:her of them said served
widen the gap of utter
between them.
on. talking, but he was
fit •\ roar again to doing the
z th.lt could have saved
!1...t-ting out the truth.
,.arne up: in her A-
, 400ke of him in such
John thought she car-
-. rhat was the end.
\• !no-71in: John, in his
note to Phil,
givtn the matter
ieration and had der
cided to continue private prac-
tice, and declined the offer of the
N. Y. and C. V. R. R. And the fol-
lowing day the newspapers con-
tained the announcement of the
engagement of Viola to Phil.
John wrote Phil another note—
this time one of congratulation.
To Viola he didn't write; he
couldn'i bring himself to do so.
1)For th future he no longer cared
—or th ught he didn't care. His
life, it )seemed to him, was doom-
ed. now, no matter what might
happen, to sterility and futility.
All hope of happiness had died
with the printed words that told
him his long dream of winninng
Viola Ruskin was at an end.
Yet it was that very day, that,
for the first time the career he
had alw4ays planned loomed up
as possible. For there came ti
him, in his office, the editor of a
great newspaper, George Warren.
"I've heard a story about you
that interests me a good deal.
Mr. Ballard." said the editor.
"They tell me you have refused
to accept an almost unprecedent-
ed offer from the N. Y. and C.
V.?" .
"I refused a very good offer—
yes," . said John. "Why?"
"I'll- tell you why," said War-
ren. "This county is pretty de-
finitely ruled by the Balderston
ring. But— that won't always be
so. We're driving the wedges right
now. Not this year—not even per-
haps, in the next election, four
years from now—but, some day—
we're going to elect a reform dis-
trict attorney. And—if you go on
aa you've begun you will be that
man. 'J want you to keep that in
mind."
John'S heart leaped. Was this












Arro-Lock shingles are the most successful build-
ing coverings on the market today. By means of their lock-
ed down butts they can neither rip, tear nor curl.
Constructed of asphalt composition they are FIRE-
PROOF and considerably lessen the threat of fire as well as
lower your insurance rate if your are near any other building.
Our men are trained and instructed in the applica-
tion of these shingles so as to give 100 per cent results. The
labor part is Nery important as it is necessary that the roof
he laid right.
CALL US BY TELEPHONE.. OR. COME IN AND
LET US MAKE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON A NEW ROOF OF
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Exit a Good
Pure Ice Cream
is prescribed by doctors for everyone un-
der 125 years of age. The delightful sensa-
tion of a mass of pure, cold Cream sliding
down your heated throat is worth a hun-




Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. McWaters
and son and Miss Magdalene
Miller left Saturday for their
home at Montgomery, Ala., after
spending several days with Mr.
McWater's mother, Mrs. J. E. Mc-
Waters and other relatives,
The revival meeting began at
Bethel Sunday. Rev. Castelberry,
the pastor is conducting the ser-
vices.
Mrs, G. A. Lindsey, of Birming-
ham was here Monday the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Noles and
daughter Martha Nell were the
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. N. Holly,
Mrs. A. M. Dycus and son, Gus
jr., Mrs. Raymond Jones and son,
Walter Dycus Jones and Miss
Lorine Dycus of Akron and Mrs.
Edgar Bell of Big Clifty, Ky.,
left for their homes Friday after
a visit to Mrs. Dycus' mother,
Mrs. J. E. McWaters and other
relatives in the county.
Mrs. Nina English and chil-
dren and Mrs. Elia Estes of Route
7, spent Friday night with Mr.
and Mrs, Richard English.
Will Story was in Benton Mon-
day on business.
George Stice of Gilbertsville
Route 1, was here Monday on
business.
Mrs. Frank Fisk and children
of Detroit, and Mr. and Mrs. E.
P. Mobley of Route 8, are here
this week the guests of V. H. and
Willie Mobley and families.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cox of Chi-
cago, are the guests cf Mrs. Cox's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Davis.
Cletus English, of Chicago ar-
rived here Sunday to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Eng-
lish.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Cox of Cin-
cinnati are the guests of Mrs.
Cox's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Noles and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chandler
and daughters and Mrs. W. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
children spent the week end with
relatives on Route 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McWatters
and daughter, Margaret, of Pa-
ducah spent the week end here
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. McWaters and Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Locker.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Fiser and
sons were visitors in Benton Sat-
urday.
Chandler were visitors in Benton
Saturday,
G. S. Washburn and Hayes
Noles were visitors in Paducah
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Anderson
and children, Mrs. Effie McWat-
era, Mrs. Margaret Loftin and
Mrs. J. W. Miller of Paducah and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar English of
Davis Chapel were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Eng-
lish and Mrs. J. E. McWaters.
Ernest Fiser arrived home
Sunday after spending several
months at Detroit.
Mrs. Clete Story and children
of Paducah were the Sunday
guests of Mr. Will Story and fam-
ily.
Dr. and Mrs. Warner and chil-
dren and Miss Katherine Myers
of Paducah were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Culp.
Lloyd McWaters of Brookhaven
Miss., is the guest of his mother
Miss J. E. McWaters and other
relatives in the county this week.
Wallace Lindsey who is em-
ployed at the Gravel Switch spent
the week end here with Mrs.
Lindsey.
Miss Moline Story of Paducah,
is spending this week with rela-
tives and attending the revival
at Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. Tam Holly were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. M. L. Holly on Route 4.
Rev. Jewel Norman, of Padu-
cah will fill his regular appoint-
ment here at the Christian church
next Sunday. Everyone is invited
to attend.
Mr, and MA.- Boone Fields and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fields of Pa-
ducah were the Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs, J. W. Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McWaters
and children of Bruceton, Tenn.,
were here last week visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Pete English and Mrs.
J. E. McWaters. Mr. McWatera
returned home Friday and Mrs.
McWaters and daughters left by




Barker, Lewis, Goodman, Crom-
well, Bright and King Carry
Marshall County.
The voting in the minor state
offices fell far behind the Govern-
ors in the primary in Marshall
county, atong with the remainder
of the state. While 2573 were
polled in the Beckham-Crowe race
only 1240 were cast in the Lieu-
tenant-Governor's campaign and
just 797 in the Clerk of the Court
of Appeals race.
A. H. Barker carried the coun-
ty for Lieutenant-Governor over
James Breathitt, of Hopkinsville,
by 98 votes. He recevied 425 to
327 for Breathitt. James got 227,
Woodrow an even 200 and Roberts
61.
Miss Ella Levis, of Leitchfield,
received Marshall's plurality for
Secretary of State, with 428 bal-
lots to 842 for R. S. Eubanks, of
Lexington. Hager got 251.
Brown Carries County
Brown got a plurality of 14 over
Cammack for Attorney-General,
339 to 325. Creel received 167
votes and Wootom pooled 131.
John A. Goodman defeated Clell
Coleman for Auditor in this coun-
ty, 639 to 557, though Coleman
was winner in the state by more
than 25,000.
Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell, the
party's nominee for Treasurer,
beat S. Albert Phillips but two
votes in Marshall county, 445 to
443. Ranney was a poor third
with 151.
Bright Ahead Here
Newton Bright, of Eminence,
who had a horse race with Roger
Lillard, of Lawrenceburg, for the
Democratic nomination for Com-
missioner of Agriculture, carried
Marshall with 499 votes.
Ben Niles, of Henderson, was
second in this county with 276,
Underwood third with 172 and
Lillard a poor fourth with 70.
King received a clear majority
for clerk of the Court of Appeals
with 405 ballots. The others were:




Succumbs Wednesday at Home
near Briensburg Following
Paralytic Stroke.
Mrs. Matt Donelson, aged 63,
succumbed Wednesday, August
10th at her home near Briens-
burg following a paralytic stroke
some time ago.
Mrs. Donelson was well known
and highly regarded in that sec-
tion.
Burial was in the Noles ceme-
tery late Wednesday afternoon,
arrangements by Fred Filbeck.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
Everyone interested in Fair
Dealing cemetery are asked to
come and clean the graveyard and
church grounds, Saturday morn-
ing, August .13th.
PACE TO PREACH
Rev. J. M. Pace, pastor of the
Benton Christian Church, will
fill the pulpit at the chueth here
Sunday, morning and evening.
REPUBLICANS POLL
LIGHT COUNTY VOTE
Less Than 150 Ballots Tallied in
Some Minor Races in
Marshall,
The vote in Marshall county
for minor offices on the Republi-
can ticket was extremely light;
less than 150 votes being tallied
in some races while only 628
were cast in the Governor's race.
Nelson carried the county for
Lieutenant-Governor with 149,
others votes were; Duncan, 56;
Posey, 417; Ritchie, 14; and Win-
teremith 30.
Black defeated Mrs. Quisen-
berry for Secretary of State, 127
to 117.
Miller Hughes, of Wickliffe,
carried the county for Attorney-
General by almost twice as mach
as his two opponents combined.
He got 167 to 67 for Allen and 38
for Culton. He carried every pre-
cinct but four.
Wallace defeated his two op-
ponents in the county for audi-
tor; getting 110 to 70 for Perkins
and 55 for Garner.
For Treasurer the vote was:
Bibb, 76; Brown, 30; James, $5;
Rogers, 23; and Slier, 11,
Peyton defeated Babb in the
carunty for Superintendent 1 of
Public Instruction, 107 to 60.
Bird led for Commissioner of
Agriculture in Marshall with 86
ballots to 35 for Lykins and 19
for Snedegar.
Dicken was first for Clerk of
the Court of Appeals with 62 ut
of a total of only 155 for the ve
candidates. Others were E er-
sole, 20; Huntsman, 25; Ken all,
20; and Patrick 28.
TO THE VOTERS OF THE
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT:
Although unsuccessful in ,the
recent race for Commonwehlth
Attorney, I am nevertheless d ep-
ly appreciative of the sple did
and untiring support of my
friends. I accept the verdic of
the Great Electorate and no ord
of criticism shall come from me
towards any man or woman be-
cause of their way of votin . It
is a right that I myself exe cise
without appology, and one t at I
accord to every citizen.
To my opponents in the r ce I
extend my sincere thank for
every kindness and cou esy
shown me during the cam aign
and with these unsucce sful
ones, I enter into the de pest
sympathy, On the other ha d I
congratulate Mr. Lovett a the
successful candidate and p edge
myself to the successful co lug-
ion of his race and to a h arty
cooperation of his race and term
of office of efficient servi e to




Here Sunday, 3 to 1
The Murray baseball team de-
feated Benton here Sunday I in a
good game, 3 to 1, by puishing
over two counters in the Inns!
inning. Farmer pitched a , good
game for Benton and was better
supported than usual.
Benton defeated Hardin 9 to 7
last Thursday in a ragged game.
Black, on the mound for Hardin,
received very wobbly support.
Tribune ADS bring results.
0
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
0 For Those Who •
i SAVE 
••
• •We know we can save Y01..! money for 
• our many customers are telling us that •
• we are saving them money. •
• Whatever you need in the line of •
• Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions •
• you will find at,/our store—and the price •
• is RIGHT. / •
0 WE ARE MAKING SOME SPECIAL II
0 PRICES ON SHOES AND WANT YOU 1.,
g TO COME AND SEE THEM. BARGAINS w
. 5 FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY. 
•
•to You're welcome at our store any time, 
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Watch The Next Is-






—of our delicious fountain drinks in your
glass is the funeral march of Old Man
Thrist. its delicious flavor and invigor-
ating keenness lend zest to the hottest
day. Wholesome and tasty, and made
only from the purest ingredients.
Strow Drug Co.








McConnell, of Paducah and three
brothers, Frank Starks, of Dexter,
Ky; Wilson Starks, of Memphis,
Tenn., and J. R. Starks, of Har-
din.
Matron, DeeplyPopular Beloved, Mrs. Goheen was a faithful
Succumbs at Birmingham wife and loving mother and had
After Long Illness. been a member of the Church of
Christ for more than 25 years.
Mrs. W. H. Goheen, aged 56, Funeral
 services were conduct-
one of the best known matrons
ed Friday afternoon from the Bir-
mingham Church by Elder Wiley
o f Birmingham, succumbed Mathis, of Vienna, Illinois, with
Thursday, August 4th at-her home a large number attending. Burial
following a long illness of com- was in the Birmingham cemetery,
plications. She was a member of arrangements by Fred Filbeck.
the Birmingham Church of Christ
CARD OF THANKSand was beloved by many
friends.
We wish to thank all of ourShe is survived by her husband
five daughters, Mrs. Claud Hol- friends and relatives for all their
land, Cairo, Ill., Mrs. William
Starks, of Cutler, Ill., Mrs. Duff
tPurdell, of Colorado; Mrs, Tru-
man Wyatt, of the county and
Miss Naomi Goheen, of Birming-
ham; three sons, Charley, Frank,
and Leonas Goheen, all of Bir-
mingham; one sister, Mrs. Emma
kindness in the hour of our be-
reavment, especially do we thank
Bro. Wiley Mathis for his words
of cheer and all who sent flow-
ers or assisted us in anyway, we
also extend our thanks to l'ilbeck
& Stilley, undertakers.
W. F. Goheen and family.
Suggestions for
Late Summer
Paris Green and Arsenate of Lead,
Beetle Mort, Tanglefoot and Insecticides.
Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses, Milk Buckets, Milk Coolers.
Ice Cream Freezors and Water Coolers,
Wash Tubs, Wash Boards, Wash Wringers and Mops.
FOR SCHOOLS — Lunch Baskets, Lunch Boxes,
School Bells, Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Rulers and Crayon.
Galvanized Roofing, Bale Ties, One and two-row
Sprays.
Screen wire, screen doors, screen door fixtures and
screen paint.
Well Buckets, Water Buckets, Dippers, Mobs, Brooms,
etc., for cleaning up.
REMEMBER WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF BUILDERS HARDWARE AND
SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Porch and Lawn Furniture, Wood and Metal Beds,
Springs, Matresses, etc.
Window Shades, Curtain Rods, Curtain Scrim and
Drapery.
Stoves and Ranges and New Perfec-
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BOOM HOOVER FOR
G. 0. P. NOMINEE
Vice-President Dawes May Be
Leading Rival with Lowden
Still in Race.
Washington, Aug. 8. —Political
watchers here are expecting
some early move by supporters of
Herbert Hoover to take advantage
of the momentum gained by his
1928 Presidential boom since
President Coolidge withdrew
from the, Republican field of can-
didates.
That this momentum had gath-
ered more swiftly than that for
other aspirants Is generally con-
ceded Mr. Hoover is well out in
front. The roster of important
Republicans who believe that
Herbert Hoover is the logical
choice has become formidable. It
indicates that there are now sub-
stantial blocs of delegates in the
offing as well as popular senti-
ment. Hitherto, Mr. Hoover has
been called an ideal Presidential
candidate lacking the all-import-
ant essential — convention dele-
gates.
As Hoover talk grows, it also
become plainer to the experts here
that Vice President Dawes may
become his strongest rival. This
is based up on no conclusion that
Frank 0. Lowden of Illinois will
not be a contender. It is drawn
from the well accepted theory
that Dawes and Lowden are
"coupled" as an entry. In other
words, that the Lowden strength
will go to Dawes if it becomes ap-
parent that Lowden cannot at-
tain sufficient delegate vOtes.
There is supposed to be a mutual
understanding on this score.
PALMA NEWS
Omer Stegner and Homer Hol-
land spent. the week-end with
their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Walker and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Walker and family.
Mrs. C. W. Bearden of Paducah
Oenmint Cannon
LATH TOWE




$1.00 worth of Soap, 20x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH
TOWEL (retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
Hardin, Ky.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 3.
L. Brien and family Sunday.
Mrs. Paul Powell and children
of Detroit, Mich., were the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Powell.
Miss Undine Brison spent the
week end with Miss Ruby Coloson.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin McGee
and children of Eddyville were
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Powell Sunday.
Dr. W. T. Little and children
of Calvert City were the guest of
Mrs. Ida Little Sunday.
Blewett Little of-Chicago, Ill.,
spent Saturday and Sunday with
his mother, Mrs. Ida Little.
SHARPE
Rev. T. C. Wilcox dosed the
meeting at the Church of Christ
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Fifteen new members were add-
ed to the church.
Stanley Miller, Wade Hill, Neva
Pell Norman and Reba Blaknes
motored to Symsonia Sunday af-
ternoon.
Lillie Bell Heron of Paducah,
was the Sunday guest of Euline
Redden.
Dorothy and Ruth Hill, Colleen
Johnston and Beryl Seay were
the guests of Edith Thomainion
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. El Smith of Lit-
tle Cypress were the guests of
their daughter Mrs. Guy Phelpa
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Staton of Pa-
ducah visited Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Vaughn Sunday afternoon.
Dr. 0. A. Eddleman left last
week for Camp Knox where he ex-
pects to spend several days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Duese of
Benton were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Hill Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith visit-
ed relatives at Briensburg Sun-
day.
Randall Seay of Paducah spent
the week end with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Seay.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Blooming-
burg, Mr. and Mrs. Early Eng-
lish moved to Paducah last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Rountree
will move to Sharpe soon. Mr.
Rountree built a store here and




'the Church Grove Community
Club met with Mrs. Sam Myres,
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
with 5 new members and 3 mem-
bers absent. Bible reading from
the 2nd Chapter of Mathew, a-
out 3 o'clock the guests were in-
vited to the dining room and ice
cream and cake was served.
Those present were, Mrs. Alec
Haltom, Mrs. D. Crow, Mrs. Har-
din Haltom, Mrs. J. S. Hiett, Mrs.
A. T. Green, Mrs. Jim Barnes,
Mrs. R. W. Haltom, Mrs. M. U.
Siress, Mrs. L. Lamb, Mrs. Wal-
lace Green, Mrs. Raymond Eng-
lish, Mrs. Walker Myres, Mrs.
Alvin ?Ayres, Mrs. Sam Myres,
Mrs. Cora Davis, also 2 visitors
Miss Elmyra Green and Aunt
Betty Finch. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. J. H Haltom,
Saturday, August 13, at two o'-
cloock. Let every member be pre-
sent.
Mrs. M. U. Siress, Sec,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson and
Misses Lena Chandler and Jose-
phine Wilson were visitors in
Benton Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Notes and




Seventeen years ago we dedicated our store to the
principles of quality, service and value, which is the founda-
tion of our present business.
I I
I I
Reliability has been the pride and purpose of this I'
store for nearly a score of years. Hundreds of residents of r
this section have accepted our name on value.
I I
Now, we pledge anew the obligation of selling only
that which is trustworthy—so that you can accept as full-
est value any merchandise which bears our name.
THIS BUSINESS RESTS ON QUALITY AND MODERATE










A. F. BRINDLEY IS
SUMMONED AUG. 3
Prominent Farmer Succumbs
Near Symsonia; Has Rela-
tives in Marshall Co.
A. F. Brindley. 71 years old, a
well known farmer of the Sym-
sonia section, expired Wednesday
August 3rd, at his home follow-
ing a lengthened illness of com-
plications.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Jane Brindley; two daugh-
ters, Misses Aldie and Rinds
Brindley and one son, Thomas,
one sister, Mrs. Sis Burpoe, of
Olive and one brother, Dennis
Brindley, of Olive. He was a mem-
ber of the Unity Presbyterian
church.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed at the Thorn cemetery August
4th, by Rev. Boone Jeffrey. Burial




Harold the little four months
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Vasseur succumbed Wednesday,
August 3rd at the home of his
parents in the county after a
short illness of complications. Be-
sides his parents he is survived
by one sister and one brother and
his grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Vasseur and Mr. and Mrs.
William McCoy,
Funeral services were at Zion's
Cause Thursday afternoon at 2
o'clock, conducted by Elder Bird-
song and burial was in the Wil-
son cemetery, arrangements by
Fred Filbeck.
MCWATERS REUNION
There was a McWaters reunion
held at the home of Mrs. J. E. Mc-
Waters at Briensburg, August 3.,
all of the children were present
except Wyatt McWaters who re-
sides in Ark., Nathon and Lloyd,
two of the brothers had not seen
each other in 14 years, at the noon
hour a bountiful luncheon was
spread and everyone present re-
ported a pleasent day. There were
8 children, 18 grandchildrn and
22 great grandchildren present. A
large number of the grandchild-
ren and great grandchildren were
unable to attend. Those present
were:- Mr. and Mrs. Nathon Mc-
Waters and son, of Montgomery,
Ala., Mr. Lloyd McWaters of
Brookhaven, Miss., Mr. and Mrs.
A. S. McWaters and daughters Ev-
alie and Magdalene of Bruteton,
Tenn., Mrs. Gus Dycus and son,
Gus Jr., of Akron, 0., Mrs. Ray-
mond Jones and son of Akron, 0.
Mrs. Edgar Bell of Big Clifty, Ky.
Mrs. Margaret Loftin, Mrs. John-
ny Knight & children, Mrs. Lew-
is Loftin and daughter and Mrs.
Albert Loftin and children of Pa-
ducah, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. McWat-
ers and daughter of Benton, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Dyke, Mr. and Mrs.
Pete English, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Dyke and daughters, Mr. and Mrs.
Rabe Wyatt, Mrs. Nina English
and sons, Mrs. Richard English
and children, Mrs. M. 0. English
and children, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
McWaters and children, Mrs. J. E.
McWaters, Misses Lorine Dycus,
of Akron, Ella Dyke, Mary Lee
Dyke, Opal English, Magdalene
Miller, of Montgomery Ala. Mabel
Mobley and Charlene Davies, Mes-
srs. Paul McWaters, Wolton Culp,
V. H. Mobley, Haze Dyke and
Grant English.
CALVERT CITY
Mr. and Mrs. kam A Schmidt
attended the funeral of Mr.
Schmidt's uncle, Fritz Schmidt,
at Paducah, Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sewell
are the parents of a new baby girl
born Tuesday. of last week at the
home of Mrs. Sewell's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Dees.
Mrs. E. T. Black and children,
of Benton, were the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Mert J. Draffen and Mr.
and Mrs. H E. Goodloe last week.
Mrs. B. F. Hopgood was in Pa-
ducah last week the guest of her
son Clarence Hopgood and Mrs.
Hopgood.
Mrs. ,Horace Barnes left Thurs-
day morning for Chicago to at-
tend the bedside of her sister,
Mrs. Dora Owens who is critical-
ly ill.
Mrs. Alice Kennedy was con-
fined to her home last week on
account of illness.
A. A. Nelson, of Benton, was
a business visitor in town Friday.
Mrs. Newborn Faughn is quite
ill at her home on the Gilberts-
ville road.
Roy Boyd, of Benton, spent Fri-
day in town on business.
Mrs Ernest Smith left Sunday
night, .for Greenwood, Miss., to at-
tend the bedside of her husband,
who is seriously ill. She was ac-
companied by her brother, Rich-
ard Pace.
Claude Henley, of Mayfield,
spent Thursday and Friday in
town on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Hodge Leneav e
are parents of a new baby girl
born Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Vannerson
and family of Paducah, were the
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mert J. Draffen.
Mrs. Ray Lee and children, of
Barlow, Ky., are the.guests of
Mrs. A. B. Goodman.
Mr. Tilford Montgomery, of Ev-
ansvile, Ind., arrived Sunday to be
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Newt
Coursey and Mr. Coursey.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Green and
Mrs. Harry Hurley and Mrs. Mar-
shall Stice attended the funeral of
Will Ferron at Smithland Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. James Doublin of Lexing-
ton, arrived Friday to visit his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Halstead for a few days.
Mies Mabel Daugherty, of Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., is the house guest
of Miss Evelyn Holland, of R 1.
Prof. G. G. Wadlington spent
the week-end in Dawson Springs
the guest of his sister.
Rev. Sanson and family left
Monday morning for a week's vis-
it with relatives in Jackson Tenn.
Mrs. Billie Kane, of Paducah,
spent the week-end with Mrs. Ad-
die Walace and daughter, Irene.
Miss Georgia Miller is quite ill
at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Rue Provine.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Draffen
were in Benton Monday evening
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Govie
Smith,
Mr. Bill Williams, of Benton,
was a business visitor in town
Monday afternoon.
PINNACLE
Pinnacle school opened July 18,
with 26 present. It has been pro-
gressing nicely since the begin-
ning with a full attendance. Pin-
nacle school is striving to win in
the attendance campaign.
The boys organized them a
society called Albenian and the
girls organized a society and
called it Wilsonian. The boys are
striving very hard against the
girls.
The Pinnacle school Athenian
society gave a delightful pro-
gram Friday evening. The follow-
ing program was carried out:
Song by school.
Bible reading my Rollie Smith.
Recitation by Dively Pennegar.
Story by Volney Brien.
Recitation by Roy Howard.
Story by Hubert Howard.
, Mimicking contest by Thomas
Howard and Lester Gipson.
Recitation by Hastin Wright.
Story by W. J. Brien, jr.
Recitation by Roy Carter Brien.
Story by Edward Sullivan.
String contest by J. B. Brien
and Wilson Smith.
Story by Pearvin Gipson.
Debate: Resolved that the chil-
dren of today are busier than
they were in Colonial days.
Aft, — J. B. Brien, Edward
Sullivan, Wilson Smith and Pearl-
vin Gipson.
Neg. — Whitaker Smith, Thom-
as Howard, Lester Gipson and
Rollie Smith.
The patrons are urged by both
pupil and teacher to attend the
programs and see what the school
is doing.
A pie supper will be given Fri-
day night, August 12. Everybody
is cordially invited. Come and
let's make it a great success.
Card From Jas, B.
Allensworth
TO MY FRIENDS OF Mc-
CRACKEN AND MARSHALL
COUNTIES:
My defeat for the nomination
for Commonwealth's Attorney has
in nowise embittered we towards
those opposing me, but has en-
deared you to me because of your
support and loyalty.
I am no longer a stranger to
the people of this Judicial Dis-
trict.
I shall give my hearty support
to Mr. Lovett, and go back to my
office and take up the practice of
my profession.
I shall at all times be pleased
to see you at my office on the
tenth floor of the City National
Bank building.
Thanking all for their support,




T. C. RHEA DIES
AT TEXARKANA
T. C. Rhea, 64 years of age.
millright, who formerly lived in
arkana, Ark., enroute from Ida,
Okla., to Memphis, where he was
to have undergone an operation it
was learned here today. He had
been ill with complications for
some time.
Mr. Rhea was a native of Cello-
ay county, but had been in the
est for fifty years. He had work-
ed in late years for Rickman and
Cosby millers of, Memphis. He re-
sided in Mayfield for several
onths dunirg his boyhood days.
,He is survived by his two broth-
rs, L. F. and Steve Rhea, of Kirk-
.ey, Route 1. He was well known
by older residents of the eastern
part of Graves county.
The body will be sent to May-
field and will probably arrive
there tomorrow. Burial will be in
'yatt Graveyard. The funeral ar-
All Classes
Trade Here
A Scotch farmer had agreed to deliver twenty hens
to the local market. Only nineteen, however, were sent, and
It was almost evening before the twentieth bird was brought
in by the farmer,
"Man," said the butcher, "you're late with this one!"
"Aye," agreed the other, "but ye see, she didna'
lay until this afternoon."
Now if you are as close as this Scotchnutn you need
to de business here, for we will protect your interest, and
at no time will we be out of line in prices.
Then too we give a service that cannot be equaled
and sanitation connected with our quick turn over, make
ours the best place to trade.
We want 10 nice country hams this
week, 25 cents per pound.
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
Mayfield, died yesterday in Tex- rangements
pleted.
have not been corn-
SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC
Mrs, Lula Wallace delightfully
entertained the members of her
Sunday school class of the Bir-
mingham Baptist church with an
outing at Coal Well Hollow, 3
miles west of Birmingham on
July 28th. Games were played.
and at noon a picnic lunch was
served. The children declared it
the most enjoyable day of the
summer. Those included in the
hospitality were: i
Loretta, Buell Hayes and Vir-
ginia Hill, Dorothy, Rena Bell
and Alden Baker, Mildred and
Kathleen Wallace, Dorinda Lock-
er, Bernice Evelyn Heath, Mark
Clayton, Mrs. Ruth Hill, Leslie
Wallace and Mrs. Lula Wa.lace.




The Extra Process for
Extra Miles
GUM-DIPPING IS THE EXTRA
FIRESTONE PROCESS—rN ADDITION
TO ALL THE STANDARD TIRE BUILD-
ING METHODS.
For the utmost cm fort—
For the greatest safety—
For the longest wear and least
attention—
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BY MAJORITY OF 28
Cox Leads in Common% ealth Race
in Marshall Until Last 3
Precincts Report.
Henry H. Lovett, Democratic
nominee for Commonwealth's At-
torney in the 2nd Judicial dis-
trict, carried Marshall over his
fellow countain and opponent, C.
B. Cox by the narrow majority
of 28.
Cox gained an early lead in
1•-the local county returns and
when 10 precincts had been re-
ceived was ahead of Lovett 368
to 296. Lovett did not approach
Cox until the last five came in
and passed Cox by carrying both
Gilbertsville precincts and Little
Cypress, the last three to report.
Edgar T. Washburn wag the
strongest McCracken candidate
in Marshall but he was far in
the wake of Lovett and Cox with
only 285. He carried Heights
precinct by a good majority, with
57, to 28 for Lovett, 25 for Gil-
bert, 14 for Cox and 5 for Aliens-
worth. All three McCracken can-
didates showed some strength in
just a few Marshall precincts
and were woefully weak in
others.
Washburn got 22 in South Bir-
mingham and 22 in Little Cypress
but ran 10 and more in just 12
precincts and did not get a single
ballot in South Hardin and South
Olive. Allensworth carried just
one precinct in Marshall. North
Calvert, and that by one vote
over Cox, 25 to 24. HE got 30
votes in Briensburg and 20 in











$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
Gatlin - Fergeroon Co
BENTON, KY.
much as 10 votes in but eigli
precincts in the county.
M. E. Gilbert got but 187 voty
in Marshall, failed to carry
sing14 precinct and reached 1
ballots in only 16. His best lItION
ings were 24 in Briensburg, at,
25 at Heights.
Cox carried four of the fir.
10 precincts to report and got h
cad 84) at Briensburg and 64
Hrewers.
Each later precinct enabl
Lovett to cut down Cox's lead,
'arrying 10 out of the last 15
report. Cox carried eight of t
25 precincts, Lovett w on 1
Washburn and Allensworth ci
tured one each and split Elva, t
smallest Democratic in the cou
ty, with 6 each.
Precincts carried by Cox we
Harvey, Brewers, Briensbu
South Calvert, Oak Level, W
Benton, Price, South Benton.
In the Isovett column we
South Hardin, South Olive, No
Olive, North Hardin, North Be
ton, Sharpe, Ross, South V
mingham, North Birmingha
Palma, Scale, North Gilbertavil
South Gilbertaville and Lit
Cypress.
Washburn carried Heights a
Allensworth won North Calv
by one vote.
ROUTE 8
Mr. and Mos. Nute Pace, .
and Mrs. Clint Pace and son
Oklahoma are visiting relati
in the county.
Jesse Lovett, Willie Hay
and Lawrence Jeter arrived tit
from Detroit Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. T. W. Hay
and son of Texas arrived h(
Sunday for a visit wieh relati
Mr. A. N. Duke and family
tended preaching at Wal
Grove Sunday,
Luther Dowdy who is ompla
in Paducah spent Saturday nt
and Sunday with his family. -
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Sta
of Paducah are visiting Lt
Darnall and family this week
W. L. Anderson and ía.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henson
Mrs. Annie Hiett visited in Cl
Sunday.
Mrs. J. J. G. Cope is on the
list this week.
G. A. Cope returned to his v
Sunday night aftcr spr
Saturday night an; :••uhii:ty
his family.
Mr. Hardie Edward -
Hardin attended p,•;.,ti
Walnut Grove Sunda \
Tribune ADS bring ro.tilts
NOTICE
I will be at the J. D. Pete
Hardware Co. every Saturday
1st. Monday to repair your
phones, electric irons, fans
switch boards especially. All
guaranteed.
George R. Long.
the Sharpe Tel. Co.
666
Is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE. FLU. DEN
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA
It Kills the germs.
Card of Thanks--
I wish to express my deepest appreciation 
for thos
who supported me in the primary. last Sa
turday.
Mr. Holland will make you a splendid clerk an
d ,
I had to be defeated I am glad it was to 
such a worthy man
I harbor no ill will against anyone oho sa
w fit





I appreciate to the utmost the votes of the peop
of Benton u ho choose me their Democratic 
nominee f.
Town Marshal in the election Saturdas.
.1f elected in November. as I believe I will be. I wi
endeavor, as in the past to make you a iiligent 
and co
scientious officer, treating everyone fairl sand just alik.
Again thanking you for your votes and confide
I am, Very truly yours,
H. H. McGREGOR






































Mayfield, died yesterday fp Tex-
Draffen :arkana, Ark., enroute from Ida,
y evening Okla.. to Memphis, where he was
Mrs. Govie to have undergone an operation it
of Benton, was learned here today. He had
in town been ill with complications for
some time.
Mr. Rhea was a native of Callo-
way county, but had been in the
west for fifty years. He had work-
ed in late years for Rickman and
Cosby millers of, Memphis. He re-
sided in Mayfield for several
months dunirg his boyhood days.
,He is survived by his two broth-
ers, L. 'F. and Steve Rhea, of Kirk-
sey. Route 1. He was well known
by older residents of the eastern
part of Graves county.
The body will be sent to May-
field and will probably arrive
there tomorrow. Burial will be In
Wyatt Graveyard. The funeral ar-
All Classes
Trade Here
A Scotch farmer had agreed to deliver twenty hens
to the local market. Oily nineteen, however, were sent, and
it was almost evening before the twentieth bird was brought
in by the farmer,
"Man," said the butcher, "you're late with this one!"
"Aye," agreed the other, "but ye see, she didna'
lay until this afternoon."
New if you are as close as this Scotchatan you need
to do business Isere, for we will protect your interest, and
at no time will we be out of line In prices.
Then too we give a service that cannot be equaled
and sanitatkm connected with our quick turn over, make
ours the best place to trade.
We want 10 nice country hams this
week, 25 cents per pound.



































































rangements have not been com-
pleted.
SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC
Mrs, Lula Wallace delightfully
entertained the members of her
Sunday school class of the Bir-
mingham Baptist church with an
outing at Coal Well Hollow, 3
miles west of Birmingham on
July 28th. Games were played'
and at noon a picnic lunch was
served. The children declared it
the most enjoyable day of the
summer. Those included in the
hospitality were:
Loretta, Buell Hayes and Vir-
ginia Hill, Dorothy, Rena Bell
and Alden Baker, Mildred and
Kathleen Wallace, Dorinda Lock-
er, Bernice Evelyn Heath, Mark
Clayton, Mrs. Ruth Hill, Leslie
Wallace and Mrs. Lula Wa.lace.




The Extra Process for
Extra Miles
GUM-DIPPING IS THE EXTRA
FIRESTONE PROCESS— IN ADDITION
TO ALL THE STANDARD TIRE BUILD-
ING METHODS.
For the utmost comfort
For the greatest safety—
For the longest wear and least
attention—
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COUNTY TO LOVETT
BY MAJORITY OF 28
Cox Leads in Commonwealth Race
In Marshall Until Last 3
Precincts Report.
Henry H. Lovett, Democratic
nominee for Commonwealth's At-
torney in the 2nd Judicial dis-
trict, carried Marshall over his
fellow countain and opponent, C.
B. Cox by the narrow majority
of 28.
Cox gained an early lead in
'-'the local county returns and
when 10 precincts had been re-
ceived was ahead of Lovett 368
to 296. Lovett did not approach
Cox until the last five came in
and passed Cox by carrying both
Gilbertsville precincts and Little
Cypress, the last three to report.
Edgar T. Waihburn was the
strongest McCracken candidate
In Marshall but he was far in
the wake of Lovett and Cox with
only 285. He carried Heights
precinct by a good majority, with
57, to 28 for Lovett, 25 for Gil-
bert, 14 for Cox and 5 for Aliens-
worth. All three McCracken can-
didates showed some strength in
just a few Marshall precincts
and were woefully weak in
others.
Washburn got 22 in South Bir-
mingham and 22 in Little Cypress
but ran 10 and more in just 12
precincts and did not get a single
ballot in South Hardin and South
Olive. Allensworth carried just
one precinct in Marshall, North
Calvert, and that by one vote
over Cox, 25 to 24. He got 30
votes in Briensburg and 20 in








$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
Gatlin -Fergerson Co
BENTON, KY.
much as 10 votes in but eight
precincts in the county.
M. E. Gilbert got but 187 votes
in Marshall, failed to carry a
sing14 precinct and reached 10
ballots in only 16. His best show-
ings were 24 in Briensburg, and
25 at Heights.
Cox carried four of the first
10 precincts to report and got his
cad 80 at Briensburg and 64 at
Brewers.
Each later precinct enabled
Lovett to cut down Cox's lead, ht
:arrying 10 out of the last 15 to
report. Cox carried eight of the
25 precincts, Lovett won 11,
Washburn and Allensworth cap-
tured one each and split Elva, the
smallest Democratic in the coun-
ty, with 6 each,
Precincts carried by Cox were
Harvey, Brewers, BriensbUrg,
South Calvert, Oak Level, West
Benton, Price, South Benton.
In the Lovett column were
South Hardin, South Olive, North
Olive, North Hardin, North Ben-
ten, Sharpe, Ross, South Bir-
mingham, North Birmingham,
Palma, Scale, North Gilbertsville,
South Gilbertsville and Little
Cypress,
Washburn carried Heights and
Allensworth won North Calvert
by one vote.
ROUTE 8
Mr. and Mis. Nute Pace, Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Pace and son of
Oklahoma are visiting relatives
in the county.
Jesse Lovett, Willie Haymes
and Lawrence Jeter arrived home
from Detroit Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. T. W. Haymes
and son of Texas arrived home
Sunday for a visit with relatives.
Mr. A. N. Duke and family at-
tended preaching at Walnut
Grove Sunday,
Luther Dowdy who is employed
in Paducah spent Saturday night
and Sunday with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Starks,
of Paducah are visiting Lisha
Darnall and family this week.
W. L. Anderson and family,
Mr. and Mrs. John Henson and
Mrs. Annie Hiett visited in Glade
Sunday.
Mrs. J. J. G. Cope is on the sick
list this week.
G. A. Cope returned to his work
Sunday night after spending
Saturday night and Sunday with
his family.
Mr. Hardie Edwards of near
Hard in attended preaching at
Walnut Grove Sunday.
Tribune ADS bring results.
NOTICE
I will be at the J. D. Peterson
Hardware Co. every Saturday and
1st. Monday to repair your tele-
phones, electric irons. fans and
switch boards especially.'All work
guaranteed.
George R. Long. of
the Sharpe Tel. Co. Al2
666
is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
6 MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.
Card of Thanks--
I wish to express my deepest appreciation for those
who supported me in the primary last Saturday.
Mr. Holland will make you a splendid clerk and if
I had to be defeated I am glad it was to such a worthy man.
I harbor no ill will against anyone who saw fit to




I appreciate to the utmost the votes of the people
of Benton who choose me their Democratic nominee for
Town Marshal in the election Saturday.
. If elected in November, as I believe I will be, I will
endeavor, as in the past to make you a diligent and con-
scientious officer, treating everyone fairly aand just alike.
Again thanking you for your votes and confidence,




Calvert Woman's Niece Winner of 1LUCAS IS FIRST IN
"Best Girl" Contest in Cincinnati MARSHALL BY 108
Many Marshall county friends
of the family will be deeply in-
terested in learning that Miss
kmy Porter, of Cincinnati, a
.unior at the University of Cin-
•innati, is winner of a contest
or Cincinnati's Best Girl.
Miss Porter's mother is a for-
/ler Marshall county woman,
Miss Lizzie Treadway, who is a
sister to Mrs. S. J. Peel, of Cal-
vert City.
The Cincinati Post, in its issue
of July 18th, carries a three-cel-
umn picture of Miss Porter and
the folkming story by the Best
Girl Editor:-
"Cincinnati's best girl has been
found.
"She is Miss Amy Porter, 505
Terrace-ay. Clifton, a junior at
the University of Cincinnati.
"She is a remarkable girl in
many ways and The Post is proud
to be the medium of presenting
her to the world as a representa-
tive of the best of Cincinnati's
young womanhood.
"Unaided, she is winning a
higher education and at the same
time helping a younger sister
through school. Withal she is
modest and reluctant to talk of
her achievements.
"It was this very modestly
displayed in her answers to the
three questions asked in the Best
Girl Contest that in large meas-
ure led to her selection among
scores of entrants. She told of
her ideal of a Best Girl, but in
discussing her own career the
ego was never obtVusive.
Gets Hollywood Trip
"Miss Porter is the winner of
a three weeks' trip to California,
with 13 days in Hollywood as the 4. 
Any physician will tell you that
g 
Perfect Purification of the System
uest of Mary Pickford. She will
chosen in similar contests in 13
be of a party of 13 girls who were Health." Why not rid yourself 
of
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
contest by writing the best an-
swers to these three questions:
"1. What is your idea of a
"Best Girl"?
"2. Why do you consider your-
self Cincinnati's "Best Girl"?
"3. If you were an heiress to
millions, how would you protect
yourself against fortune hunters
who sought your hand"?
Conditions of the contest were
that each contestant shall be un-
married, self-supporting and not
younger than 18 nor older than
25. Miss Porter is 20.
Points She Won On
"These are the points upon
which she won:- Brevity and
conciseness of expression; mod-
esty of presentation, yet giving
all the essential information; a
high ideal of a Best Girl; the will
to work to realize a high ambi-
tion; success in realizing that
ambition; adaptability to many
kinds of employment in eel-sup-
port, and last but in no manner
least, a courageous, cheerful out-
look upon life and a sense of
humor that adds just the right
balance to honest purpose.
"There were many, many good
letters submitted in the contest,
but Miss Porter's considered on
these points, stood out by far as
the best.
"So many of the others were so
extremely good, however, that the'
Best Girl Editor of the Post re-
grets he cannot award all of these




"This wonderful prize is given
by the Post in honor of Mary
Pickford's new movie, "My Best
Girl", ond of the Post's new serial
"The Penny Princess."
"Miss Porter won The Post
chronic ailments that are undermin-
ing your vitality? Piirify your en-
tire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
age, containing full directions. Only
85 cts. At any drug store. (Adv.)






South Hardin  31
South Olive 46
Norh Olive ...  61
Briensburg 146
,Elva   20
North Calvert  68
South Calvert 84
North Hardin ,  73






South B'ham  67
North B'ham  82
Palma   47
South Benton 179




















10 0 2 30 10 15
34 1 2 64 4 32
17 3 2 11 0 32
2 10 3 4 0 32
7 6 13 4 .2 48
43 24 30 80 18 26
1 3 6 4 6 3
15 4 25 24 9 14
27 1 18 52 14 22
23 6 2 24 6 57
15 1 1 71 12 12
29 8 2 67 7 64
41 8 9 98 7 115
29 4 20 52 8 66
39 16 7 32 6 41
4 2 7 36 15 16
34 12 18 22 22 25
15 7 10 20 10 32
3 4 6 12 9 17
39 5 6 107 11 89
38 8 6 26 15 41
16 I 25 5 14 57 28
9 I 3 6 5 10 28
20 I 9 10 9 5 30





















































2056 517 187 223 915 285 942 1258 1261
Dqeats Sampson in Light Repub-
lican Primary in Marshall;
Carries 15 Precincts.
•
After a bitter fight RoOert H.
Lucas carried Marshall over
fudge Flem D. Sampson, the Re-
publican nominee for Governor
in the most bitter Republican pri-
mary in the history of Kentucky
Mr. Lucas carried 15 precincts
in the county, Judge Sampson led
in nine and they divided Scale
with 20 each. Their totals were
369 and 258, a majority of 111 for
Lucas.

































South Gilbertsville  
North Birmingham










































for Town Marshal Here
H. H. McGregor, present in-
cumbent, defeated A. J. Duke, for
the Democratic nomination for
town Marshal of Benton in the






The nominee will be opposed in
November by Tom Griffith who
was unopposed for the Republi-
can nomination.
The vote was as follows:-
McGregor Duke
North Benton 78 70
West Benton 41 • 36
South Benton 30 97
TOTALS .... .149 133
Venice is famous for its canals
and gondolas; but Beloit, Wis-




"I had gas so bad I had to get
up nights on account of the pres-
sure on my heart. I used Adlerika
and have been entirely relieved."
—R. F. Krueger.
Even the FIRST spoonful of
Adlerika relieves gas and often
removes astonishing amount of
old waste matter from the sys-
tem. Makes you enjoy your meals
and sleep better. No matter what
you have tried for your stomach
and bowels, Adlerika will sur-
prise you. Strow Drug Co.
AWARD CONTRACTS
FOR SCHOOL COAL
Elect Miss Roberts, of Berea
College Home Ec Teacher
at Brewers.
The regular meeting of the
Marshall County Board of Educa-
tion was held at the county sup-
erintendent's office Saturday.
U. G. Black was awarded the
contract for furnishing schools
from Hardin, W. M. Kuykendall
the contract for furnishing coal
to the schools from Benton, Cal-
vert City and Little Cypress and
Dr. H. T. Carter was awarded
the contract for furnishing con/
from Gilbertsville.
Miss Helen M. Roberts of Reread
College was elected Home Eco.
nomics teacher at Brewers high
school and Noble Riley assistant
teacher in the grades. Miss Beu-
lah bleuth who was eleetek! some
time earlier refusedAo aceept for
salary offered.
Marion Dunn bought the Scale
school building and grounds from
the board Saturday.
The board also requested the
county schools not to lose more
than one-half day during the
month to the pupils who play
basketball. This was requested
because some schools have been
taking more time than board
wished.
The time for beginning of the
county high schools was set at
either August 22 or 29th, tho.
principal choosing either date ac-
cording to the wishes of the pat-
ron/.
REVIVAL MEETING
Our revival meeting will begin
at Maple Springs, Wednesday
night, August 17th. Everybody is
invited to take part in the ser-
vices as this is your meeting.




"I suffered with severe bilious
attacks which came on me two or
three times every month," 118Y•
Mr. 011ie Miller, of Murray, Ky.
"I would become dizzy. My
head would ache terribly, leaking
as if it would almost burst It
felt exactly like a tight band
was being drawn closer and dos-
es around my temples.
"My stomach would be so up-
set I could not retain any kind
of nourishment for hours. I
would have to quit work and
go to bed.
"My color was awful. I was
yellow and my skin was dravrn
and dry. I did not have any
energy—no ambition to work. I
was just about half sick most of
the time because of these
*One day one of my neighbors,
who has used Thediord's Black.
Draught for years, said he had
noticed bow bad my color wee
and thought it would help me.
"I got some Black-Draught ha.
inediately and began to take it
regularly until I got my _system
clear of the poison I had been
absorbing. I soon began to foal
better and developed a fine ap-
petite. I had no more bad heed.





this paper for the Detailed An-
nouncement of the NEW FORD
Car which will be made in the
next few days. k
It will be the most interesting
announcement In automobile history
DRAFFEN MOTOR COMPANY






Miss Regina Pace and Kelly
Hughes, of Hardin, were busi-
ness visitors in Benton, Monday
afternoon.
Rube Walker and little son. of
Cincinnati, Ohio. arrived in Mar-
shall county Sunday to spend a
few days with home folks. -
Reid Travis of Birmingham
was here Monday to bring one of
his registered Hampshire rams
which he was shipping to former
County Agent, H. R. Cottrell at
Centerville, Tenn., for one of his
farmers. Mr. Cottrell bought
three rams from Mr. Travis last
year and his farmers were so
well pleased with them that this
year they sent back for more.
Miss Evelyn Midyett is visit-
ing her grandmother, Mrs. A. H.
Presnell, of Buchanan, Tenn.,
this week-.
The annual loss from destruc-
tion and damage by moths
amounts to hundreds Of millions
of dollars. Yet it is so easy to pre-
vent such loss. Fly-Tox kills the
moth, the eggs and the larva. In-
sist on Fly-Tox. Fly-Tox is the
scientific insecticide developed at
Mellon Institute of Industrial Re-
search by Rex Fellowship. Simple
instructions on each bottle (blue
label) for killing ALL household
insects. Fly-Tox is safe, stainless,
fragrant, sure. Every bottle guar:
anteed,
From one community in Hick-
man county, Tennessee, where
Mr. Cottrell is now serving as
County Agent, 291 lambs were
shipped out by the members of a
co-operative iamb pool early in
July. They topped the market in
Nashville at $15 a hundred.
Miss Lyndell and Corla West,
of Benton were visitors in Padu-
cah Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Kelley of
Route 7, were visitors in Benton
Monday.
Mrs. Albert Strow was a visit-
or in Paducah Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rails, of
Mr. and Mrs. W. B.' Hastin, of
rcALs
Briensburg. left Wednesday to
visit relatives and friends in
Kansas City, Missouri, and Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
Mrs. Everett 'Manco, of Bowling
Green, visited her mother, Mrs.
M A. Bearden last week.
son. Albert Dover, Tenn., are the guests of 
in Paducah As. Rails' brother, W. P. Wil- 
Miss Nfildred Siress, of Route
8, visited the Normal school at
Hams and family. Murray Saturday.
Morgan & Heath have won the
friendship and good will of Mar-
Buy your red top, rye and tur-
*shall county people by renderingl 
nip seed from Morgan & Heath.
a friendly service and by extend- Postmaster Marvin Whitnell, of
Murray, was a visitor in Benton
Tuesday afternoon.
Charley Solomon
Butler, of Palma, were business
visitors in town Tuesday.
Henry McNatt, of Route 9, was
among the visitors in B9nton
Tuesday.
A "Washington" range or rook
stove will please you the best,
sold by Morgan & Heath,
T. H. Vickers, of Gilbertsville,
was here on business Tuesday.
Hardy Washburn, of Route 7,
was here Tuesday transacting
business before Fiscal Court.
6am Solomon, of Route 9, was
here on business Tuesday.
Clayton Phelps, of Little Cy-
press, was in Benton on business
Tuesday.
Low prices on ice cream freez-
ors at Morgan & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. McClain
and son, Ray, and Mr. and Mn,.
11. A. Thompson left Tuesday
morning for a motor trip to De-
troit, Canada, Niagara Falls, and
other northern and eastern points.
weeks. 
They willbe gone about two
William Rowe, Jim Edd Cross,
Charley Creason, William Nelson
We believe that one
of our greatest .assets . is
our long experience in
funeral directing. Every
thing that is done by us
takes on a distinguished
quality from our long
acquaintance with the
problems of our work.
ing time to people that didn't
have the ready cash.
Mrs. Alice Lee, of Blytheville,
Arkansas, is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Williams this week.
Mrs, Lee is a sister of Dolph Nel-
son, of Blytheville, formerly of
Marshall county.
Willie Midyett was a visitor in
Paducah Wednesday evening.
County Attorney and Mrs. C. B.
Cox and daughter, Mary, spent
Tuesday and Wednesday in Padu-
cah as the guest of relatives.
Don't worry: Morgan & Heath
won't allow any firm to undersell
them on anything they handle.
iSheriff Harry A. Miller was in
Paducah Wednesday to bring
back Barney Clark, who was lodg-
ed in the McCracken county jail
after refusing to give promised
evidence concerning a still in
Marshall county, at which he and
some companions were arrested a
few weeks ago.
See the "Fisk" tires and tubes,
none better, at Morgan & Heath.
The Sunday School classes of
Cliff Treas and Mrs. Cliff Treas
of the Methodist church enjoyed
a picnic Wednesday afternoon at
Peggy Ann Springs. Games and
,.wimminiz were enjoyed before Lucien Strow and Ben Thomas
the bountiful luncheon was serv- Cooper will leave Monday for a
weeks fishing trip .at Reefoot
Lake.
Morgan & Heath have been
Louis, Monday, to purchase new rendering funeral service and ex-
fall merchandise for Gatlin_Fer_ tending time to people that did
not have the ready cash for 15
years.
Mr. and Mrs Will Nix, Mrs.
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Midyett and
son Willie, will leave for St.
Green at Morgan & Heath.
Miss Montie Collie, of Cincin-
nati, arrived home Tuesday to
spend several days. She will leave
the latter part of the week for
Waco, Texas, to visit her sister
but will return to Marshall
county for another visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Collie
on Route 7, before returning to
C fn ci n natl.
Miss Rosebud Fergerson, of
Memphis, Tenn., arrived home
Tuesday to spend a vacation with
her mother, Mrs. Laura Ferger-
Aon.
Close out prices on lawn mow-
ers And refrigerators at Morgan
& Heath.
S. E. Collie, of Route 7, was a
business visitor in Benton Tues-
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Trevathan
and Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Duke left
Wednesday morning for a motor
trip to Chattanooga, Tenn., Look-
out Mountain and other points.
They will be gone several days.
Reggie Parrish, who has been
employed in Metropolis, Ill., is
the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. I. M. Parrish, north of
town.
Bale ties and barb wire at Mor-
gan & Heath.
R. C. Boyd, of Route 7, was a
business visitor in Benton Tues-
day.
Senator Garth K. Fergerson, of
LaCenter, was a business visitor
in town Tuesday.
Vick Mobley, of Briensburg,
was in Benton on business Tues-
day morning.
G. M. Newton, of Gilbertsville
Route 1, was a business visitor
in town Tuesday.
For furniture, rugs, floor cov-
ering or anything for your .home
go to Morgan & Heath.
wish to thank each and every toter of Marshall
County for their support in my race for Circuit ('ourk Clerk,
especially do I want to thank those that took such an active
part in bringing me out victorious. I bear no ill will toward
those who saw fit to vote against me and work against me,
you will find me your friend just the same as if you had
voted for me. Though my majority was small I am proud
of the victory you have git en me and in return I expect to
give you six years of honest and conscientious service as a
reward and appreciation of your support, with best wishes
for success and happiness to all Marshall countians,
I REMAIN,
gerson Co.
Judge H. H. Rayburn spent
Thursday fishing on Tennessee
river above Eggner's Ferry. Belle Kinsolving and son, Julian
Arsenic of lead and Paris Long, were guests of Mrs. Kin-
solving's son, George E. Long
and family Tuesday.
Stum Wells and W. T. Sledd,
jr., of Murray, were visitors in
Benton Tuesday.
Calvert Tichenor and Otte
Cann, of Calvert City, transacte
business in Benton Tuesday af-
ternoon.
You will get the best 
resultif you will use Dr. Hess stock
and poultry powders and flj
chaser sold by Morgan & Heath.
E. M. Turnbow returned Tues
day from Graves county where he
attended the bedside, funeral ant'
burial of his father, who sue
cumbed last Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Travis and
children returned7to their home
in Frankfort, Ky.., Sunday, after
spending several days in Benton
and Marshall county with friends
and relatives,
Miss Lillian Morgan returned
to her position in Paducah Sun-
day after spending a two week
vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charley Morgan.
Basketballs, school books and
school supplies at Morgan and
Heath.
. Miss Elizabeth Lovett, of the
Benton high school faculty, who
has been teaching home econom-
ics at the Murray Teachers Col-
lege this summer, has been elect-
ed a member of the normal facul-
ty for the year, 1927-28.
Miss Sylvia McGregor has re-
turned to her position in Padu-
cah after spending a vacation
with her parents,, Mr. and Mrs. H.
H. McGregor.
Charley Reeves and family, of
Benton, Illinois, were the guests
of H. H. McGregor and family
Tuesday.
Miss Willie Mae Fleming, of
Paducah, spent the week end here
with her mother, Mrs. W. H.
Fleming.
, Mrs. Richard Jones and little
son, John Thoinas, of Paducah,
spent the week end here with
Mrs. Jones' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Jones.
The Young Peoples Missionary
Society held their monthly meet-
ing at the home of Miss Betty
Bean. After the program they
had a picnic supper on the lawn.
Among those present wel.o, Mrs.
H. H. Lovett, Miss Mary Lyles,
Elizabeth Combs, Mary F. Ely.
Ruth Jones, Mary Brooks Lovett,
Lucille Eley, Alene Lovett, Mar
garet Heath, Evelyn Brandon,
Betty Bean, Geneva Cole, Graze
Lovett, Mary Lucy Burnham,
Jane Lovett, Ruble E. Smith, Er:
nestine Lyon and Helen Travis,
of Frankfort, Ky.
Twenty-two Boyle county jun-
ior club members own 35 pure-
bred Jersey heifers..
Values that will set the whole
town talking when fashion and
value-loving women see what
gorgeous new Fall Dresses we
oiler at such a marvelously
low price!
Every one of these charming dresses
is authentic in style, cleverly fash-
ioned along the new style lines of
high-priced models --- correctly mir-
roring the very choicest and smart-
est of the new modes for Fall.
Made of lovely silks---crepe-back
satins, satin-back crepes and geor-
gette crOpes. In all the new colors
---plenty ,of blacks!
Clearance! Silk Dresses -••• values to $14.95 
$5
g15
Plain and printed georgettee, silk arepes. ises 16 to 44 included in the lot. Mew,
25c Turkish
Towels, 19c
Size 22x44 inches. In plain
white or fancy bordered ef.




Every pair complete with tie-
, backs to match. 214 yards




spreads, size 81z105 inches.
Finished with scalloped edges.
Five colors to choose from.
Another value that will set
the town talking, these Aug-
ust days, for here are beauti-
ful, lustrous, silky rayon un-
dergarments, a well known,
high quality make, offered at






Of fine gire rayon.
beauUfully tailored and
finished in all the wMited
pastel colors—flesh, y1eisch,







LAST NIGHT the BASEMENT startled the city with
here is the proof! As you study this page of pheno
NEW MERCHANDISE—fresh, dependable in quailt
that the BASEMENT has prepared to fully maintai
has behind it RUDY'S reputation for value ensd th
RUDY'S famous guarantee. ."Your money back if
Watch the BASEMEN








No phone. mail or (. 0. I).
orders accepted for this item
None delivered. Limit: 10
yards to a cur.tomer.
36-in Solid Color
RAYON
Reg. 46c yard! 22 different
colors to choose from. No
phone, mail or C. 0. D. orders
accepted; none delivered. Lim-
it: 10 yards to a customer.
Attractively styled and neatly
made and finished. In plain
colors and assorted checks
and plaids. Short sleeves.
Regular 45c yard. splendi.1









Iterfular 1.Ze and 201
in new I•otil pattern,
t.trtireti. 3t1 yi
IA) eat price on recort
and 32 Italie* mide in
array of checks and p
Men, here's value that will set you
talking, too! Collar attached shirts—
made of splendid grade percales and
broadcloths, well tailored and Mt full
—wonder values! Sizes la to 17.
Or 9 cents a pair if you cannot use 12




$1.29 to $1.69 values, men! Well cut
and tailored in sizes from 90 to 49
waist.
Here it is! The most remarkable value-giving event the
BASEMENT Shoe 8ection+has staged this year! In includes
advance Fall models and late Summer styles for inuned-
iate wear at prices far below the lowest regular levels.
MILITARY AND HIGH HEELS
Not every size in all styles but every size in many
styles in the lot. Splendid choosing!
Try and duplicate them, even in the BASH-
MENT, at leas than 790 regularly! Beauti-
fully trimmed with pompom, ribbon row4144











FAMOU BARGAIN BASEMENT"DOWNSTA S TO ECONOMY” •
100 NEW FALL
SILK DRESSES
Values that will set the whole
town talking when fashion and
value-loving women see what
gorgeous new Fall Dresses we
offer at . such a marvelously
low price!
Every one of these charming dresses
is authentic in style, cleverly fash-
ioned along the new style lines of
high-priced models --- correctly mir-
roring the very choicest and smart-
est of the new modes for Fall.
Made of lovely silks---crepe-back
satins, satin-back crepes and geor-










arance Silk Dresses --- values to $14.95 $5,95
Ind printed georgette", silk crepes. S ises 16 to 44 included in the lot.
sc Turkish
owels, 19c
ill inch/. In plain
or fancy bordered et-






ease s I ‘105 inches.
uith edges.
colors to choose from.
Another value that will set
the town talking, these Aug-
ust days, for here are beauti-
ful, lustrous, silky rayon un-
dergarments, well known,
high quality make, offered at






Of this wage Illyon,
beautifully tailored and
finished in all the wanted
pastel colors—flesh. Peach,







LAST NIGHT the BASEMENT startled the city with its announcement of unprecendented August effort. And now,
here is the proof! As you study this page of phenomenal values keep in mind that the BASEMENT is talking about
NEW MERCHANDISE—fresh, dependable In quality, desirable in every way, in full assortments. .Keep in mind, too,
that the BASEMENT has prepared to fully maintain its high service standards during these events, that everything,
has behind it RUDY'S reputation for value end that every dollar you spend in the BASEMENT is protected by '
RUDY'S famous guarantee. ."Your money back if not satisfied." No sales final until YOU are pleased!
Watch the BASEMENT'S August Announcements






No phone, nuvil or C. 0. D.
orders accepted for this item
None delivered. Limit; 10
yards to a customer.
Reg. 45c yard: 22 different
colors to choose .from. No
phone, mail or C. 0. D. orders
accepted; none delivered. Lim-
it: 10 yards to a customer.
Large size, good quality wash
cloths in all white and fancy
colored border effects. Reg.
10e each.
Attractively styled and neatly
made and finished. In plain
colors and assorted checks
and plaids. Short sleeves.
Reg. 50c.
MADRAS, 19c
Regular 25c and 29c values
in new Fall patterns. Satin
striped. SO inches wide.
Lowest price on record! 27
and 32 inches wide in a wide
array of checks and plaids.
Men, here's value that will set yon
talking, too! Collar attached shirts—
made of splendid grade percales and
broadcloths, well tailored and cut full
--wonder values! Sizes 14 to 17.
Men's Pin Check
Pants, 98c
81.29 to $1.69 values, men! Well cut
and tailored in sizes from 30 to 42
waist.
Here it is! The most remarkable value-giving event the
BASEMENT Shoe Section has staged this year! In includes
advance Fall models and late Summer styles for immed-
iate wear at prices far below the lowest regular levels.
MILITARY AND HIGH HEELS
Not every size in all styles but every size in many
styles in the lot. Splendid choosing!
Try and duplicate them, even in the BASE-
MENT, at less than 79c regularly! Beauti-
fully trimmed with pompom, ribbon rosettes





Thrifty Needlewotnen Will Rejoice at This!'
Every solid color or color combination
one could possibly wish for is includ-
ed in this lot. The prints represent
a c plete assortment of the choicest
new patterns for Fall and are guar-
anteed fast colors. The voiles in an
wanted plain shades, fast to sun or
tub and of beautiful quality.
SHIRTING, 15c
Cheviot shirting for men's
work shirts, etc. 32 inches
wide in grey, blue and fan-
cies.
CRETONNE, 17c
A big BASEMENT value at
22e a yard regularly. In new
Pall patterns, fast colors.
GINGHAM, 15c
Regularly 19c a yard in the
BASEMENT. 32 buttes wide.
In plain shades, checks and
1/110114.
PERCALE, 15c
Quality we usually sell at 19c.
Light and dark patterns also
solid colors. 38 inches wide.
Here Are Thrilling Values !
Forest Maid FrOcks
At Lowest Price We Have Ever Quoted
And practically every woman knows how at-
tractively styled, how wonderfully well made
they are and bow superior is the quality of
the materials. Never before have we offered
them at so low a price!
In youthful, most becoming models, sleeveless or with elbow sleeves.
afaterials are dainty printed voiles, dimities and chintz prints.
To $5.95 "Sunbeam" Dresses
Of fine voiles. rayons and tub silks. Charm-
ing frocks priced formerly at from 113.95 to











These are the BASEMENT'S
famous Westcott hose in ser-
vice and chiffon weights, of-
fered at a saving which
should make hundreds of
women lay in a season's sup-
ply this weekend. All the




All rayon from toe to top with
reinforced heels and toes for
ezUse wear. Every wanted
color Inclade4 and worth reg-
ularly 39c a pair.
Women's Cotton
Hose . • • • • 19c
Reg. 25c pair. Of fine mer-
cerized yarn with !reinforced
heels and toes. In an the
leading colors.
42 x 36 - inch Pillowcases, 15c
Regular 19c value at BASEMENT lee twigs borsht. Of
good quality muslin, finished with 446.11 hem.
81x90-inch Sheets, Special 89c
Seamless sheets, hemmed ready to put to year beds.
Of good count, closely woven sheeting.
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT (Benton,
TRAVIS—TICHENOR
Many friends of both young
(Ole in Marshall ccunty and
'aducah will be interested to
earn of the marriage of Miss
"ozette Travis, of Little Cypress
loute 1, to Mr. J. Calvert Tich-
nor, of Calvert City, several
•eeks ago. The wedding was not
nnounced until last Sunday and
omes as a deep surprise.
Mrs. Tichenor is the daughter
f Mr. and Mrs. Arthus Travis,
f the north part of the county
,nd is a young lady of many
'harms and accomplishments. She
ins been a member of the coun-
'y's teaching staff.
Mr. Tichenor is a leading young
'iusiness man of Calvert City.
'le is a graduate of the Paducah
ligh school and formerly attend-
d Tulane University, in New
)rleans.
They will make their home In
"alvert City.
Point Necessity entertained
!lite a number of people with a
ie supper Friday night, from
..hich the funds will go for the
benefit of the school. The amount
cleared was $20.35. Miss Prudy
Lawrence was crowned as queen
of .the evening and Miss Erma
Mae Bryan took the cake for the
prettiest and most popular girl,
and Murk Collins got the socks
for the one having the largest
feet. Evemile reported a nice
time.
10E CREAM SUPPER — Fri-
day night, August 12th, at Cherry
Grove school. Every body come.
ICE CREAM SUPPER at 0:tk
Valley, Saturday night, August




August 20th, come and be pre-
pared to stay all day. Committee.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING—at
Wadesboro, Friday and Saturday,
August 19th and 20th. Be sure to
come and help.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING —
Friday evening, August 26th,
Bondurant Graveyard. Please
come and help us do this work.
$75 WEEKLY MAN OR WO-
MAN WANTED to distribute
Rawleigh's Household Products
to your neighbors and friends.
Fine openings near Benton. We
help you so you can make up to
$100 a week or more. No experi-
ence necessary. Pleasant, profit-
able, dignified work. Write to-
day. W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dept.







Flawless, Semi-Service weight, Light
colors and White full-fashioned--
A pure thread silk mock seam hose in
all the light colors and white—
$1.00 value
The two above numbers represent a
very unusual purchase. We bought a job-
bers entire stock of these two numbers at
a great sacrifice in price, and are passing
the saving on to our customers. Buy all
the hose you will need for several months
at these prices.
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.) FRIDAY, AUGU
ST 12, 1927
Annual Audit Report
of the Benton Graded School Board of Education, for year;
July 1, 1926 to June 30, 1927.
Outstanding indebtedness at beginning of school year  NO
NE
Paid Out During Year
Instruction:-
2a. Salaries of teachers and principals  $11
,144.28
2b. Other Instruction Expenses   2
,990.02
3. Operation of School Plant, Fuel, Water, Janitor
service, etc  905.56
4. Maintenance of School Plant,
Repairs and Replacements  9.88
5. Auxillary Agencies; Libraries, Lectures, Recreation,
Transportation, etc 162.01
6. Fixed charges; Insurance, Rent etc  187
.64
7. Captial outlay for grounds, buildings and equipment  53.86
8. Debt service. 8a. Paying bonds and loans  500.00
8b   NONE
Total paid out during year WM.*. $13,262.25
Received During the Year
Amount due prior to this year but collected this year and
counted on this year's receipts $ 1,553.00
1. State school fund  2
,512,00
2. Local school taxation  7,025
.00
3. Borrowed money and bonds  
500.00
4. Other receipts  3,880
.67
Total received during year   $15
,470.67
Recapitulation
Balance in treasury at beginning of year $ 
199.60
Total received during year  15,470
.67
Total of balance and receipts -  15;670
.27
Total paid out during year  13,262
.25
Balance in Treasury at close of year, June 30, 1927  2,408.02
Assets-Values Estimated
School buildings and grounds $25,000.00
School furniture and eqiupment  3,000.00
Libraries  400.00
Office Equipment  50.00
Due for tuition  107.51)
Total Assets  28,557.50
Liabilities Owing
For borrowed money  NONE
For builings and grounds  NONE
For furniture and supplies  NONE
For other purposes   NONE
Total indebtedness at end of year, June 30, 1927  NONE
Questions:-
1. Are the records ,complete and well kept   Yes
2. Do the records show all disbursements as required by law? Yes
3. Are there on file bills for all claims paid?  Yea
4. Are there cancelled vouchers as receipts for all payments Yes
5. Are the bills and vouchers properly filed and in consecu-
tive order?   Yes
We have examined and a- udited the accounts of the treasur-
er of the Benton City Board of Education and find the receipts,
disbursements and balances as herein stated.
BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY
(signed) B. L. Trevathan, Cashier.
Treasurer Graded School Board of Education
(signed) Geo. E. Long
Chairman, Graded School Board of Education
(signed) Wm. Kuykendall,
Secretary, Graded School Board of Education
Date:- July 18, 1927.
Annual Audit Report
School year July 1, 1926 to June 30, 1927. Outstanding in-
debtedness at beginning of school year.
TO
Bank of Marshall County, Benton, Ky., $10,500.00
Citizens Savings Bank, Paducah, Ky.,  2,800.00
City National Bank, Paducah, Ky.,  9,750.00
Deficit in Treasury at beginning of school year  2,532.95
Total indebtedness at beginning of school year,
June 30, 1926 $25,582.95
TOTAL PAID OUT DURING THE YEAR
Administration and general control, la. Salaries $ 2,000.00
lb Other overhead expenses  1,679.18
2. Instruction
Salaries of teachers and principals  44,296.03
Other Instruction Expense  58.17
3. Operation of school plant, Fuel, Water
Janitor Service, etc  2,622.90
4. Maintenance of school plant.
Repairs and replacements  1,664.73
5. Auxiliary Agencies
Libraries, lectures, recreation, transportation, etc 3,173.17
6. Fixed charges, rent, insurance, etc  1,369.01
7. Capital outlays for grounds, buildings & equipment  2,766.65
8. Debt Service









perly pressed do go a long way in
And cleaning prolongs the life of
dry-cleaned and pro 
addingnatural beauty.
any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
Uziir,1213
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
1
Total paid out during the school year, June 30, 1926
to June 30, 1927 
Received During the year
1. State School fund 
$27,000.00
2. Local School taxation  
30,454.98
3, Other Receipts  
 6,340.79
4. Borrowed Money and bonds  
16,500.00
$79,225.15
Total Received during the year 
$80,295.77
Recapitulation
Deficit in treasury at the beginning of the year 
$ 2,532.95
Total Received during the year ,  
80,299.77
Total of balance and receipts 
77,762.82
Total paid out during the year  
79,225.15
Deficit in the treasury at the close of school year
June 30, 1927  
1,462.33
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AT THE CLOSE OF THE 
SCHOOL
YEAR, JUNE 30, 1927
Assets
School building and grounds • 
$86,000.00












To Bank of Marshall County 
.$ 7,500.00
To City National Bank  7
,500.00
To Citizens Saving Bank  2
,200.00
To Dr. R. E Foust  1,50
0.00
To First National Bank  2
,500.00
Total Indebtedness at close of school year, June 30, 1927...$21,200.00
Jack Gatlin, Chairman
H. H. Rayburn, County Judge
Roy 0. Chumbler, County Supt.
Marshall County Board of Education
Walter Travis, Cleaning cistern & hauling water $
 2.50
Tribune Democrat, advertisement 
1.00
Tribune Democrat, Mimeograph & stationary 11
.95
J. N. Holland, cleaning cistern & hauling water 
4.00
Bank of Marshall Co.. cleaning well . 6
.00
Curt Noles, cleaning well 
3.50
S. P. Johnston, cleaning cistern & hauling water 4
.50
A. K Edwards, cleaning cistern 3
.00
L. C Lamb, hauling seats 
1.20
L. C. Lamb, gasoline and oil 
.50
L. C. Lamb, painting 2 schools 78
.32
Trees Lumber Co., paint & lumber mat. 154.98
W. E. Trimble, cleaning cistern .ca hauling water 9.00
Clete Phillips, cleaning cistern & hauling water 3.00
Clovis Collie, cleaning cistern & hauling water 4.50
H. N. Rose, cleaning cistern & hauling water 7.00
Will Cornwell, fixing Joppa well 8.00
M. D. Barnes, cleaning cistern & hauling water 4.75
Charlie Edwards, 2 joints tiling & top to well 4.50
Jack Gatlin. well bucket & 1-2 days wks, 3.50
Roscoe Holmes, 1-2 days work 1.00
W. J. Brien, cleaning cistern, buckets & ropes 3.10
John Vasseur, hauling water 1.50
Jeff Deese, cleaning cistern 1.00
Vernon Dew cleaning well 3.00
G. T. Fiser, fixing cistern & hauling water 14.80
R. L. Brien, cleaning cistern 4.60
L. E. Cox, 1 doz brooms 1.80
Benton Telephone Exchange, 2 mo. rent ' 4.00
Edwin H. Jolly, repair of typewriter 5.00
Howard D. Happy, Mimeographs 4.08
Nelson-Ford Drug Co., one drop black .65
Tuttle Lockwood, paint and oil 291.29
Standard Oil Co., floor oil 36.45
Tribune Democrat, printing certificates 4.00
Clint R. Smith, seals, bonds copies and certified copies  4.50
Evans Rudolph, painting 2 schools 66.0
W. L. Prince. stamps 5.00,
Benton Telephone Exchanges rent. 2.00
Will Cornwell, cleaning Union hill well 3.00
J. E. Houser, cleaning New Harmony cistern 3.00
W. 13, Smith, work on Point Necessity school 40.00
Ray Crass, bucket and pulley 1.10
Harry A. Miller, erroneous school tax 6.28
L. E. Cox, brooms 20.85
Edwin Gordon, hauling seats • Floyd Sutherland, cleannig out well
1.50
4.00
H. Ts Carter, toal for 5 schools 280.46
E. W. A. Rowels Co., seats 69.55
Evans Rudolph, working and painting school building  155.02
H. M. Jones, well frame 1.00
C. L. Cox, hauling water 3.00
Lex Hulen, cleaning cistern 1.00
J. M. Johnson, 1901 bu. coal 437.23
Gatlin Fergerson, 3189 bu. coal 807.52
Trees Lumber Co., lumber and paint 59.62
Benton truck, hauling .75
W. L. Prince, stamps 5.00
Roy 0. Chlmbler, stamps last month 5.20
E. L. Cooper, retainer's fee 100.00
Hardin Graded school, tuition 23 pupils 103.50
J. D. Peterson & Co., buckets, ropes, pulleys 6.70
Benton Telephone Exchange, telephone rent 2.00
Clint Reed, cleaning cistern and hauling water 2.1)0
J. L. Reeder, hauling water 1.50
W. H. Smith, cleaning cistern and hauling water 4.00
Tribune-Democrat, report cards and printing 22.35





W. A. Bowles, prepaid freight rates  4.97
W. E. Trimble, hauling water   4.26
J. B. Scobey Co., paper, ribbons and stencils  15.00
Treats Lumber Co., roof and lumber ..2825 0741...002746
J. M Tichenor & Sons, stove pipe, Big Cypress, A  
Tribune-Democrat, 14 lines of advertising  
Morgan & Heath, buckets, ropes and chains  
3
by Greenfield, hauling water 
5
Gatlin-Fergerson, coal, pipes, broom 46.
Draffen Bros., bucket, Howards Grove  
665
Draffen Bros., varnish, paint, putty  
1
5
Draffen Bros., gutters, lights, hangers  6..2687
Henry C Price, labor, material for coal house  16.50
Benton Graded School, tuition 61 pupils 230376431 .. 055
A. J. Higgins, 10 cords wood and water 
George Long, insurance on 3 bldgs. 
Roy 0. Chumbler, this amt. deducted from teachers salary
to pay subscription to school paper  
6
00
goy 0. Chumbler, teachers' enrollment to F. D. E. A. and
K. E. A.
Clint R. Smith, seals, settlements and copies of sheriff's bonds 15.00
W L. Prince, stamps.  
02 0
Ray Crass, 6 cords wood 
Tribune-Democrat, printing of the financial settlement 96.00
Gatlin-Fergerson Co., pipes, coal and lights 40.25
Benton Graded School, high school tuition •.. 217504..50
Hardin Graded schdol, high school tuition 
B. A. Rodea, Wingo, Ky., 25 chair s 
103.50
00
Lockwood Paint Co., paint and oil 42.45
News-Dispatch & Audit Co., 12 books 3.70
Rollie Kelley, 25 bbl water and work 6.00
Bob Timmons, 8 cords of wood 20.00
W. R. Thompson, 10 cords of wood 25.00
E. B. Smith, waters, buckets, troughs 2.90
Clovis Collie, water and 3 1-2 cords of wood 6.50
Lay Hiett, stove 4.50
J. M. Johnson, coal 6021237...3 05
. J. D Folks, door, buckets and rope 
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent on phone 
Allie Story, Welding stove and labor 2.00
Allie Story, buying rods for stove .75
Willie Smith, labor and 3 cords of wood 6.00
W. C. Smith, hauling 6.00
Curt Noles, 4 bbl. water 1.00
Guy Salyera, cleaning out well 1.00
0. Brandon Lumber Co., 2 bales of shingles 2.68
W. H. Baker, lumber and work  a* 10.00
S. L. Morgan, hauling seats .50
Trees Lumber Co., lights, lumber and tacks 27.89
J. W. Petway, 16 cords tot wood 1432.00
Harry A. Miller, erroneous school tax 10.43
City National Bank, Paducah, note 2,250.00
Clint Lamb;. fixing stove 1.00
City National Bank, Paducah, int. on $7,500, 6 mo. 225.00
R. E. Foust, rent on jail 16.00
Morgan & Heath, 5 stoves, rope, pipes and dampers. 146.40
George Long, insurance on Birmingham bldg 95.50
W. L. Prince, stamps 5.00
Mrs. Roy 0. Chumbler, Att. Off. Sal. for Nov. ........ ....... ...... 50.00
Harry A. Miller. Sheriff. Erroneous taxes ........ 13.73
P. H. Rudolph, buckets, lumber & pulley . ....... 4.75
Hardie Graded School. tuition for Nov. 103.50
Henry Byers, Hardin, Ky., wood and water 26.00
Benton Graded School, tuition for Nov. ..................... . 265.50
L. A. McKeel, Murray, Ky., furnace work and grates ............44.6
Refreskurey ̀ Thirerr•t /3 the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Otwiembly ismosesit bora ihs apidstioss tho assest-
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• &odd- vo, boss hoed ssiodisdass the 111100d4oilt dessedses
of bessosiful Poem Pack-im the twin of Essbirwohis tic Lows
-odorisig so discriosiaselig spinitaes row cachisisse hotel facil-
ity in a gait* outosplawat of hospitable serolos. Fite kossciewl
bogs oussisis rocans-osch with us owe bock
thoescriled as a Ccuriestion Heal
Lindell and Kingabigbrany
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H. T. Carter, G'ville, Ky., Mat. for flue 
J. A. Hunt, city, 5 hours work on flue 
.1. R. Peck, B-6, 1-2 cord wood .
Ezra Bloomingburg, B-6, 5 cords of wood 
W. E. Trimble, B-6, work around Liberty sea. .........
It J. Dees, Cal 2, 9 bbl. water 
It J. Dees, Cal 2, 9 hrs. work Lone Valley ..
. • • .....
D. B Lyles, Brewers, Ky., 1 days woe's on toilet 
S. L. Morgan, City, hauling charges
Clint Reed, G'ville, R. 1, 6 cords wood 
Euchley Brown, B.-4, 5 cords wood 
W H Smith, B.-9, 8 cords wood 
Benton Telephone Exchange, telephone rent 
Roy 0711humbler, Exp. to Supt. Con. at Louisville, K
y.
R. L Brien, Cal. 2, 6 cords wood 
Bank of Marshall County, note due
Bank of Marshall Co., int. on $7500, 6 mo. 
Bank of Marshall Co., int. on $10,500.00,
First National Bank, Pad. Ky., int. 1 mo.
R. E. Foust, city, rent on jail 
W. L. Prince, stamps 
Elvis S. Noles, cleaning cistern, hauling water & 
wk
C. R. Smith recording deeds .
Hardin Graded School Dist., tuition for pupils 
C. E. l'owell, 1 grate . . ...
Myr! Draffen, hauling coal Stahl 
George E. Long, insurance on 3 bldge. ..... .
..
V. H. Mobley, cement &ice.
Clovis Collie, 3 1-4 cords wood
C. W. Baker, 4 cords wood 
3. L. Morgan, hauling stove 
Gatlin F'ergerson, stove, pipe & glass
J. M. Johnson, 31 bu. of coal
World Book Co., achievement tests
E. C. Blagg, hauling stove & work
W. A. Downing, cutting wood, 10 cords
Solon Henson, damper & pipe
Walter Baker. 6 cord of wood
T. E. Hicks, filing oil can
Trees Lumber Co., lumber, windows
Benton Telephone Ex., rent on phime
8. T. Johnson, 4 cords wood
• Barksdale Bros., stove (furnace)
Nod Ford, rent for school 
Harry A. Miller, erroneous school tax
-Edd Barker, hinges and screws
J. T. Wood, 1 1-2 days work on Palma
Draffen Bros., lights. panes, windows
'Citizen Saving Bank, bonds & coupons
First National Bank, note
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail two Mo. .
Barry A'. Miller, erroniouss school tax
Alfred Hughes two cords
Benton Graded School, high school 
tuitiot.
J. D. Peterson & Co„ pipes, lig
hts, scuttle
E. V. Smith, hauling coal & scuttle
.Geo. E. Long, insurance
Clint Reed, one cord wood
L. L. O'Brien, 4 cords wood
L. E. Hamilton, repairing flu
World Book Co., 60 directions
C. I, Cox. 4 cords wood
Tribune Democrat, paper & prin
ting budget
Clint R. Smith, recording deed
C. W. Baker. 4 1-2 cords wo
od
Hardin Graded School tuition
7. E. Hicks. 1-2 days work
Benton Graded School, tuition
Howard Happy Co., Mimeograph i
nk
Clyde McDaniel. 15 bbl. water
J. M. Johnson, 8 bu. coal & 
hauling
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent o
f phon▪ e
Gatlin Fergerson, pipes, bowie & 
coal
Harry A. Miller. erroneous 
school tax
Sam, Sleds', 1 1-2 cords wood
L. g. Cox, 9 brooms
J. M. Johnson, 8 bu. coal
R. A. Foust, 1 bale shingles
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail
Hardin Graded School. tuition
Elizabeth Bean, clerical work
.1. F. Fowler, bucket and rope
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent 
of phone
E. R. Henson, wood & hauling coal
Benton Graded School, tuition
Tribune Demotrat, 1000 report 
cards
J. B. Scobey Co., punch and pa
per
J. M. Johnson, 47 bu. coal
World Book Co., PKGS tests
'George L. Goheen, buckets and rope 
.
Treats Lumber Co., shingles, nails,
 labor
Morgan & Heath. grates, hods & 
lights
Homer Stegner, 1-2 days work Pal
ma
Blanche Henson, hauling load coal
W. L. Prince, stamps
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail
L. E. Hamilton. work and w
ood
Lex Henson. 102 hrs. carpenter 
work
Benton Tel Exc. rent of phone
Johnson Bros. coal .
Hardin Graded School. tuition
Benton Graded School. tuition
Tim Henderson. lumber ..
World Book Co., pgk. ach. tests
Bank of Marshall Co., hauling ch
alk
Beck Speciality Co., t pewriting 
paper
D. B. Lyles, hauling coal •
Leo Palmer. hauling coal
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6:00 Guy Salyers, cleaning ouCavell
0. Brandon Lumber Co., 2 bales
541 W. H. Baker. lumber and work
:1:00 S. L. Morgan, hauling seats
Trees Lumber Co., lights, lumber
.1. W. Petway, 16 cords tof wood 
I Harry A. Miller. erroneous school tax 
151.,)s City National Bank, Paducah, note 
Clint Lamb,- fixing stove 
1.041 City National Bank, Paducah, int. on $7,500,
• R. E. Foust, rent on jail 
7 Morgan dr Heath, 5 stoves, rope, pipes and dampers . 
8.00 George Long, insurance on Birmingham bldg 
4.75
' W. L. 
Prince, stamps 
4.50 






Tribune-Democrat, 14 lines of advertising  - 
Morgan & Heath, buckets, ropes and chains .......-
Ilov Greenfield, hauling water -....- ...... 4.25
J. M. Tiehenor & Sons, stove pipe, Big Cypress, •  2.00
Gatlin-Fergerson, coal, pipes, broom  46.65
Draffen Bros., varnish, paint, putty  10.67
W. A. Rowles. prepaid freight rates  4.97
W. E. Trimble, hauling water    4.25
J. B. Scobey Co., paper, ribbons and stencils  15.00
Trees Lumber Co., roof and lumber  287.50
1.40
  35.70
Draffen Bros., bucket, Howards Grove 
Draffen Bros., gutters, lights, hangers 
Henry C. Price, labor, material for coal house 
Benton Graded School, tuition 61 pupils  274.50
A. J. Higgins, 10 cords wood and water  81.26
George Long, insurance on 3 bldgs.  ......... 303.00
Roy 0. Chumbler, this amt. deducted from teachers salary
to pay subscription to school paper  66.00
Roy 0. Chumbler, teachers' enrollment to F. D. E. A. and
K. E. A. 200.00
W. L. Prince, stamps  5.00
Ray Crass, 6 cords wood  12.00
Clint R. Smith, seals, settlements and copies of sheriff's
Tribune-Democrat, printing of the financial settlement
Gatlin-Fergerson Co., pipes, coal and lights 
Benton Graded School, high school tuition ........... 
Hardin Graded schdol, high school tuition 
B. A. Rodes, Wingo, Ky.. 25 chairs ....... 
Lockwood Paint Co., paint mid oil 












Rollie Kelley, 25 bbl water and work  6.00
Bob Timmons, 8 cords of wood  20.00
W. R. Thompson. 10 cords of wood  25.00
E. B. Smith, waters, buckets, troughs  2.90
Clovis Collie, water and 3 1-2 cords of wood  6.50
Lay Hiett, stove   4.50
J. M. Johnson, coal   27.60
J. D. Folks, door, buckets and rope  13.35
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent on phone  2.00
Allie Story, welding stove and labor   2.00
Allie Story, buying rods for stove  .75
Willie Smith, labor and 3 cords of wood  6.00
W. C. Smith, hauling   6.00
Curt Notes, 4 bbl. water 4 .    1.00
 1.00
of shingles  2.68
10.00
50











harry A. Miller, Sheriff, Erroneous taxes  13.73
P. H. Rudolph. buckets. lumber & pulley 4.75




























Henry Byers, Hardin, Ky.,:wood and water 
Benton Graded School, tuition for Nov 
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II. T. Carter, G'ville, Ky., Mat, for flue  16.00
J. A. Hunt, city, 5 hours work on flue  5.00
.T. R. Peck, B-6, 1-2 cord wood  1.25
Ezra Bloomingburg, B-6, 5 cords of wood  12.50
AV, E. Trimble, B-6, work around Liberty Sen.  1.50
R. J. Dees, Cal 2, 9 bbl. water  2.25
R. J. Dees, Cal 2, 9 hrs. work Lone Valley •.. 1.50
D. B. Lyles, Brewers, Ky., 1 days work on toilet  1.50
S. L. Morgan, City, hauling charges  .61
Clint Reed, G'ville, R. 1, 6 cords wood   13.50
Euchley Brown, B.-4, 5 cords wood  10.00
W. H. Smith, B.-9, 8 cords wood  20.00
Benton Telephone Exchange, telephone rent  2.00
Roy 0. Chumbler, Exp. to Supt. Con. at Louisville, Ky.   22.23
R. L. Brien, Cal, 2, 6 cords wood  15.00
Bank of Marshall County, note due 10,500.00
Bank of Marshall Co., int. on $7500, 6 mo.  225.00
Bank of Marshall Co., int. on $10,500.00, 17 days  30.00
First National Bank, Pad. Ky., int. 1 mo. $5000  41.67
R, E. Foust, city, rent on jail  4.00
W. L. Prince, stamps  5.00
Elvis S. Noles, cleaning cistern, hauling water & wk on house 3.75
C. R. Smith recording deeds  25.00
Hardin Graded School Dist., tuition for pupils  103.50
C. E. Powell, 1 grate  2.25
Myrl Draffen, hauling coal Stahl  2.00
George E. Long, insurance on 3 bldgs. 
V. H. Mobley, cement & ice. 
Clovis Collie, 3 1-4 cords wood 
C. W. Baker, 4 cords wood 
S. L. Morgan, hauling stove 
Gatlin Fergerson, stove, pipe & glass 
J. M. Johnson, 31 bu. of coal 
World Book Co., achievement tests 
11 C. Blagg, hauling stove & work 
W. A. Downing, cutting wood, 10 cords 
Solon Henson, damper & pipe 
Walter Baker, 6 cord of wood
T. E. Hicks, filing oil can  
Trees Lumber Co., lumber, windows 
Benton Telephone Ex., rent on phone 


















, Barksdale Bros., stove (furnace)    1$5.00
Nod Ford, rent for school  10.00
Harry A. Miller, erroneous school tax  43.01
Edd Barker, hinges and screws  1.30
.1. T Wood, 1 1-2 days work on Palma  2.25
Draffen Bros., lights, panes, windows  28.00
'Citizen Saving Bank, bonds & coupons    668.00
First National Bank, note 4,980.00
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail two Mo. 
_Harry A. Miller, erronious school tax 
Alfred Hughes two cords wood 
Benton Graded School, high school tuition 
.T. D. Peterson & Co., pipes, lights, scuttle 
E. V. Smith, hauling coal & scuttle 
Geo. E. Long, insurance 
'Clint Reed, one cord wood
L. L. O'Brien, 4 cords wood 
L. E. Hamilton, repairing flu 
World Book Co., 60 directions 
C. LL, Cox, 4 cords wood  
Tribune Democrat, paper & printing budget 
Clint R. Smith, recording deed 
C. W. Baker, 4 1-2 cords wood 
Hardin Graded School tuition
'T. E. Hicks, 1-2 days work 
Benton Graded School, tuition 
Howard Happy Co., Mimeograph ink 
Clyde McDaniel. 15 bbl. water 
J. M. Johnson, 8 bu. coal & hauling
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent of phone mo. 
Gatlin Fergerson, pipes, bowls & coal 
Harry A. Miller. erroneous school tax 
Sam Sledd, 1 1-2 cords wood 
L. V. Cox, 9 brooms 
J. M. Johnson, 8 bu. coal 
R. A. Foust, 1 bale shingles 
Dr. 11, E. Foust, rent of jail 
Hardin Graded School, tuition 
Elizabeth Bean clerical work 
J. F. Fowler, bucket and rope 
Benton Telephone Exchange, rent of phone 
E. R. Henson, Wood & hauling coal 
Benton Graded School, tuition 
Tribune Democrat, 1000 report cards 
J. B. Scobey Co.. punch and paper 
J. M. Johnson, 47 bu. coal
World Book Co., PKGS tests
George L. Goheen, buckets and rope 
Trees Lumber Co., shingles, nails, labor 
Morgan & Heath, grates, hods & lights 
Homer Stegner, 1-2 days work Palma 
Blanche Henson, hauling load coal 
W. L. Prince, stamps 
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail 
L. E. Hamilton, work and wood  
Lex Henson, 102 hrs. carpenter work
Benton Tel Exc. rent of phone  
Johnson Bros. coal 
Hardin Graded School, tuition 
Benton Graded School, tuition 
• Tim Henderson, lumber 
World Book Co., pgk. ach. tests 
Bank of Marshall Co., hauling chalk 
Beck Speciality Co., typewriting paper 
D. B. Lyles, hauling coal  NNNNNN
Leo Palmer, hauling coal 




































































§TILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth - Good Health
•
Gatlin Fergerson, locks  1.15
J. M. Fields, 14 days labor  70.00
4.90
4.60
First National Bank, int. on note    68.76
Gatlin Fergerson, coal   10.40
Trees Lumber Co., material for schools   1498.93
Draffen Bros., putty, lights, broom  6.56
Roy 0. Chumbler, exp. to Supt. Cont.  24.00
Harry Miller, erroneous settlement  2.77
F. W. Swift, shelves, light, pipes 4.50
Benton Graded School, tuition  220.60
Geo. E. Long, Ins. on Little Cypress •126.80
Walter Chandler, cleaning cistern.  1.00
L. C. Lamb, painting Joppa  35.90
Tribune Democrat, printing & envelopes  14.00
Benton Telephone Exc., rent of phone  2.00
Lex Henson, work on Joppa  67.60
Herbert Smith, teach, sal.  112 00
W Fields, 3 days work  15.00
Henry C. Price, for room exp.  200.00
R. P. Wade, census of 52 pupils  2.69
Gene Houser, census of 37 pupils  1.86
R. W. Powell, census of 36 pupils  1.80
M. D. Barnes, census of 61 pupils  3.05
Roscoe Holmes, census of 61 pupil a  3.05
I. C. McGregor, census of 37 pupils • 1.85
J. II. Haltom, census of 50 pupils  2.50
Clint Edwards, census of 54 pupils  2.70
W. E. Trimble, census of 72 pupils  3.60
Floyd Sutherland, census of 40 pupils  2.00
J. W. Smith, census of 39 pupils  1.95
Erastus Smith, census of 61 pupils  3.05
D. B. Lyles, census of 134 pupils  6.90
F. W. Swift, census of 62 pupils  3.10
H. M. Jones, census of 61 pupils  3.05
Will Goheen, census of 106 pupils  5.30
clovis Collie, census of 37 pupils  1.85
Curt Noles, census of 51 pupils  2.55
Clint Clark, census 47 pupils  2.35
Carl Lovett, census 47 pupils  2.35
W. H. Baker, censns 65 pupils  3.25
Clyde McDaniel, census of 146 pupils  7.30
8oley Johnson, census of 37 pupils  1.85
L. L. O'Bryan, census of 92 pupils  4.60
Ray Crass, census 45 pupils 2.25
ilenry Byers, census 54 pupils  2.70
Tom Collins, census 71 pupils 3.55
H. T. Carter, census 132 *pupils  6.60
Lex Hulen, census 35 pupils  1.75
R. H. Dexter, census 55 pupils  2.75
W. J. Brien, census 39 pupils • 1.95
Luther Hamilton, census 61 pupils . 3.05
Claud Scillian, census 45 pupils  2.25
J. D. Stahl, census 49 pupils  2.45
Clarence Cox, census 4p pupils  2.45
W. F. Smith, census 35 pupils  1.75
Gaston Fiser, census 92 pupils 4.60
Marvin Holland, census 30 pupils  • 1.50
Clint Reed, census 42 pupils  2.10
Allie Story, census 59 pupils  2.95
J. N. Holland, census 54 pupils  2.70
Geo, Hill. census 44 pupils  2.20
3.25
Dr, R. E. Foust, rent of jail 
Standard Oil Co., iron barrel 
0. C. Kennedy, census 65 pupils 
George Ford, census 43 pupils 
Jessie Doyle, census 197 pupils 
Jeff Dees, census 36 pupils 
R. L. Brien, census 53 pupils 
C. A. Smith, census 56 pupils 
Will Barefield, census 35 pupils 
Bib Wallace, census 89 pupils 
Clarence Powell, census 81 pupils  
J. F. Peck, census 46 pupils 
NV. A. Story, census 50 pupils 
J. C. Johnston. census 41 pupils 
City National Bank, Int. on $7500 note
C. B. Cox, making sheriff's settlement  
W. L. Prince, stamps 
Dr. R. E. Folist, rent of storageropm 
L. W. Peck, 1-2 cord wood 
Roy 0. Chumbler, stamps 
Howard Happy, files 
Tribune Democrat, ad in paper 
Clete Phillips, census 28 pupils 
Tom Gore, census 26 pupils  .
E. V. Smith, work on Vanzora 
Benton Telephone Ex., Tel. rent 
Connie Nanney, painting Joppa school 
Hardin Graded school, tuition 
Lex Henson, work on Joppa school 
Tim Henderson, lumber 
Hardin Graded School, tuition 
J. C. Chester, ropes and nails 
Benton Graded School, tuition 
John Houston, hauling seats 
Geo. E. Long, insurance 
W. L. Prince, stamps 
R. E. Foust, int. on $1500 
S. L. Morgan, hauling & freight 
Bank of Marshall Co., Int. on $7500 
Geo. E. Long, Ins. on B'ham Bldg. 
Dr. R. E. Foust, rent of jail 
Salaries of Board Members
Jack Gatlin, yrs. sal. & exp. 
J. L. Brien, yrs. sal. & exp. 
E. R. Henson, yrs. sal. & exp. 
Frank Darnall, yrs. sal. & exp. 
W. B. Smith, yrs. sal. & exp. 
Supt. Roy 0. Chumbler years sal 
Supt. expense account 









































































Regina Lovett    406.00
Paul Watkins  462.00
Lorena Ryan .  385.00
Ethel Powell • 1044.00
Vivian White  462.00
Willie Harrison  406.00
Marjorie Ross  455.00
Prudy Lawrence  483.00
Lucille Anderson  381.50• 
Gus Harrison  465.50
Mayla Nanney  511.00
Samuel Nanney 385.00
Urey Mathis  392.00
Kelly Lovett  392.00
Earl Walker 1053.00
Helen Stone  546.00
Dora Dyke   476.00
Mable Miller  427.00
Robbie Clark  427.04)
Beside Smith  462.00
Argainia Holland  395.50
Malcolm Heath  413.00
Atlas Saltsgiver  427.00
Viola Nichols  448.00
Ozella Cox   374.54)
Erlene Franklin    392.00
Lalah Burnham   413.00
Bobbie Kate Boyd   469.00
Lillie Wallace    469.00
Bonnie Love  448.00
Leota Coursey, 2 mo.  126.00
Mrs. Henry Price, 5 mo.   320.00
Beatrice Fox , 427.00
Bess Peters  413.00
Laurine Combs  427.00
Evelyn Holland, 2 mo.  144.00
J. N. Holland, 5 mo.  390.00
Henry C. Price 2000.00
Homer Holland  918.00
Ruth* Curd 1017.00
Rachel Moorehead  • 532.00
Brien Holland  381.50
Fauvia Hall  427.00
Ella Beasley  434.00
Alva Bouland  413.00
Eulalah Rickman  441.00
John Bondurant 2000.00
•Opal Tyree ••••  448.00
Roy Nichols • 476.00
Miranda Young  909.00
Ruth Henderson  891.00
Bethel Solomon  504.00
Ile Mae Bondurant  441.00
Marvel Tyree, 2 mo.  142.00
C. B. Dishman  385.00
Curtis Griggs   413.00
Gladys Allen, 5 mo.  280.00
Willie Mae Nailing, 3 1-3 mo. colored school  . 221.00




























In a small insect discovered in
the forests of Sumatra, an Eng-
lish naturalist sees a possible
rival of the camphor tree as a
source of the useful drug. The
creature secrets a milky fluid
;
'which posseses the properties of
camphor, it is said and the sug-
gestion has been made that these
insects might be raised artificial-
ly, as are silkworms, to produce


















• People who wouldn't think of goings
• to any but a good, reputable dealer for 0
• food, clothing, or furniture, patronize the •
• worst kind of "dumps" when it comes time •
• to buy a tire. 
•
• •
• They do this thinking it is necessary 1
• in'order to get a tire bargain. .
• •
• We'll sell you the best tire made-a' •




• J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS •• •
• Cal
vert City, Ky. •
•
• 
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RUN CLOSEST RACE IN
30 YEARS FOR CLERK
Holland Has Narrowest Margin
Since Wallace Beat Reeves
in April, 1897.
In the closest race in Marshall
county in 30 years. since L. E.
Wallace defeated David Reeves
for sheriff in April, 1897, W.
Brien Holland defeated A. N.
Duke for the Detrocratic nomin-
ation for Circuit Court Clerk last
Saturday. Holland's majority
was four.
A careful recheck of the vote
was necessary before the winner
could be determined. On the first
count, Duke had won by seven
votes but the recheck showed
Holland had won by four. Duke
congratulated Holland in accept-
ing the figures.
The good spirit of both the can-
didates in this race brings back
the story told about the other
close race. of 30 years ago. Ac-
cording to the current story by
old-timers Wallace led Reeves by
three with Birmingham precinct
out. They rode together tp Bir-
mingham and agreed on their way
that the winner would make the
loser his deputy. Birmingham
was tied, giving the nomination
to Wallace.
Not only did Holland and Duke
almost exactly divide the vote
but they came as near as possible
to dividing the precincts. Holland
gaining the verdict in 13 and
Duke 12. In five precincts the
winner carried it by three or
less. Duke won the first three
precincts to report, the six went
to Holland; Duke then took two;
Holland got the next, Duke the
succeeding one; after Holland
got the following Duke broke
through to get two in a row. It
was,Iike a tennis game, Holland
got the next three to report; the
suceeding three went to Duke.
Holland took the third from last,
Duke the second from last and
the final, Little Cypress gave it
to Ilolland with 81 to 31 over
his opponent.
The race changed four times
While returns were being receiv-
ed. Duke took an (-arty lead but
lost it to Holland by 4 when
Briensburg came in. Ross put
Duke !ahead by nine but South
Birmingham coming in two later
gave it back to Holland again by
eight, 840 to 832. Holland pulled
away for a minute but South Ben-
`ton and Scale put Duke back in
the lead by 25 votes. Little Cy-
press, the last to report, settled
the issue.
Duke carried South IIardin by
wo, 25 to 23; Holland took North
)live by one, 35 to 34; West Ben-
on went to Holland, 70 to 68;
lolland won Sharpe, 67 to 66;
Duke won South Gilbertsville, 36
to 33. North I3enton. one of the
largest precincts i,n the county
showed a difference of only 11
votes between the two racers,
122 for Puke and 111 for Hol-
land. Each got a 100 votes or
more in two precincts, South
Benton being the other for Duke
with 145 and Holland taking






Butter   15
Hens   15
Leghorn Hens  12
Springers  18
Leghorn Springers  13
Cox  07
Lading Day for Poultry is
Friday. Better prices then.
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, III., Aug. 10 (U.
'S. Dept. of Agri.) - Hogs - Re-
ceipts, 13,500; light hogs, 10c to
16c lower; other classes not es-
tablished; top, $10.85; bulk light
weights, $10.75; few 200 to 210
pounds, $10.40040.75; 220 to 230
pounds, $100/0.25; 240 to 260
poupda, $9.250)9.50; packing
sows, $7.50@7.75; good pig. $9.50
e10.
Cattle - Receipts, 5,500; calves
receipts 2,500; generally steady
with lower tone on cows; little
Inquiry for bulls; vealers steady
to 25c higher; native steers, $
11
0 12.65; Western steers, $8.40@
9.65; no load lots choice heifers
In; cows upward to $8.50; low
cutters, $4.25@4.75; vealers,
$15.25.
Sheep - Receipts 3,000; indi-
cations steady on sheep and
lambs; no early sales.
The Carroll County Sheep
Breeders' Association has taken
orded for 2,000 sheep,
itilgust Filmiture Sale





Your living room ri.4.ds !•;i!.
of these mahogany flni at




Attractive ferneries I n
green.red and bronze. See




This is your opportunity to
get the desk you have al.
ways wanted. greatly re-
due•-d rnr I P only.
Dressed Special
$19.75
Well constructed with beau-
tiful adjustable mirror.
spacious drawers. Be sure





bargain we have ever al-
tered In an ad-cotton mat-






Every day the Eager Crowds grov; Larger!
 More and More People are Learni
ng of the
Marvelous Savings in our SY,re.Wide August 
Sale, and it seems as though everyone 
in the
city were eager to buy new Furniture! 
Fort ”tely, we lime plenty of furnitur
e to sup
ply the tremendous demand, for new ship
menti of recently hought merchandise are
 arriv
ing daily. Come Now---Buy Fuiniture at 




ou will honestly. save money on
this suite It Is uptiolops ed ii
,iodscine Jacquard Velour. re-
Able c!..1,lons, carved w..oal
ernes, soleadid suite.
Pitoro sUITES
3-Piece JACQUARD VELOUR LIVING ROOM SUIT
S .
3-Piece SUITE---JA.CQUARD VELOUR COVERING
 .  
• • • •
3-Piece SUM1E----TACQUARD VELOUR COVERING
 . • •
3-Piece BED SUITE---JACQUARD VELOUR COV
ERING .




Low Price .. $98.W
And imagine getting a niervtiouz
bed room suite at such a reduced
price. Has four-poster bed, semi-
or full vanity, and chest (it
drawers It Will y yoil bet
now!
filER Fst::;7 7()ON't FURNITURE
3-Piece WALNUT FINISHED BED ROOM
 SUITE . .
6-Piece BED ROC;74 OUTFIT COMPLE
TE . . .















111 Dining Rooe Suites art
1:rear1). reduced. bat this one ts
our leader. It has an oblong
table, buffet and silt chairs.
beairtifully designed and w
Other 'Values in Dining Room
rurniture
8-Piece WALNUT I'lls!Mr_f..D DINING R-00IY: SUITE
 . $124.50
9-Piece RICH WALNUT FINISHED DINING SUI
TE  $140.50








Even thls Gibson Ref rigetator is




save money by getting ne of these
Kitchen Cabneta
during this sak $29.75
Amazing
3-Piece Fiber Suite,
A very attractive suite with c
retonne covered
cushions. You have your choice of 
several
.50beautiful gay   $59colors
S. 24.75
Values in Summer Furniture
Here are some surprIsinii bargains for
you- the greatest dollar-for-dollar val-
ues-that the Ilhodes-Burford Company
has ever offered In porch and lawn fu
r-
niture. Now is the time to dress your
porch up, without expense.





LAWN SWING  










Evznvirmivo FOR rptz HOME
Mayfield. KT. Metropolis. DI Union
 Oi ty. Tenn
l'elepheue .Ncis
$6.75
A nice reshe ti ri for Cie
Telephone ano reason-
ably priced t-o them




Conv'Pnlent Sm g okir Cabi-
ntts, will go Cast At is




Richly uphri:steted in Jie-
guard Velnur sad
stt ucted is tr.la




Here is a Chiffrobe that
will insure you the best of




High-grade 'act erring. that
insure you sleeping com-










In 1926, The Tribune-Demo-
crat published 12 issues con-
taining more than the regu-
lar eight pages.
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
GROWTH!
In 1927, The Tribune-Demo-
crat has published to date
14 issues containing more
than the regular eight pages.




C OF BENTON SCHOOL
WILL OPEN AUG 29
Public Invited to Opening Exerci-
ses at 8:30 a. in.; Faculty
Is Completed.
FACULTY TO MEET AUGUST
27, SATURDAY, AT 2 P. M.
All department of the Benton
Public School will open Monday.
Aug. 29th. at 8:311 A. M. The pub-
lic has a cordial invitation to be
present at the opening exercises.
It is hoped to have the best
school year in the history of Ben-
ton, and it will be impossible to
do this without the hearty cooper-
ation and support of every citizen
of Benton. Every boy and girl of
school age in Benton school dis-
trict and those children in the
county who will attend Benton
school should be present Monday,
August 29.
There will be a meeting of all
teachers at the school building on
Saturday, August 27, at 2 P. M.
Following is the faculty for the
year:-
Grades: Hilda Hiett, second
grade; Ina Jo Pace third and
fourth grades; Ernestine Withers,
fifth grade; Rubye Harriscn, six-
th and seventh grades Ruth
Saunders, seventh and eighth
grades.
High school; Tullus Chambers,
superintendent, L. D. Williams,
principal and mathematics; Attie
Faughn, English and Latin; Susie




Former Marshall Boy, Long-Bell
Executive, In Manufacturing
Business.
Wilson Collie, a former Mar-
shall county boy, who is connected
with the Long-Bell 'Lumber Co., at
Shreveport. Louisiaina. is manu-
facturing and placing on the na-
tional market, a high grade Maple
syrup, known as Collie-Maid. An
attractive label on the can shows
a picture of a handsome white
Collie dog and a little maid hold-
ing up a can of syrup.
Mr. Collie is an executive with
the Long-Bell Lumber Co., and is
one of the leading business men
of Shreveport. His new syrup is
meeting with splendid success.
Samples received here prove it
to be of the highest grade maple
syrups on the market.
CALVERT TO OPEN
SCHOOLS MONDAY
Elementary Students Will be Giv-
en Free Daily Transportation
from Lone Valley.
Calvert City schools telll open
the regular term Monday,', August
22nd. Prof. Wadlington wl11 be in
charge of the school this year.
He comes to Calvert City well rec-
ommended and has already im-
pressed the community with his
work since the first of July.
Pupils of the Lone Valley dis-
trict will be transported to the
Calvert school this year. Those be-
tween the ages of 6 and 18 who
have not completed the elemen-
tary grades will be carried free
in the school bus which will op-
erate from Leander Solomn's to
Calvert and return.
The bus will leave Mr. Solo-
mon's promptly at eight o'clock
each morning and will gather
children along the main road. It
will leave the school promptly at
3:45 each afternoon. This 13 the
first scchool transportaion in
Marshall county and is being
tried this year as an experiment.
The citizens of Los Angeles pro-
pose to change Main Street to
Lindbergh Boulevard.
MRS. GREENE GRADUATED
AT BYRON KING SCHOOL
Many friends and admirers of
Mrs. Florence Lemon Greene,
gifted Benton soprano, will be in-
terested to learn of her promineht
part in the program of Commence-
ment exereises at the Byron King
School of Oratory, at Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, the week of Aug-
ust 5th.
Mrs Greene is one of the seven
graduates in the professional
course. Wednesday evening, Aug-
ust 3rd, she had the part of Lady
Jane on "The Suiters Three" a
Pantomine; Thursday evening,
the 4th, she was Fame in a
pageant, "The Years and The
Marble." At the commencement,
Friday evening, August 5th, Mrs.
Greene opened the exercises with
a vocal solo.
ALL CROPS IN STATE
WILL BE UNDER '26
TOTAL EXCEPT HAY
Tobacco Is Chief Sufferer; Corn
About 60 Per Cent of Last
Year's Production.
APPLE CROP IS SHORT;
PEACH HARVEST SMALL
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 17.—De-
creased estimates of Kentucky's
crops of corn, tobacco, wheat, oats
rye, barley, Irish potatoes, sweet
potatoes, apples and peaches as
compared to 1926; but an in-
creased production of tame hay,
are the features of the August 1
crop report for Kentucky, issued
here by the U. S. Division of
Crop and Livestock Estimates.
These forecast estimates are bas-
ed on condition as of August 1.
Tobacco in Kentucky shows a
probable sharp decrease from
1926, not only because of decreas-
ed acreage this year, particularly
in the dark districts, but also be-
cause of late setting and rather
poor condition of a considerable
part of the crop, the probable pro-
duction of all types in Kestucky
this season being forecast at 203,-
202,000 lbs., compared to an early
forecast July 1 of 215,087,000
lbs; 358,568,000 pounds as a ten-
tatively revised estimate of all
types produced in this state last
year; and 418,492,000 pounds av-
erage annual production of all
types 1922-1926. The August 1
prospect for the United States to-
tal tobacco production is less than
the final production last year, be-
ing estimated at 1,137,762,000
pounds compared to 1,321,423,000
pounds total United States pro-
duction last year, and approxi-
mately 1,342,268,000 pounds aver-
age annual production 1922-1926
inclusive.
Probable corn production i in
(Continued on page 3)
ANNOUNCE PROGRAM AT
SHARPE SCHOOL MONDAY
The following program has
been rendered for the school rally
and basket dinner which will
mark the opening pf Sharpe
school Monday:
10:00 a. m.—Community sing-
ing
10:15—Devotional exercises.






12:45 p. m. — Organization
Parent-Teachers League.
1:00 — Discussion of
plans for the year.
1 :30—Special Music.




MUSIC CLUB TO OBSERVE
12TH. ANNIVERSARY 25TH.
The Mendeissohn Club, of Ben-
ton, will observe the 12th. anni-
versary of its organization here
Thursday with an inspirational
luncheon at the Whiteway Cafe,
at one o'clock. The club members
and Mrs. Jack E. Fisher, of Padu-
cah, the first president of the club
and for many years its head, and
Mrs. C. E. Pack will be guests.
"IT'S A GREAT DISH IF HE DOESN'T WEAKEN"
IT SEEMS TO ME YoVR.
DRINGING NE SAME




DIES AT AGE OF 82
Well Known Benton Citizen Suc-
cumbs Wednesday; Was Con-
federate Veteran.
W. N. "Uncle Newt" Castleberry
aged 82, one of the oldest citizens
of Benton, succumed at two
o'clock Wednesday afternoon at
his home in north Benton of the
debilities of age. Mr. Castleberry
had been in poor health for the
past several months and had been
confined to his bed for the past
three weeks.
He was a native of Marshall
county and had been a respected
citizen of the county all his life.
Mr. Castleberry is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Elbert Le-
mon and Miss Addie Castleberry,
both of Benton, and one son, B. C.
Castleberry, of Murray; one sis-
ter, Miss Sis Castleberry and one
brother, Bud Castleberry, both of
Benton. Miss Mary Ellen Lemon
and Gus, Dick and Cecil Ford are
grand-children and Elder N. S.
Castleberry, W. W. Castleberry
and Mrs. John Hendrixson, all of
near Benton, are surviving first
cousins.
Mr. Castleberry served with the
Confederate forces during the
Civil War and was a member of
Forrest's Third Kpntucky Regi-
ment. He served with honor thru
the conflict.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed at the grave Thursday after-
noon at two o'clock and burial
was in the Strow cemetery.
REUNION ENJOYED
BY PACE FAMILY
Relatives and Friends Join in
Huge Celebration al Peggy
Ann Saturday.
More than 400 members of the
Pace family, relatives and friends
gathered at Peggy Ann Springs
Saturday for the annual re-union
of the family. The crowd was es-
timated by many present to be
nearer 500 than 400.
In the afternoon, after a boun-
tiful dinner on the ground, a ser-
mon was preached by the Rev.
Clarence Fiser, of McCracken
county, who is related to the Pace
family on his mother's side.
A splendid time was enjoyed by
all, including many friends of the
family who were present.
Tribune ADS bring results.
WALTER CLEAVER TO BE




Chevrolet dealers, as salesman.
Mr. Cleaver is a native of Mar-
shall county but has been in May-
field for the past several years
and has been connected with the
Hale Motor Co, for the past four
and a half years.
He is one of the most exper-
ienced Chevrolet men in western
Kentucky.
Mr. Cleaver has secured a room





Further Work On Ferry Route 19
Expected To Be Begun Soon;
End Drainage Work.
CENTER LINE TO MURRAY
IS FINISHED BY PACK
Grade and drain work on the
Benton-Eggner's Ferry road is
expected to be completed to the
John Gregory place by Mason,
Payne & Co., the sub-contractors,
within the next week or ten days.
The company has been working
the past week on the road between
Benton and Clark's river The
bridge over town creek is being
moved to the left, going out, this
week and a large fill is being
made between the creek and the
Palmer hill, where the road bends
to the left to make a lower rail-
road crossing. After crossing the
railroad, the highway cuts east-
ward across the bottom toward
the Gregory place, eliminating the
old loop toward the iron bridge
and saving more than a mile in
distance.
A sub-contract for the work of
grade and drain from Mr. Gre-
gory's toward the ferry is expect-
ed to be let soon by the original
contract holders, Carter, Carter &
Braden, of Central City.
Drainage survey has been corn-
pleted on the Benton-Paducah
road. C. E. Pack, who is in
charge of locating work in west-
Cleaver, formerly of I BIN AT LT. CYPRESS ern Kentucky, has had his crew onthe Mayfield-Benton road for the
Benton Motor Co., local I 
past few weeks. Mr. Pack will re-
turn later in the fall to run the
(
has formed a connection
TY GOHEEN HURLS
NO-HIT BALL GAME
LaCenter Completely Baffled: Ca-
diz will play at Birming-
ham Sunday.
"Ty" Goheen young Birming-
ham hurling star, did not allow
LaCenter a single hit in Sunday's
game at Birmingham which the
Marshall county unit won, 13 to 1
The only run scored by LaCenter
was by an error and a purposely
wild throw by the catcher. Bir-
mingham will play the strong Ca-
diz team at Birmingham and a
good crowd is expected to be out
to see Goheen twirl against this
team which has won many games
this year and last.
BENTON WINS SUNDAY
Benton defeated Hardin here
Sunday by pounding Clay Darnall
hard in the sixth inning. Four
singles, two triples, a double, er-
ror and a wild pitch gave Benton
eight runs in tt4 sixth and the fi-
nal score was 13 to 6. Willie
Sims pitched creditably for Har-
din after relieving Darnall.
Shorty and Zack Farmer pitched
well for Benton though their sup-
port was erratic at times. The
Benton outfield, composed of L.
Strow, Rowe and Cross played an
excellent game at the bat and in
the field.
PLAY ENGINEERS SUNDAY
A good game is expected here
Sunday when the Benton Indepen-
dents play the local Engineers.
The engineers have a number of
experienced players in their line-
up, including Dyer, who played
26 games with the Washington
American League club several
years ago, and others of college
experience.
BANK TO FILL LIME
18 Farmers Have Signed for Mem-
bership; Fee Is $2 Each;
Is Still Open.
The Calvert Bank has recently
agreed to fill a bin with lime et
Little Cypress if enough interest
was shown by the farmers in the
surrounding community to erect a
bin in which to store the lime. To
date, 18 have given $2 each for the
building of the bin. Money re-
maining after the bin is built will
go into the fund to help fill the
bin with lime. Those donating
will get the lime they use at cost.
Those not paying the membership
fee will be required to pay 25
cents a ton above that paid by the
club members.
The following have signed for
membership: W. D. Rudolph, A.
F. Travis, L B. Rudolph, Guy Ru-
dolph, Clifton Norman, W. I Ruse,
R. R. Miller, Sam Brooks, George
Hill, Henry Holland, .1. N. Hol;and
W. S. Harper, E. M. Sergeant, D.
L. Sergeant, Sol King, Allie How-
ard, Harrison Donnigan and W.
M. Oliver.
Membership is open at any time
and any one wishing it may see E.
M. Sergeant, at Little Cypress,
Prof. John Bondurant, at Sharpe,
or County Agent Hendricks at
Benton,
Culling Demonstration
Culling demonstrations will be
held Monday at the home of Vic-
tor Ross, near Aurora, and Tues-
day at Chas. Dalton's near Little
Cypress. Everyone interested in
poultry should attend if possible.
Pay Benton Lime Dues
The Benton Limestone club
members who have not paid their
membership fee are urged to do
so at an early date at the Bank of
Marshall county. About three-
fifths of the members have paid.
It is necessary that all the fees be
paid so that limestone will be
available at Benton for the fall
SOW crops.
END REVIVAL MEETING AT
MT. CARMEL M. E. CHURCH
A series of revival services at
the Mt. Carmel Methodist church
in the county have been completed
by the pastor, Rev. L. A. Crews
assisted by the Rev K. G. Dunn,
of Benton. Eight additions were
made to the church.
Rev. Dunn and Rev. Crews are
in a revival at Maple Springs this
week. The public is cordially in-
vited to attend.
cross-section of the Benton-Mur-
ray road, the center line already
having been completed. The road
runs from Benton to Murray by
the way of Hardin. Mr. and Mrs.
Pack will leave Benton next week.
HARDIN SCHOOL TO
OPEN AUGUST 22ND
Staff Composed of Experienced
Teachers; Successful Year
Is Looked For
The Hardin Graded and High
school will open its doors for the
fall session Monday Aug. 22nd.,
The school is being opened earlier
than usual in order that the pu-
pils may get out in time next
spring to aid in the harvesting of
the strawberry crop.
Prospects are good for one of
the best schools in the history of
the town. A majority of the facul-
ty will be composed of new teach-
ers, but all of them have had sev-
eral years of successful experi-
ence.
The new teachers in the high
school are: Miss Mildred Hatcher
a graduate of the Murray State
Normal and Teachers Colege and
Mr. Homer Lasiter who holds a
Life Certificate from the same
institution and only likes a few
months of having his degree. Miss
Hatcher will teach English and
Latin while Mr. Lassiter will
teach mathematics and the social




sive School Being Antici-
pated This Year.
The Aurora high school and
grades will open August 22nd, ac-
cording to announcement by Miaa
Ethel Powell, principal.
Plans have been made for an
opening program and a progres-
sive school year.
An enrollment greatly exceed-
ing that of last year is anticipat-
ed.
Garrard county farmers have
organized their own livestock
shipping association.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One Year, in Marshall County .$1.00
One Year, in Kentucky  1.50
One Year, outside of Kentucky • 2.00
Advertising Rates Upon Application
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
expects patronage is upon MERIT. A constant effort is
being devoted toward continually improving the value
and interest of the paper.
The Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving to the
people of this county a full and faithful fiewspoper ser-
vice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or pol-
icy that does not conflict with the test interests of any
people; yet without fear to criticise what appears to be
wrong and to endorse that which appears to be right with-
out regard to the popularity of its stand.
Politics in Marshall
County
Marshall county enjoys a rep-
utation all over the state for be- hard fights. Candidates for the
in free from malignant political richest offices in the county re-
combines. There is probably no Main in cordial relationship after
such thing in Marshall county as the elections are over.
eternal political factions as there Those things speak well for the
are to more or less extent in prac- spirit of Marshall county people
tically every other county in the and mean much \to the county.
.state. They mean that progress comes
Political alignments in the easier; people spiteing one anoth-
county are different almost every er cannot move forward together.
time in district and county races.
This time the line of cleverage There are as many telephones
may be vertical, the next horizon- in Los Angles today as there were
al. In other words, groups on op- in the entire country in 1895.
posing sides in a particular elect-
ion may be voting for the same Bracken county farmers are
man in the next. I planning an increased alfalfa
Political bitterness in Marshall acreage for next year.
Count Y is practically non-existent
compared to other counties. Nom-
inees are warmly supported by
the losers even after unusually
Copyright by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
SYNOPSIS I came to know that they could
John Ballard, left poor by the, trust him to guard their inter-
same Fate that deprives him of
his parents, works his way
through college, meets and loves
Viola Ruskin, and devotes his
law career to fighting negligent
railroads because of the vendetta
he cherishes against them for kill-
ing his parents. Phil Hardin, old
college chum, offers him a stag-
gering salary to join the legal
staff of the railroad. John wav-
ers; it would be his chance to
speak his heart to Viola. Phil
proposes to Viola. She, loving
John, makes Phil wait; John and careful in his choice of his
Viola each thinks the other does clients; he would take no corpor-
not care.
CHAPTER VI
Ten years is a long time. Much
can— and usually does— happen
in ten years. The whole course of
many lives can be changed. The
history of a city, a state, a na-
tion can be shaped for all future
time in ten years
In the ten years that followed
the day on which John Ballard
heard of Viola Ruskin's engage-
ment to Phil Hardin much, of sig-
nificance and importance, had
come about.
First of all, in John's memor-
ies, was Viola's marriage. He had
not seen her again..., he had con-
trived to be away, on business,
at the time of her wedding. And.
though Phil had asked him more
than once, to come to see them,
he hadn't, for a long time, felt
able to do so; hadn't been willing
to trust himself to see that wo-
man he loved as anothers man's
.wife.
John Ballard had gone on, do-
ing his work, quietly, unsensa-
tionally, efficiently. His practice
had grown, slowly, but with a
sure, safe growth. He had come
to have a reputation as a dogged,
hard fighting lawyer; a lawyer
who once he took a case, never
let go; a man never beaten until
the final appellate. court had










Stock Up With That
Good St. Bernard
August Qoal is cheaper than September will be.
A wage increase was recently given western Kentuc-
ky coal miners. This wage increase is sure to bring
up the price of coal, which always increases as win-
ter comes nearer.
Assure yourself of an adequate supply at the low
est pr ices by giving us your order NOW. We handle
the CDod St. Bernard's, the longest burning best
heating, least ash coal. Don't Put It Off.
GAILIN-FERGERSON e
BENTON DEPARTMENT STORE KENTUCKY
"Where .Savings are Greatest"
eats; that he could be swayed by
no influence, no hope of great
rewards.
Thanks to the interest of
George Warren and the Ventnor
Sun, his newspaper, which was
the dominating journal of the
state, John's name began to be
well known. His more important
cases were fully reported; he
came in, from time to time, for
friendly comment on the editorial
page Morrie important and richer
clients came to him. He was still
ation business of a certain type,
though much of it was offered to
him, and Phil Hardin's offer to
him was frequently renewed, and
indeed, greatly increased. He met
Jordan a year or so after his talk
with Phil and that great man
asked him, frankly, why he would
not come to the N. Y. and C. V.
"I remember you," Jordan said.
"I liked your looks while you
were in college. I told you to
come and see me. You never did.
Why not?"
"I didn't want anything from
you, Mr. Jordan," said John.
"Most people do," said Jordan.
"It would have been a relief to
see a young man who didn't. But
I sent for you. I caused an offer
to be made to you. You refused
it, ft's been renewed. I'm prepar-
ed to renew it now—and to let
you name your own figure. I want
you—and when I want a man, I
always get him."
"You won't get me, Mr. Jordan.
I—well, I'm not for sale."
Jordan stared at him.
"Be‘ careful," he said. "I'm an-
xious to be yowl friend. Don't
turn me into your enemy. I'm a
good friend—but a very bad ene-
my.
"There's no reason for you to
be my enemy—I'm not yours,"
said John, quietly.
Any man we want who is not
for us is against us—sooner or
later," said Jordan.
"I can't speak for the future,"
said John. "Is there any reason
that you know why I should be
against you, Mr. Jordan?"
Jordan stared at him, his eyes
drawn together in a frown.
"There are many reasons why.
for your own sake, you should
take good care not to be," he said.
grimly. "I am telling you this as
a friend."
John was vaguely troubled by
that talk. He had no reason, he
knew, to be afraid of Jordan. Yet
the man's power, his ruthless-
ness, his conviction of his own
strength, were daunting things to
contemplate. John told George
Warren of his talk with the fin.
ancier, and Warren nodded.
"He's a dangerous man," he
said, "He does me the honor to
dislike and fear me. He's made a
good deal of trouble for us. More
than once we've found shipments
of paper that we needed curiously
delayed in reaching us. So much
so that we've stopped having pa-
per brought by freight at all —it
all comes to us in motor trucks
from New York now. It's an add-
ed expense, but we feel safer.
"Then we've had two or three
concerted attacks by advertisers.
Fortunately we're in a sound pos-
ition financially. And we have al-
ways taken the position that the
advertiser needs the Sun much
more than the Sun need the ad-
vertiser. We need the revenue
from our advertising — but we
can, for a time, quite a long time
get along without any revenue
Jordan's friends can deprive us
of. So, though we're by no means
friendly, we aren't just now,
openly at war. You must be care-
ful Ballard.
"You must live in such a way
that you are absolutely immune
from attack. These people will
watch you. The chances are that
they have already had detectives
on your track. Anything in your
private life that might tend to
discredit you would be used a-
gainst you :3hould you enter poli-
tics—as, of course, you will. I
take it that I am right in taking
it for granted that there is noth-
ing they could dig up?"
"Nothing," said John. "I am
willing to have verything I have
ever done published to the world
tomorrow."
"I though so," said Warren.
"Keep on living just so, and you
will have nothing to fear."
Rather to his surprise, John
found his business and his in-
come growing steadily in the
years that followed Phil Hardie'l
marriage. Ile was obliged to in-
crease his ufrice space and em-
ploy two young lawyers to help
him. He found himself able to
move into a comfortable apart-
ment, to dress well, to enjoy what
seemed to him the luxury of own-
ing and driving. a small car. And
he did this withre't any compro-
mise with hie desire always to
serve, regarless )f profit, the
clients who needed him most —
the poor people without means to
pay the high fees 'most lawyers
demanded.
Meanwhile, while John was
prospering, in his quiet way, Phil
Hardin also was doing well.
James Hardin died a few years
after his son's marriage, and Phil
succeeded him as president of N.
Y. and C. V. But, though it was
not generally known, Phil was
little more than a figurehead.
Jordan was, even more than he
had been in the elder Hardin's
lifetime, the real power in the
road.
His control, owing to stock-
holdings, was absolute. By clever
manipulation, he had so contriv-
ed matters that a comparatively
small actual holding of voting
stock enabled him to sway all
elections of officers and directors.
More and more the shares were
deprived of the voting power, so
that those who actually supplied
the money that financed the op-
erations of the road had no voice
in its management.
Complex in the extreme, there
was stilr a discernible pattern in
the manipulations Jordan! made.
For his the N. Y. and C, V. was
a means to an end—and that end
was the piling up of fresh mil-
lions on those he already owned.
He had no wish to make the road
a great and prosperous one; it
served him in quite another way.
(To be continued)
Iowa leads the Union with the
largest number of raido receiving
sets on farms. Iowa likewise leads
all the states in farm telephones.
Ninety-five percent of the
lambs in Gallatin county were
docked and trimmed this year.
Sate-guarding You For
Over 36 Years
It has been almost 37 years since the "old" Bank of Benton
was organized to render a substantial banking service.
Since that time it has filled every
need of those looking for a sound banking
connection. Its growth has been steady,




—may be well made, but it
is not so strong as our vault
If you lose it out of your
sock its gone for ever, In our
vault it is just as convenient
and absolutely guaranteed.
Open a checking account
NOW!
During all these years it has served
many men and women who were first to
open accounts and today it is serving
many sons and daughters of these origin-
al patrons.
Their funds have been carefully safe-
guarded; their problems have received
our respectful attention.
THE OLD BANK OF BENTON WILL
APPRECIATE YOUR BANKING BUSI-
NESS AND WILL TAKE GOOD CARE
OF IT 
Conservative Enough to Absolutely Protect You; Progressive•
Enough to Completely Serve You!
BANK OF BENTON
Resources over $700,000.00
J. D. Peterson, Pres. Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
a
THE TRIB
ALL CROPS IN STATE
WILL BE UNDER '26
TOTAL EXCEPT HAY
Tobacco Is Chief Sufferer; Corn
About 60 Per Cent of Last
Year's Production.
(Continued from page 1)
- — -
Kentucky is forecast at 60,143,000
bushels compared to a July 1 fore
cast of 588,698,000 bushels, and a
crop last year of 101,277,000 bu-
shels. The United States
corn crop this season is foreca
at 2, 385,226,000 bushels compari.
to a July 1 prospect for about I.!
274,424,000 bushel'. and an avt
age annual production 1922-19'
of 2,766,561,000 bushels.
Kentucky wheat is entitriat,
his month at 3,182.000 bindle.
:ompared to a Jul' 1 estimate
1,682,000 bushels, and a pro&
ion last year in Kentucky of
.78,000 - bushels.
Potatoes in Kentucky are ert
nated at 4.595,000 bushels co
pared to prospects July 1 for
258,000 bushels, and a crop I
ear of 4,515,000 bushels.




SEPTEMBER 12 TO 17, 1927
Conte And Spend The Week With Us.
1. Bigger and greater than ever.
2. Over 11100,000 to be given in premiums.
1. More than $40.000 to be paid to beerderil *I
beef cattlt dairy cattle, swine, sheep and
poultry. ,
4. A season bdok of slit (6) regular 50 centadm we i 
good any day or night, for only $Z.
5. Positively 
t 
he greatest Horse Show ever held
any time, anywherill.
6. Meat wo 'Hui display of Kentucky's far.
tory and firm products in the mammoth Mer.
chants' • al Manufacturers' Building.
7. Largeet e hlbet Of farm and other machine. y
in the stilt. Fair history.
IL Unusually fine Purebred livestock show pro-
gram fealouring the nation's pure•bred iive-
stock—a drett educational feature.
1 Th• great Rubin II Cherry Shows. featuring
a menagerie of trained wild animals Of prac•
Utility every specie in captivity, and othe,
he•d•liner attractions.
10. A special "Sportsmen's Departmert" cif great
interallt till lovers of fishing, hunting and other
outdoor spoils. '
11. Marvelous networks spectacle.
12. BACHMAN'S Million Dollar Band.
13. Mammoth Concert on Sunday atternoor. 5-P-
tember 11th, 303 voices and b g band ac•
companlment.
14. 1.000 boys and girls dfrnenit'at.91 Club Work.





For Service and 011ality
You need not worry when you
Filbeck, you will get quality and ev ice
I carry a complete line of \\T" )(1
and caskets. Steel casket and
vaults, guaranteed agairis,t air :!1!
-Tor 50 years.
Also ladies dresses and _
I feel competent of serving the 1)1,11)1
at any and all times.
When I can be of service cal i
Fred Filbeck






Clothes, when properlY, dry-cleaned and pre
• perly pressed do go a .1,[ng way in! adding natural beaut .
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post

















"I can't speak for the future,"
said John. "Is there any reason
that you know why I should be
against you, Mr. Jordan?"
Jordan stared at him, his eyes
drawn together in a frown. '
"There are many reasons why.
for your own sake, you should
take good care not to be." he said.
grimly. "I am telling you this as
a friend."
John was vaguely troubled by
that talk. He had no reason, he
knew, to be afraid of Jordan. Yet
the man's power, his ruthless-
ness, his conviction of his own
strength. were daunting things to
Sontemplate. John told George
Warren of his talk with the fin-
ancier. and Warren nodded.
"He's a dangerous man," he
e, for said. "He does me the honor to
itori.(1 (.1s11ke and fear me. He's made a
richer doal cf trouble for us. More
as still tt;an once we've feund shipments
of his ; ,f paper that we needed curiously
coroor-1 !elayed lin reaching us. So much
n t)pe.1 so that ire've stopped having pa-
ered to; ;(cr brhught by freight at all -it
trer tu' ad comes to us in motor trucksI •
ed. an(I •rom New York now. It's an add-
He met I (1 expense. but we feel, safer.
is tarsi "Then we've had two or three
t man' concerted attacks by advertisers.
would I Fortunately we're in a sound pus.
(• V. I Hon financially. And we hav,2 al-
-aid. L wa%s taken the position that the
•le youlivertiser needs the Sun much
you toi ,(!e than the Sun need the a6-
-er (11(1.; ,,(-ker. We need the revenue
1H-otr our advertising - but we
in, for a time, quite a long time
- %% it hout any revenue
friends can deprive us
• h(4',..gh we're by no means
e aren't just now.
.! var. You must be care-
rd
mlist live in such a way
. absolutely immuno
.....t k. These people will
The o ha nit's are that
already had detectives
Anything in your
t hat might tend to
a would he used a-
h- iii enter poll-
cou rse, you will. 1
• Li: 1 am rig•ht in taking
.1 that t here is noth-
,; h.;
John. "I am
Li\,. verything I have
(.•.n( puldislied to the world
Warren.
"Keep on living just so, and you
will have nothing to fear."
Rather to his surprise, John
found his business and his in-
come growing steadily in the
years that fellowed Phil Hardin's
marriage. !le was obliged to in-
crease his sfFice space and em-
ploy two young lawyers to help
him. He found himself able to
move into a comfortable apart-
ment, to dress well, to enjoy what
seemed to him the luxury of own-
ing and driving a small car. And
he did this withost any compro-
mise with his desire always to
serve, regarless )f profit, the
clients who needei him most -
the poor people without means to
pay the high fees *most lawyers
demanded.
Meanwhile, while John was
Orospering, in his quiet way, Phil
Hardin also was doing well.
James Hardin died a few years
after his son's marriage. and Phil
succeeded him as president of N.
Y. and C. V. But, though it was
not generally known, Phil was
little more than a figurehead.
Jordan was, even more than he
had been in the elder Hardin's
lifetime, the real power in the
road
His control, owing to stock-
holdings, was absolute. By clever
manipulation, he had so contriv-
ed matters that a comparatively
small actual holding of voting
stock ienabled him to sway all
elections of officers and directors.
More and more the shares were
deprived of the voting power, so
that- those who actually supplied
the money that financed the op-
erations of the road had no voice
in its management.
. Complex in the extreme, there
was still' a discernible pattern in
the manipulations Jordan made.
his the N. Y. and C. V. was
a means to an end-and that end
was the piling up of fresh mil-
on those he already owned.
Ile had no wish to make the road
o great and prosperous one; it
served him in quite another way.
ITo be continued)
Iowa leads the Union with the
largest number of raido receiving
sets on farms. Iowa likewise leads
all the states in farm telephones.
Ninety-five percent of the
Jambs in Gallatin county were
docked and trimmed this year.
Harding Von For
ver 36 Years
imost 37 years since the "old" Bank of Benton
to render a substantial banking service.
Since that time .it has filled every
need of those looking for a sound banking
connection. Its growth has been steady,









During all these years it has served
many men and women who .were first to
open accounts and today it is serving
many sons and daughters of these origin-
al patrons.
Their funds have been carefully safe-
guarded; their problems have received
our respectful attention.
THE OLD BANK OF BENTON WILL
APPRECIATE YOUR BANKING BUSI-
NESS AND WILL TAKE GOOD CARE
OF IT 
Enough to Absolutely Protect You; Progressive
Enough to Completely Serve You!
NK OF BENTON
Resources over $700,000.00
, Pres. Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
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ALL CROPS IN STATE
WILL BE UNDER '26
TOTAL EXCEPT HAY
Tobacco Is Chief Sufferer; Coat
About 60 Per Cent of Last
Year's Production.
(Continued from page 1)
Kentucky is forecast at 60,143,000
bushels compared to a July 1 fore
cast of 588,698,000 bushels, and a
crop last year of 101,277,000 bu-
shels. The United States total
corn crop this season is forecast
at 2, 385,226,000 bushels compared
to a July 1 prospect for about 2,-
274,424,000 bushels; and an aver-
age annual production 1922-1926
)f 2,766,561,000 bushels.
Kentucky wheat is estimated
,his month at 3,182,000 bushels,
zompared to a July 1 estimate of
1,682,000 bushels, and a produc-
ion last year in Kentucky of 4,-
:73,000 'bushels
Potatoes in Kentucky are esti-
nated at 4,595,000 bushels com-
pared to prospects July 1 for 4,-
268,000 bushels, and a crop last
ear of 4,515,000 bushels.






SEPTEMBER 12 TO 17, 1927
Come And Spend The Week With U.
1. Bigger and greater than ever.
2. Over $100,000 to be given in premiums.
3. More than $40,000 to be pald to breeds of
beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine, sheep and
poultry.
4. A season book of slx (6) regular 50 cent
admissions, good any day or night, for on y $2.
5. Positively the greatest Horse Show ever held
any time, anywhere.
6. Meet wonderful display of Kentucky's fac-
tory and farm products in the mammoth Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Building.
7. Largest exhibit of farm and other mac Ine.'y
in the State Fair history.
9. Unusually fine pure. bred livestock show pro-
gram featuring the nation's pure-bred live.
stock-a great educational feature.
9. The groat Rubin & Cherry Shows, feat ring
a menagerie of trained wild animals of rat-
tically every specie in captivity, and .ther
head-liner attractions.
10. A special "Sportsmen's Department" cf • rest
Interest te lovers of fishing, hunting and 'ther
outdoor sports.
11. Marvelous fireworks spectacle.
12. BACHMAWS Million Dollar Band.
13. Mammoth Concert on Sunday afternoon. S:p•
tember 11th. 303 voices and blg ban ac-
companiment.
14. 1.000 boys and girls demenst-ating Club ork.








For Service and uali
You need not worry when yOu call
Filbeck ; you will get quality and service.
I carry a complete line of wood coffins
and caskets. Steel caskets and steel
vaults, guaranteed against air and water
for 50 years.
Also ladies dresses and gents suits.
competent of -aerving the public
at any and all times.
When I can be of service call
Fred Filbeck






Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
at 3,616,000 bushels compared to
prospects July 1 for 3,688,000
bushels, and a crop last year of
6,346,000 bushels.
Rye in Kentucky is estimated
at 165,000 bushels compared to
279,000 bushels last year; barley
151,000 bushels compared to 231,-
000 bushels last year; sweet pota-
oes 1,548,000 bushels compared
.o 2,040,000 bushels last year; and
,ame hay of all kinds 1,880,000
tons compared to 1,526,000 tons
last year. Fruit is a poor -crop in
Kentucky as a whole, though some
what irregular, apples being esti-
mated at only about 1,224,000 bu-
shels compared to 6,408,000 bu-
shels last year, and peaches 225,-
000 bushels compared to 1,110,000
bushels in 1926.
All these 1927 forecasts are sub
ject to revision as the season pro-
gresses, depending on weather
conditions hereafter are particu-
larly favorable or unfavorable for
the crops
OBITUARY
Robbie Lavada Clark, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Clark, was
born July 18, 1905, departed this
life July 30,1927; was 22 years
old.
Professed faith in Christ in
1915, joined the Union Ridge
Methodist church in 1916, lived a
faithful Christian until death.
She leaves a father and mother,
Mrs. C. A. Clark, three sisters,
Mrs. RethiS Smith, Misses Lorene
and Irene Clark, two brothers.
Kenneth and Charles Clark. One
special friend Mr. Waterfield and
a host of relatives and friends to
mourn her loss.
Robbie was the flower of the
home She was loved by every-
one that knew her.
Her last message to her loved
ones was: 'Meet me in Heaven."
Miss Robbie requested her bur-
ial, as it is, and that the follow-
ing songs be sung: "Have Thine
Own Way Lord," "Will I be miss-
ed When I Am Gone," "How
Beautiful Heaven Must Be."
Miss Robbie is gone from us,
but not forgotten, a voice we love
is still' a vacant place in our home
that never can be filled.
Funeral services conducted by
Rev. W. S. Lockman, Sunday,
July 31.
TO HOLD REVIVAL AT OAK
LEVEL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Rev. J. H. Thomas, of Paducah,
will begin a series of revival meet_
ings at the Oak Level Christian
church Sunday, August 28th, it
has been announced. The public
is cordially invited to attend each
service.
Tribune ADS bring results.
666
is a prescription for
COLDS. GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.




"I was in a dreadfully run-
down condition," says Mrs. Chas.
L Lacroix, of Montgomery, La.
"I suffered a great deal of pain.
I was in misery all over. I
could not sit up and I could not
lie down. I couldn't allep and
at tunes I would have dreadful
vomiting spalle. The aches and
p.tins seemed to cover my wi_ole
body.
"One night my husband
brought ma home six bottles of
Cardui and I began to take it.
I could tell that I was iinprov-
ing from the first bottle, but I
kept on ti..king the medicine, for
I knew that I needed a tonic
that would build is o up and
strengthen me where I was
weak and run-down. That is
exactly what Cardui did for me.
After I had finished the six bot-
tles I felt fine.
"I feel truly thankful for what
Cardui has done for me, for I
could not have gone on living in
the desperate ccndition I was in."
For saleibry
vri
VSO Olt . SP.! •




Secured or Yttur Mrise; Sack
it you thks the mxtustion nil
traiuilic that bustri..sa um!, WW2,. You





Hurd, of State Department, Meets
With Instructors Monday;
To Meet Sept. 5th.
The vocational agriculture
teachers of Marshall county met
here at the office of County Supt.
Roy 0 Chumbler and organized
an association to function
throughout the year.
F. G. Hurd, of the state depart-
ment of agriculture, met with the
teachers.
After luncheon at the White-
way Cafe, the following officers
were chosen at the meeting: Pres-
dent, Junius Lewis, Hardin: Vice
president, John Bondu rant,
Sharpe; Secretary and treasurer
Tullus Chambers, Benton; Pro-
gram committee, J. P. Truitt,
Brewers, G. G. Wadlington, Cal-
vert City and Roy 0. Chumbler,
county superintendent.
The next meeting will be held
Monday night, September 6th, at
the Benton high school building
at 7:30 P. M.
HOG POPULATION
OF STATE DROPS
The number of hogs on Ken-
tucky farms has dropped from
2,891,163 head in 1850 to 919,304
head in 1925, according to United
States Census figures quoted in a
new Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
periment Station bulletin entitled
"Marketing Kentucky Livestock."
Sheep numbers have dropped
from 1,102,091 head in 1850 to
695,962 head in 1925. Dairy sows
Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purificaticn of the System
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourseif of
chronic ailments that are unthrrmin-
ing your vitality? Purify your en-
tire system by taking a th,,rough
course of Calotabs,-once or twice a
week for several weeks-and see how
Nature rewards yau with health.
Calotabs are the grtate.st of all
system purifiers. Get a farrily pack-
age, containing full dire( tioas. Only
cts. At arty drug store. (Adv.),
have increased in numbers from
247,000 in 1860 to 432,00 in 1925.
The number of horses on farms
is now slightly less than in 1850,
while the number of mules has
grown from 65,000 to 295,000.
There are slightly Iewer oeei
cattle in the state than there were
76 years two.
CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our heart
felt thanks and gratitude to our
dear neighbors and friends, who
were so faithful to us during the
sickness and death of our dear
daughter and sister, Robbie La-
ved& Clark, who departed this life
July 30, 1927. Also we wish to
thank Drs. Mason' for their medi-
cal attention and Brother Albert
Johnson and Brother Lockman,
for their consoling words of com-
fort, also Morgan and Heath for
their faithful undertaking service,
and we are so thankful for the
beautiful flowers. May the Lord
be with you all to bless and com-
fort you all when you are in sor-
row as we are and someday may.
we all meet in Heaven where there
is no more parting nor sad good
byes, is the prayer of the family.
Seventy-five purebred rams










$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH
TOWEL (retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
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They include the lo-.r,-at
handling and ..naneing
,higr.ges
Today's Chevrolet embodies the most amazing quality
in Chevrolet history-the result of 14 years of con-
sistent development and improvement.
In carrying out this policy, the Chevrolet Motor Com-
pany has profited immeasurably from its close associa-
tion with the General Motors Corporation.
The General Motors Research Laboratories'-
-the General Motors Proving Ground-
-the General Motors engineering staff-
-the vast General Motors resources-
-all have been constantly utilized in making Chevro-
let the world's finest low-priced automobile!










Mrs. Addie Wallace and nephew
Allie Harper, of Calvert City,
were visitors in Benton Monday
afternoon.
Mrs. Dale Leneave has return-
ed to her home in Chicago, after
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Victor R088, near Aurora, for the
past six weeks.
Gus Ford spent Manday and Tu-
esday in Nashville, attending a
meeting of Atwater-Kent Radio
dealers
Hand made burial dresses at
Morgan & Heath.
Raymond Stone, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Stone, of Gilbertsvile
Route 1, has accepted a position
in the office of Draffen Motor Co.
Mr. Stone is a graduate of the
Bowling Green Business Univer-
sity and for the past six years
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has been connected with the Ford-
son Coal Co., a part of the Henry
Ford Properties in Eastern Ken-
tucky.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Filbeck of
near Heights, were in Benton
Monday.
It doesn't matter what you want
to buy when you go to Morgan &
Heath's store, for you will find
everything at reasonable prices
and will receive a friendly ser-
vice.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Lents, of
Murray, visited Bud Darnall and
family, Monday.
L B. F. Brown and son, Burnett,
of Gilbertsville Route 1, spent
Monday in Benton on business.
Jim Edd Cross, Barkley Blagg,
Charley Creason, Bill Pace, Luc-
ien Strow, Rob Earl Prince, Ben
Did You Ever Stop And Thiuk
THAT
Morgan & Heath
have been rendering services and extending time to people
that did not have the ready money for the last 15 years.
They also bought a new motor hearse, built a display
room, secured a lowering device and added other equip-
ments in order to give the best service possible to their
home people. -
Many say that they render service far superior to
that in much larger towns.
After all this preparation they have received numer-
ous compliments for being so modern in their service and
equipment.
.411 calls answered day or night
Morgan & Heath




A First Rate Tire
Standard Guarantee
And Look at These Prices
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"




Cooper, Bill Rowe and John Gold
Henson left Monday morning for
a week's camping trip at Reelfoot
Lake.
We are selling a lot of school
books and supplies. ..Morgan ..&
Heath.
Cliff Treas was a business visi-
tor in Murray Monday.
Rev. J. M Pace, of Route 6, is
in Barlow, Ky., this week engaged
in a series of revival meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Midyett and
son, Willie, of Gatlin-Fergerson
Co. and H. M. Crass, of Hardin
Mercantile Co., Hardin, left Mon-
day for the St. Louis markets to
buy fall goods for their firms.
Ezra Rose, of Route -3, was a
business visitor in Benton Mon-
day.
You can't gain Morgan & Heath
customers away from them by of-
fering them cut prices.
Charley Cathey, of Hardin R 2,
was here on business Monday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith and
children spent the week end at
Calvert City with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs Newt Pace, and
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Pace and son
Leonard, of Blanco, Okla., are
visiting relatives in the county
this week.
Killen Jones, of Paducah, visit-
ed relatives and friends in the
county Friday.
You will find the low prices on
sugar, flour, meat, lard and other
groceries at Morgan & Heath.
A. L. Miles, of Gilbertsville,
was a business visitor in Benton
Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Woodall, of
Louisville, are spending the sum-
mer vacation with Mrs. Bryan's
mother and grandfather, Uncle
Jim Aleck Woodall, on Benton R.
1. Mr. Bryan is a medical student
in the University of Louisville.
Mrs. Travis and daughter, Miss
Allie Travis, have returned to
their home after visiting Mrs.
Travis' daughter, Mrs. E. L. Coop-
er and family.
Keep in mind Morgan & Heath
have been rendering funeral ser-
vice and extending time to the
people that did not have the ready
cash for the past 15 years.
Miss Helen Travis is visiting
relatives at Gilbertsville before
returning to her home in Frank-
fort after spending several weeks
here with friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Duke and
children and Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Trevathan and children returned
Saturday from a motor trip to
Lookout Mountain and other
southern points.
Mrs. Ethel Aaron is visiting Mr.
and Mrs E. W. Wear in LaCenter
this week.
Any woman that cooks ..on ..a
Washington range or cook stove
will tell you she is well pleased
and advises you to buy a Wash-
ington, sold by Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. W. H. Fleming is in La-
Center this week visiting her
daughter, Mrs Ada Wear.
Ed Turnbow was a business
visitor in Brown's Grove Satur-
day,
Miss Hazel Gardner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Henry Gardner,
Hardin, who has been ill of ty-
phoid fever for the past six
weeks, is able to be up again.
Misses Blanche Booker and Ag-
nes Johnston, of Hardin, were
the week end guests of Miss Vir-
ginia Brandon.
Mrs. Florence Wilson and chil-
dren, of Memphis, Tenn., are the
guests of relatives here, including
Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Foust, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Watkins and Mrs. Joe
Bra,ndon, Sr., and family.
The cut-off road from the cross
roads to Wadesboro on the Ben-
ton-Murray road has been recent-
ly graded, greatly improving this
dirt stretch between the two
towns.
Miss Sudie Brandon, of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, will leave the latter
part of this week for her home
after visiting her mother, Mrs.
Joe Brandon, Sr., and brothers
and sisters here.
Judge and Mrs Joe L. Price
and children, of Paducah, are vis-
iting Judge Price's mother in the
county and Mrs. Price's mother
in Benton for a few weeks.
Bale ties and barb wire at Mor-
gan & Heath.
Mrs. Dan Fiser, of West Padu-
cah, attended the Pace reunion at
Peggy Ann Springs Saturday.
A series of Baptist revival ser-
vices are being conducted this
week in a tent in North Benton.
Elders J. J. Gough and A. E.
Cross are preaching the majority
of the sermons.
Mrs. B. L. Trevathan and two
daughters, Margaret and May,
are visiting L E. Trevathan and
family in Mayfield this week.
H. H. Lovett and Will L. Gib-
son spent Tuesday in Wickliffe on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Philley and
Mrs. John Flowers, of near Pal-
ma, were visitors in Benton Tues-
day.
Jim Travis and two daughters,
of San Antonio, Texas, are vis-
iting Mr. Travis, Mrs. Nora
Downing and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Lovett, of
Route 4, were visitors in Benton
Tuesday.
R. E. Bailey was a business vis-
itor in Paducah, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Morgan
left the latter part of last week
for St. Louis and points west
where they will spend several
weeks before going to Washing-
ton, D. C., where Mr. Morgan has
made connection with a large
wholesale electrical house. Many
friends regret to see Mr. and Mrs.
Morgan leave Benton and wish
them much success in their new
home. Mr. Morgan's place on the
Benton town board has been taken
by Dr. V. A. Stilley, Jr.
Mrs W. W. Holland, of Murray,
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Rollie Creason and family this
week.
Ladies we have just received a
new lot of ..9x12 congoleum and
matting rugs. Morgan & Heath.
Lavern Pace, Lilla Darnall, Mo-
lene Henson, Lucille Brown, Floy
Canup, Wilson Pace, Leonard
Jace, John Pace and Raymon Dar-
nall were the guests of Lillie and
Willie Smith Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Pace and
son of Oklahoma, Mr. and Mrs.
Clnit Pace and children of Padu-
cah, Mr. and Mrs. Kay York of
Mayfield spent Monday night with
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Smith.
George West was in Mayfield,
Monday attending the bedside of
his brother, who is ill.
Govie Collins, of Cincinnati,
will return home the last of the
week after several weeks visiting
with relatives in the county. Mr.
Collins is a former Marshall coun-
ty boy
Buy your .Red Top _rye and
turnip seed from Morgan &
Heath.
Fred Williams, who has been in
Detroit several months, arrived
Wednesday to visit his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Williams,
near Calvert City.
New supply of Dr. Hess Fly
chaser .received .at ..Morgan ..&
Heath.
B. D. Hiett of Route 4, was a










FOR SCHOOLS — Lunch Baskets, Lunch Boxes, School
Bells, Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Rulers and Crayon.
Galvanized Roofing, Bale Ties, One and two-row
Sprays.
Screen wire, screen doors, screen door fixtures and screen
paint.
Well Buckets, Water Buckets, Dippers, Mops, Brooms,
etc., for cleaning up.
REMEMBER WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF BUILDERS HARDWARE AND
SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Porch and Lawn Furniture, Wood and Metal Beds,
Springs, Matresses, etc.
Window Shades, Curtain Rods, Curtain Scrim and
Drapery. ••
Stoves and Ranges and New Perfec-
tion Oil Stoves with Superfex Burners.
Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses, Milk Buckets, Milk Coolers.
Ice Cream Freezors and Water Coolers.
Wash Tubs, Wash Boards, Wash Wringers and Mops.
SPECIAL NOTICE—Three of our firm are in St. Louis








Now is the time to do your fall building and
repairing because you can complete it before
harvest time and rainy weather begins in the fall.
We can supply you the materials you need at
very reasonable cost. And you can depend on
our material being just as represented. You can
get any grade you wish. depending on what you
want it for, with assurance that the price is right.
Prompt and courteous attention given to all in-
quiries about materials and prices.
O. Brandon LIN. Co
Miss Lyndell West spent last
week with her cousin, Miss Loral
Newton on Gilbertaville Route 1.1
Sheriff and Mrs. Harry A.
Miller will leave Friday night for
Chicago to spend two days. Sheriff
Miller worked with a force that
built 28 miles of elevated track
for the Illinois Central railroad
In Chicago a few years ago.
Edd Blakeney of Route 6, was
a business visitor in Benton Wed-
nesday morning.
Mrs. Maye Walker has rented
the front upstairs room over The
Tribune-Democrat office for a
millinery shop and is remodeling
the place this week. Mrs. Walker
was formerly in the Griffith build-
ing on the west side of the court
square.
Mr. and Mrs Dallas Riley and
daughter, Margaret, spent Tues-
day and Wednesday with M. U.
Siress and family on Route 8.
Rey Robt. Henson and
of Henderson, Tenn., are visiting
friends and relatives in Marshall
county for several days. Rev.
Henson is a student at the Freed-
Hardeman College, at Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collie, of
Route 4, were the guests
Collie's sister, Mrs. Iry
and family, Tuesday.
Roaches live in colonic
see one there are many.
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FOR SCHOOLS — Lunch Baskets, Lunch Boxes, School
Bells, Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Rulers and Crayon.
Sprays.
Screen wire, screen doors, screen door fixtures and screen
paint.
Well Buckets, Water Buckets., Dippers, Mops, Brooms,
ete., for cleaning up.
REMEMBER WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF BUILDERS HARDWARE AND
SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Porch and Lawn Furniture, Wood and Metal
Springs. Mat resses, etc.
Window Shades, Curtain Rods, Curtain Scrim and
Drapery.
Stoves and Ranges and New Perfec-
tion Oil Stoves with Superfex Burners.
Fruit Jars, Jelly Classes, Milk Buckets, Milk Coolers.
Ice Cream Freezors and Water Coolers.
Wash Tubs, Wash Boards, Wash Wringers and Mops.
SPECIAL NOTICE—Three of our firm are in St. Louis





Now is the time to do your fall building and
repairing because you can complete it before
harvest time and rainy weather begins in the fall.
We can supply you the materials you need at
very reasonable cost. And you can depend on
our material being just as represented. You can
get any grade you wish. depending on what you
want it for, with assurance that the price is right.
Prompt and courteous a tteention given to all in-
quiries about materials and prices.
0. Brandon Lbr. Co.
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Miss Lyndell West spent last Route 4, were the guests of Mr. ing the Murray Teachers College,
week with her cousin, Miss Loral Collie's sister, Mrs, Irvan Jones is the guest of her brother and sis-
Newton on Gilbertsville Route 1. and family, Tuesday.
Sheriff and Mrs. Harry A.
Miller will leave Friday night for
Chicago to spend two days. Sheriff
Miller worked with a force that
built 28 miles of elevated track
for the Illinois Central railroad
in Chicago a few years ago.
Edd Blakeney of Route 6, was
a business visitor in Benton Wed-
nesday morning.
Mrs. Maye Walker has rented
the front upstairs room over The
Tribune-Democrat office for a
millinery shop and is remodeling
the place this week. Mrs. Walker
was formerly in the Griffith build-
ing on the west side of the court
square.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Riley and
daughter, Margaret, spent Tues-
day and Wednesday with M. U.
Siress and family on Route &
Roaches live in colonies. If you
see one there are many. Roaches
are loat hesome vermin. Prolific
breeders. There are medical
authorities who declare seventeen
different diseases including can-
cer are transmitted by roaches.
Roaches must ..be killed. ..Spray
Fly-Tox _into cracks, ..crevices,
around water pipes, faucets and
other plumbing. _Simple instruc-
tions on each bottle (blue label)
for killing roaches . and ..ALL
household insects. Insist on Fly-
Tox. It is the scientific insecti-
cide developed at Mellon Institute
of Industrial Research ..by ..Rex
Fellowship. _ Fly-Tox is _safe,
stainless, fragrant, sure. ..Easy friends 
here this week.
to use, F
red A. Turnbow and family
Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Cooped, of 
spent Wednesday night here with
Iowa, will arrive next week to vis-
this brother, E. M. Turnbow. Mr.
Rev Robt. Henson and flimily, it Mr. Cooper's brother, E. L
. 
Turnbow, who has resided in
!
of Henderson, Tenn., are visiting Cooper and family here. Mr. 
Coop. 
Detroit for the past two years,
friends and relatives in Marshall er received his Doctor's deg
ree I w
as on his way home after 
,
at-
county for several days. Rev, from the University of Iowa l
ast tending
 the funeral and burial
Henson is a student at the Freed- June. 
1 of his father in Graves county
week.
Lewis and littleHardeman College, at Henderson. Mrs. Constance Lester, of
last
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collie, of Princeton, who has been attend
-I Prof. Junius 
son, of Hardin, were visitors in
Benton Thursday.
H. L. Griffith, of Paducah, was
a business visitor in town Thurs-
day afternoon.
WITH EACH PURCHASE OF ONE
10c CAKE OF WANDA BEAUTY SOAP
AT OUR STORE WE WILL GIVE FREE
ONE HANDSOME ICE TEA GLASS.
THE .GLASS .IS . HANDSOMELY
DECORATED. OF THE BEST QUALITY
GLASS AND WILL ADD BEAUTY TO
ANY DINING TABLE.
Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service')
son.
Mrs. J. L. Griffith, of Alexandria,
Virginia, is visiting relatives and
friends in Benton and the count
for Et few weeks. Mrs. Griffiti-
formerly resided here and has
many friends who are welcoming
her.
Miss Pauline Ely, of St. John's
McCracken county, is the guest of
her cousin, Miss Mary Frank Ely,
this week.
Miss Dorothy Shemwell, who
will teach at Reidland this year,
was in Reidland Thursday morn-
ing attending a teachers meeting.
Grover Tress, of Memphis,
Tenn., is visiting relatives and
nd son, Miss Kate Gardener,
,lisses Molene Henson, Marie Ed-
yards, Lorene Pace, Lillie Smith,
VIefisrs. Leonard Pace, John Pace,
Willie Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Clau-
die Burd and son.
All departed •for home wishing
to be spared to spend many more
happy days together.
The protracted meeting began
at the Methodist church Sunday.
Mrs. Gus Vasseur and daugh-
ter, Virginia, of Oklahoma, are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. 0.
McNatt and family,
Miss Lorena and Floyd Fields,
of Ohio, have been the guests of
their sister, Miss Blanch Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bearden are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Brien.
Miss Annie Myree Stringer, of
Wilmington, Delaware, is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C, 0.
Stringer for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Oakley are
the proud parents of a baby girl.
FOR SALE—My residence in
west Benton. A reel bargain.
Easy terms. J. J. Gough. A-26
ROUTE EIGHT GRAVEYARD CLEANING —
all day, August 25th, at the Lucas
An enjoyable day was spent by Holland cemetery, bring hoes,
friends and relatives at the "Bea- shovels, briar hooks and axes and
ver Dam" bridge last Monday.I your dinner. All relatives in-
Seventy-five pounds of fish werelvited.
eaten and all reported a nice time. FOR SALE — Wheat straw,
No serious accidents occured; but market price, L. E. Nelson, Route
"Aunt Babe" Smith fell in the 2, Benton, Ky. it-p.
Beaver Dam, but she held on to.
the basket of dinner. Those pre- , WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
sent were: Mr. and Mrs. Houston1 beef cattle, much cows, anything
Pace, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Pace, in the live stock line. Phone
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pace and Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
children, Mr. and Mrs. Newton Vaughn, Benton R. 6. tf
Pace and children, Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Pace, Mr. and Mrs. Amos  Tribune ADS bring results.
Pace, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Cope, Mr For daily market prices on all
and Mrs. Scott Borders, Mr. and kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
Mrs. Jim Smith, Mr. and Mrs. veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
Johnnie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Jack exchange or address Little Cy-
Pace, Mr. and Mrs. Leonas Smith press, Ky., R. 1. tfc
and children.
Mrs. Artiemiss Edwards, Miss $75 WEEKLY MAN OR WO-
Pearl Pace, Mrs. Ruie Henson MAN WANTED to distribute
and children, Mrs. Jannie Powell, Rawleigh's Household Products
-Mrs. Redic Pace and children, to your neighbors and friends.
Mrs Effie York and children, Ra- Fine openings near Benton. We
mon Henson, Mrs. Betty Wyatt,1 
Chris Edwards, Misses Willard
and Verne Cope, Mrs. Solon Hiett 
221 BROADWAY.
PADUCAH,
First and Authentic Collection
Here is a, specially purchased collec-
tion of fall frocks that will permit your
nearing the very newest modes of Pari-
sian designers in all their cleverness, de-
lightful diversity and charm almost as
soon as they have been originated. Fea-
tures are flares, pleats, diagonal lines,
crepe satin, metal brocades-black the un-
reserved leader in color, brown tones,
strong blues, a few reds and dark greens.
strong blues, a few reds and dark greens.
Satin is the outstanding fabric for
daytime wear. The dull side is cleverly
manipulated and every wardrobe should
include a crepe satin frock.
Felt and Velvet Favored Millinery Mediums
The season's first collection of hats have
just arrived and are being offered now 
for
your selection. These hats are individual and
clever reproductions of Paris models, inc
lud-
ing the popular toque, the medium brim 
and
all the attractive close-fitting shapes so gr
eat-
ly in vogue. Fashioned of felt, velour 
and
velvet.
ielp you so you can make up to I able, dignified work. Write to-
;IN a week or more. No experi- day. W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dept.
ence necessary. Pleasant, profit- KY153, Freeport, Ill. A26p
Formerly of Hale Motor Co., Mayfield Chevrolet
dealers, and one of the most experienced Chevrolet
men in western Kentucky, has become a member of
our organization as salesman.
Mr. Cleaver will be pleased to render any service in his
power to the public. We know that you will find him cour-
teous and anxious to render service.
Besides the sale of Chevrolet Cars
and Trucks, which the whole world is
flocknig to, Remember, we carry GOOD-
RICH tires and tubes, That Good Gulf
Gasoline, No-Nox Motor Fuel, Supreme
Auto. Oils, we also carry a full line of Gen-
uine Chevrolet and Ford parts and do all
kinds of repair work on all .makes of cars.
We sell new batteries and recharge
your old Batteries.
Chevrolet Dealers
QUALITY AT LOW COST
Complete the Job
Before the Snow Flies!
THIS is the opportune time to
build. Weather conditions are such
that work can progress rapidly. And
so if you intend building we suggest
that it be undertaken immediately.
We carry a complete line of building material
of all kinds and our long experience and daily con-
tact with building and all kinds of building mater-
ii is a free storehouse of information for you.
Whether you are planning a barn, a garage, a
home or a business building, con§ult us for plans and
estimates.
We can build it for you "from foundation to roof
and relieve you of all the details, or if you prefer to
do your own construction you can get every material
here without delay and we'll cheerfully give all the
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ERNEST SMITH IS
BURIED AT CAL VERT
Dies in Greenwood, Miss., Mon-
day Following Operation for
Appendicitis.
A message was received by rel-
atives Monday of the death of Er-
nest P. Smith, who died at Green-
wood, Miss., Sunday night after
an operation for appendicitis sev-
eral days ago. The body will ar-
rive in Calvert City early Tues-
day morning No funeral arrange-
ments have been made.
Mr. Smith was an employee of
the I. C. R. R.
Mrs. Smith was at his bedside
at the time of his death,
Misses Fannyi More and Rachel
Morehead returned home Satur-
day from Murray, where they





Miss Mabel Miller returned
home Saturday from Bowling
Green, Ky., where she has been
attending a business university.
Mr. and Mrs Todd Miller and
Mr and Mrs.; Guy Phelps, of
Sharpe, were *sines visitors in
town Saturday 4fternoon.
Mrs Lucy 'Nash Adams of
club will meet
Draffen next Fri-
Louisville, Ky., arrived Sunday to
visit her brother, John Nash and
Mrs. Nash.
The series of religious meetings
will begin at the Church Of Christ
next Friday evening. Bro. Jones,
of Puryear, Tenn., will conduct
the services.
Miss Margaret Hill, of Paducah
is the house guest of Miss Mayme
Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Williams of
Omaha, Neb., are Visiting Mrs.
Mary Hust f•Rr a few days.
Miss Hen4etta Holland spent
the week-end in Princeton the
guest of Miss Charlene Spickard.
Mrs. Mert J. Draffen and child-
ren are in Benton this week the
guests of Mrs. Draffen's sister,
Mrs E. F. Black, and Mr. Black.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith
and children of Benton. spent
Sunday with Mr. Smith's parents
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Smith.
Prof. Wadlington was a busi-
ness visitor in Benton Monday.
School will open next Monday,
August 22. A large attendance is
expected.
Mrs. Boyd Cannon and son and
daughter Clara and Howard, re-
turned to their home in Ponder,
Mo., after a six weeks visit with
relatives.
Miss Mildred Little was opera-
ted on Monday for removal of ton-
sils. •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller of
Benton, spent Sunday with Mr.
Miller's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al-
ye' A. Miller.
DAIRYING GROWS RAPIDLY
A recent survey showed that
600 Carlisle county farmers are
selling milk or cream. This is an
increase of 1,000 per cent in four
years, according to County Agent
L. C. Pace. There has been a
large increase in the number of
well-bred cows in the county and
in the use of purebred bulls. Six
thousand acres of Japan clover
was sown last spring, and many
farmers are growing soybeans
and cowpeas.
As A Cream Producer
You will be interested to know that we have opened two
new modern cream buying station in Marshall county at:-
Benton and Hardin
MR. JIM LEE WYATT
Will have charge of both stations.
OPENING DATES
HARDIN, TUESDAY, AUGUST 16;---in the
store of Mr. T. L. Pace.
BENTON, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 170,,
west side Court House Square.
Mr. Wyatt will buy at Hardin every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday.
At Benton every Monday, Wednesday and Friday'.
We have a great many cream producers around Benton
and Hardin who ship to us direct. Yet, there are so many
that do not care to ship that we are opening these stations
in order that they may receive GRAY-VON ALLMEN'S per-
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Tickets At Saving
The Season Books this year will be
sold for $2.00 per book of SIX TICK-
ETS. By buying a season book, $1.00
Is saved. These tickets are INTER-
CHANGEABLE, that is, they can be
used by six different persons one day,
or by one person for SIX DAYS. They
are good for admission to the outer
gate, Pavilion Races, or Fireworks, or
Horse Show.
It is the intention of the KEN-
TUCKY 'TATE FAIR MANAGE-
MENT to have season book tickets on
sale at the EANKS and the PRINCI-
PAL POINTS throughout the state in
order to give the people in the rural
sections the same opportunity to pur-
chase tickets at reeuced prices as is
afforded the people of the city of
Louisville.
The twenty-two departments of the
Kentucky S: ate Bair, representing ap-
proximately 5,000 exhibitors, will ap-
Gigantic Fireworks peal to every member of the family,
It is also announced that the gigan- affording pleasure, recreation, ins true-
tic fireworks display this year will tion, amusement and thrills. Prize-
featfire Kentucky Pioneer History, and winning horses from every rection of
will thrill every visitor, with its su- the United States and Canada will
perb and colorful reproduction of the vie for supremacy in the ho..se show
ring at the fair. Stallions, geldings
and mares will cortmete in the special
rings the first three nights of the
Babylon", are making every effort to reek, and the r bb( n winners on these
have this year's pyrotechnic features nights will elver the big ring tile
set a standard in fireworks display in final night of Use fair. The beeutiful
the United States. Other amusement heavy harness horses will have a con-
features of the fair will include superb set:a:ills part on tee programs ei ery
vaudeville features in the Hippodrome, nielit. More Clan $40,000 of the pre-
daily afternoon ansi evening concerts will be distributed to breeders
be Bachman's Million Do:lar Band, et' ti of cattle. ci iry cattle sheep,
one of the premier musical organize- s and poe!ti.j. Other big sums
Lions of the United States, and a di- ic award( to Kentuckians who
versified array of Midway attractions, : eeclared the winners in horticui-
including the great Rubin & Cherry • 1 and other exhibits, and the ex-
Midway Carnival Shows. 1 !; and departments range from
As visitors to last year's fair will .• les to /nee ani C alt3. frem he
recall, the Merchants and Manufac- i ; healin contests to the Beef
turers'Euiicling, with its brilliant elec- ' displey, feetti Soee and •Ciels
trical features, radio programs, food • Work to Culinary Exhibits, from
displays and distributions, music. rash- I .17 Cattle to Dogs, from Farm m-
ion displays from the leading cos- i .enents to 1-le:c1 Seeds. from he
turners of the state, the latest and ,•.the and :lei Depaeteneut to Jack
most interesting products of the man- keoek, from Poultry to Plants and
ufaeturers of the state and the nation, Flowers, from Speed C011te6t5 to Steak
Woman's Department, and colorful Jude.ng Contests. from Children's
County Exhibits Department, is one of Wet to the Gld Ladies Department.
the very pleasantest places in which ' Begin pla nave now to take your
spend an entire day or an evening. In vacation at 4ie Twenty-Fifth Ansival
fact, the Merchants and Manufactur- Kentucky Sate Fair—Sept. 12-17—
era BUlkiinZ has so extended the array IT'S YOUR !IR—BE THERE.
IT'S YOUR FAIR BE THERE
Kentucky's best is the nation's test.
The fact that Kentucky sets the na-
tional standard in many products and
manufaetures is a cause of pride to
every citizen of the state. And Ken-
tuckians are further delighted to know
that they may view the best in Ken-
tucky agrieelture, manufacturing, min-
ing, home-making, music, arts and
crafts, Junior club activities, and
amusements, all at one time, for one
admis.sion, at the annual Kentucky
State Fair.
The twenty-fifth annual fair will lee
held in Louisville, September 12th-
17th, and will be preceded by a mu-
nificent See.ed Concert, in whicii the
State Fair Chorus of more than 300
voices, will be heard and a musical
program given by Bachman's Million
Dollar Band.
Premiums Over $109,000.00
More than $100,000.00 will be given
in premiums at the 1927 State Fair,
which will undoubtedly exceed all pre-
vious fairs m the variety of depart-
ments, and the extent and merit of the
exhibits. It is estimated that the
twenty-two departments of the Ken-
tucky State Fair will enlist more than
5,000 exhibitors, and the varied de-
partments of the fair, the gigantic
Merchants and Manufacturers' Build-
ing, with every inch of space occupied
by such metropolitan display as lifts
it into the exposition class, and the
world's greatest saddle horse stake of
$10,000.00, will provide thrills and en-
tertainment for every minute of the
visitor's stay at the fair.
JAMES E. FAHEY. Secretary of the
Kentucky State Fair, who begins prep-
aration for the next fair the moment
the curtain falls on the old one, is en-
thusiastic over the outlook for the 1927
fair. Mr. Fahey has devoted much
time to the educational and entertain-
ment features of the Fair, and he and
other officiale of the Kentucky State
Fair are confident that the 1927 fair
will provide profit, entertainment, ed-
ucational features, and inspiration for
every member of the family.
of its attractions and the scope of the
products it houses, that It has become
a vertitable exposition in itself.
Reduced R. R. Rates
Through arrangements made with
the railroads entering Louisville, it will
be possible for Kentuckians to visit
the Fair at a minimum price. The
rate throughout the week will be a
fare and a half for the round trip.
while on two special days the roads
will grant a half fare rate tor the
round trip.
This exceedingly low rate will be in
effect on Tuesday. September 13, from
all points in Eastern end Central Ken-
tucky and on Wednesday, September :4
from all points in Western Kentucky
The tickets sold on these two special
days will be good returning on trains
leaving Louisville any time on the day
after they are sold, thereby affording
all visitors an opportunity of remaining
in Louisville over night and taking in
the wonderful HORSE SHOW and
FIREWORKS, and VAUDEVILLE
FEATURES at the Fair Grounds, all
three of which are among the leading
features at the Fair.
early history o: the state. The Gordon
Fireworks Company, whç provided last
year's great spectacle of the "Fall of
OUTING
August, 10, the following went
to the mouth of Jonathan creek
and spent the night fishing. Mr.
an Mrs. Ether Ross and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Blanco Jones and
two sons, Mr. and Mrs. Williard
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gregory
Gregory and Tullus Holley.
Plenty of fish catching about
100 pounds, the largest weighing
20 pounds, the next morning, Mr.
and Mrs. George Clark and son, IV
Reubie Ross and Miss Mordis •
came for dinner all left in the af •-
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer the good time spent together on •
Brien and two sons, Mr. Tom this picnic.
GARY, HEAD OF U. S.
STEEL TRUST, DEAD
Stock Market Shows Little Reac-
tion to Death of Great In.
Figure.
New York, Aug. 15—Elbert H.
Gary, chairman of the board of di-
rectors of the United States Steel
corporation—and as such the virt-
ual head of the American steel in-
dustry and a figure of the greatest
importance in the American scene
—died in his Fifth Avenue home
at 3:40 o'clock this morning. He
was approaching his eighty-first
year.
He had been in ill health for six
weeks, but the seriousness of his
condition had reached the publics
ears only in vague rumors and so
his death caught the country by
surprise.
Yet the stock market, of which
United States Steel is one of the.
most influential leaders, and has
been for many years, reacted to
the news only slightly.
OBITUARY
T. C. Rhea, son of W M. and
M. A. Rhea, was born November
13th, 1863, departed this life
August 3, 1927, making his stay
on earth 63 years, 3 months 21
days. He is survived by two bro-
thers, L. F. and S. A. Rhea of
Calloway county, one sister, Mrs.
Laura Kinney, having preceded
him to the grave. He leaves oth-
er relatives and friends to mourn
his death.
Burial was in Wyatt burying
ground, Saturday afternoon with
services conducted by C. V.
Stacks.
Seventy people from Shelby
county, including 20 high school
stedents, attended the annual
soils and crops meeting at the
Experiment Station.
Refreshingly Different is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Comfortably removed from the confusion of the busy down-
town—yet within a few minutes nide in oar own luxuriously
appointed motor cosch.
A distinctive, borne hotel overlooking the wooded stretches
of beautiful Forest Park—in the heart of fashionable St. Louis
—offering to discriminating visitors every exclusive hotel facil-
ity in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five hundred
large outside rooms—each with its own bath.
Unexcelled as a Convention Hotel
Lindell and Kingshighvray
Geo. T. Thompson—Frederic C. Skilitnan, hfasiegert Diiu.t
The Continental
Stand Steady
Holders of Continental Fire Insurance Farm Policies
should feel keen pride in their company.
,It was the first company to write farm policies in Mar-
shall county and is still doing so, despite the fact that many
other companies have withOrawn in the past few months.
The Centinental Company was founded more than 100
years ago and has never been exceeded by any other in ser-




Successors to Ely & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITZ IT"
Office over Bank of Marshall County
Benton, Ky.
4
ternoon for home rejoicing over
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
Dentist
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth Good Health
oft.
• •SAVE • -• ,• •
A We know we can save YOU money for 
a our many customers are teljing us that •
, • we are saving them money. k •
iil 0 Whatever you need in the line of • ,• Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions • a
0 You will find at our store and the price •
, • is RIGHT. ' •
is now located • WE ARE MAKING SOME SPECIAL 2
• PRICES ON SHOES AND WANT YOU 2
in • 
0_ TO COME AND SEE THEM. BARGAINS w
IN FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY.
• • •You're tvelcome at our store any time, 
• whether you wish to buy, or just look a- •09 round.
: .1.111, Tichenor & Sons!










well-known to be propi
ciated
cared little for
less for sham. She car
for the frivolities of I
day, but loved the
things of life. Of the
of creation, modified
free marriage's she
a single word—no ne
gave them no time 1,
except to spurn and
them, She rejected tb
MEMdRIAL ilunz to the old. Feet,
- ,he preferred, "The t,
Mrs. Maude liouck West was "Rock of Ages" and .
born near Belltoln. Ky.. forty-two God to Thee-. ol
years ago today. She was married ligion %vas good 4.nowz
to R. W. West in Bowling Green, She accept'.; the Pail
Ky., 1905, departed this life tiretx. She :0:(•;•pled
June 2, 1927 at Memphis, Tenn.
he was and had been since early
childhood a member of the Mis- her l;il
aionary Baptist church. - ne
She is survived by her father,
G. W. Houck. three sisters, Mrs.'
Nora Duval, Memphis, Tenn., Mrs.,
Dora Schoone, Grand Rapids,'
Mich., and Mrs. Mamie ',aiming,
Baton Rouge. La., also by her
eight children, Mary, Winnie,




Staff Composed of Experienced
Teachers; Successful Year
Is Looked For
(Continued from page I)
sciences. Jpnius Liwls who has
been principal of the school for
the past three years will teach
vocational agriculture and other
sciences.
The new theachers in the grades
are Miss Vivian White and Miss
Mettle Elkins. Both of these
young ladies are from Hardin and
have been students in the Murray
Normal the past summer. Miss
White will teach the seventh and
eighth grades and Miss Elkins will
teach the first, second and third
grades. Mimi Lois Thompson, who
who has been teaching the fourth, that ideal. Absolute ail
fifth and sixth grades for the past ing loyalty to her chur
two years will teach again. She high idells and hon
attended the Murray Normal both
terms the past summer.
A short program has been ar-
ranger for the opening exercises.
All the patrons are urged to be
present to meet the new teachers.
A big enrollment both in the
grades and high school is anti,ci-
pated.
The stock judging team of the
Hardin' High School is composed
of William Jones, Irvin Norwood,
Alton Ross and Paul Henderson.
This team will take part in the
statewide judging contest at the
State Fair in September.
!


















• that is Slow and ever
•
• Most balloon tires develop ce
• peculiarities in tread wear. They d
• wear down evenly in the center of
• tread but at two poitits near the shou
• They are subject to "cupping" and un
wear. And this is because they not
• have a forward motion but a side-
• "scuffing" wear as well.
•
• . In 'Goodyear's NEW All-We
• Balloon ALL these faults have been
• come Its tread design reduces side
ler scuffing,, to a negligible minimum.
• two sturdy service ribs fortify this ti
• points of greatest wear. Its tread \
• slowly, evenly—far longer than old
• balloon treads.
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• We know we can save YOU money for
• ,ur many customers are telling us that
4 e are saving them Inoriey.
:I • Whatever you need in the line of
• Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions
„A V you will find at our store-and the price
4' • is RIGHT. ,
' • WE ARE MAKING SOME SPECIAL
• PRICES ON SHOES AND WANT YOU
a5 COME AND SEE THEM. BARGAINS
• EX, 11 THE ENTIRE FAMILY.
• • You're Welcome at our store any time,
whether you wish to. buy, or just look a-
round. .
Son3
• Calorh City, Ky.
GARY, HEAD OF U. S.
STEEL TRUST, DEAD
Stock Market Shosi... Little Reac-
tion to Death of Great In-
dustrial Figure.
New York, Aug. 15-Elbert H.
Gary. chairman of the board of di-
rectors of the Vnited States Steel
corporation-and as such the virt-
ual, head of the American steel in-
dustry and a figure of the greatest
importance in the American scene
--died in his Fifth Avenue home
et 3:40 o'clock this morning. He
was approaching his eighty-first
year.
He had been in ill health for six
weeks, but the seriousness of his
condition had reached the publics
ears only in vague rumors and so
his death caught the country by
Yet the stock market, of which
United States Steel is one of the
most influential leaders, and ha,
been for many years, reacted t
the news only slightly.
OBITUARY
T. C. Rhea, son of W. M. and
M. A. Rhea, was born November
lath, 1863, departed this life
August 3, 1927, making his stay
on earth 63 years, 3 months 21
days. He is survived by two bro-
thers, L. F. and S. A. Rhea of
Calloway county, one sister, Mrs.
Laura Kinney. having preceded
him to the grave. He leaves oth-
er relatives and friends to mourn
his death.
Burial was in Wyatt burying
ground. Saturday afternoon with
services conducted by C. V.
Stacks.
Seventy, people from Shelby
county, including 20 high school
stndents, attended the annual
soils and crops meeting at the
Experiment Station.
Refreshingly Different is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Comfortably removed from the confusion of the boey 
down-
Mien -yet within • few Eiseman rade in oer own luxuriou
sly
appointed motor condi.
A distinctive, home hotel omerkx.king the wooded stretc
hes
of beautiful Fort-,t Park-in the heart of fashionable St. Lo
uis
-offering to titlirninating vimitorsevery exclusive hotel facil-
ity in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five hund
red
large outside rooms-eath with its °ern bath.
Unexcelled as a Cosrpention Hotel
Lindell and Kingshighway
Geo. T. Thompsoo-Frederic C Skil/man, Mairsging Directors
The Continental
Stand Steady
Holders of Continental Fire Insurance Farm Policies
,:iould feel keen pride in their company.
It was the first company to write farm policies in Mar
-
'hall county and is still doing so, despite the fact that many
•et her comp Inive have witherawn in the past few months.
The Ct :-.1:nental Company was founded more than 100
‘ai-e eeo and has never beun exceeded by any other in ser-
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HARDIN SCHOOL TO
OPEN AUGUST 22ND
Staff Composed of Experienced
Teachers; Successful Year
Is Looked For
(Continued from page 1)
sciences. Junius Lewis who has
been principal of the school for
the past three years will teach
vocational agriculture and other
sciences.
The new theachers in the grades
are Miss Vivian White and Miss
Mattie Elkins. Both of these
young ladies are from Hardin and
have been students in the Murray
Normal the past summer. Miss
White will teach the seventh and
eighth grades and Miss Elkins will
teach the first, second and third
grades. Mites Lois Thompson, who
who has been teaching the fourth,
fifth and sixth grades for the past
two years will teach again. She
attended the Murray Normal both
terms the past summer.
A short program has been ar-
ranger for the Opening exercises.
All the patrons are urged to be
present to meet the new teachers.
A big enrollment both in the
grades and high school is antkci-
pated.
The stock judging team ef the
Hardin' High School is composed
of William Jones, Irvin Norwood,
Alton Ross and Paul Henderson.
This team will take part in the
statewide judging contest at the
State Fair in September.
MEMORIAL
Mrs. Maude Houck West was
born near Bellton, Ky., forty-two
years ago today. She was married
to R. W. West in Bowling Green,
Ky., 1905, departed this life
June 2, 1927 at Memphis, Tenn.
Che was and had been since early
childhood a member of the Mis-
sionary Baptist church.
She is survived by her father,
G. W. Houck,' three sisters, Mrs.
Nora Duval, Nlemphis,'Tenn., Mrs.
Dora Schoone, Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Mrs. Mamie Lanning,
Baton Rouge, La., also by her
eight children, Mary, Winnie,
Robert, Jr., Woodrow, Paul, Eu-
dora, James and Clifford.
We were so sad when you were
called away,
"Though you walk the paths of
gold by the prophets song of
old.
We will miss you from our fold,
mother dear."
The passing years had shown
her worth and tested well her
love, she had measured up to
every requirement.
She was one of the old-fash-
ioned mothers, so rare and yet
so fair. She set the same high
standard of morals and living for
both husband and wife and lived
her part to the letter. She be-
lieved virtuous womanhood and
virtuous motherhood were the
highest attributes of Christian
character. She was an example
fo both. She believed that the
rearing of a model family in a
model home was both a Christian
right and duty and the sum total
of human happiness. She dedi-
cated her life and energies to
that ideal. Absolute and unyield-
ing loyalty to her church, famile,
high idelils and honest convic-
tions was her predominant trait.
Possessing a becoming feminine
modesty, amounting almost to
bashfulness. She needei to be
well-known to be properly appre-
ciated.
She cared little for saw and
less for sham. She cared nothing
for the frivolities of the present
day, but loved the worthwhile
things of life. Of the new theory
of creation, modified religion and
free marriages she dii not believe
a single word-no not one-and
gave them no time for thought
except to spurn and denounce
them, She rejected the new and
clung to the old. Even in hymns
she preferred. "The Gate Afar",
"flock of Ages" and Nearer My
God to Thee", The old time re-
ligion was good enough for her.
She accepted the Bible in its en-
tirety. She accepted Christ, him
crucified. "She loved mercy, acted
justly and walked humbly with
her God."
Calm and serene amid the
storms of life she stood. She held
her foie which was her heart and
home against the waves of unbe-
lief, immorality and modernism
that surge and beat against the
'tore. Theugh she paseed through
he valley of the shadow she foot-











Slow and even 
• Most balloon tires develop certain •
2 peculiarities in tread wear. They do not •
; wear down evenly in the center of the •
• tread but at
 two points near the shoulder. •
• They are subject to "cupping" and une
ven
s wear. And this is because they not only •
• have a forward motion but a sid
e-wise •
• "scuffing" wear as well. •
• •
• In Goodyear's NEW All-Weather •
• Balloon ALL these faults have been over- •
2 come. Its tread design reduces side-wise •
• 
"scuffing" to a negligible minimum. Then
• two sturdy ser
vice ribs fortify this tir at •
• points of greatest wear. Its tread wears •
• slowly, evenly-far longer than old style
• balloon treads. •
• •
Let us explain this tread to you. •
Stop in today! , •••
J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS ••
4 Calvert City, Ky. •
BENTON FILLING 'STATION 41
•• 
•Benton, Ky.
She will ,reap her full and just
reward while the years of eter-
nity run.
Tenderly, we laid her away fe
Elmweed during the service in
honor of the Confederate dead.
They were paying just homage
to the heroes of state and war.
We were paying deserving tribute
to a heroine of peace and love.
From my weary heart I place
upon your grave as an- emblem
of your beautiful life the fairest
fiower that ever bloomed in the
field of devotion or blossomed in
'he earden of love.
In the years gone by some-
times I have wandered from the
straight and narrow path, lost my
way and wandered in the dark.
when I did that I might find a-
gain my way, you held aloft a
!ietht for me. You have passed on,
but your life shines on-a guid-
ing star for me and mire.
Her. Husband,
R. W. W EST.
At first I though she died.
Then I found the good never
die. They just go away. The body
rests in the peaceful quiet of the
tomb, but their good deeds and
deathless spirit go shining on.
We lost in our effort to save
her life. Fate robbed us of vic-
tory. She won. God gave to her
immortality. "He gives to the
faded flower whose withered
blossoms wave and nod in the
November breeze the beautiful
promise of another Springtime
when it will bloom again." The
same God gave to her an immort-
al soul and the sweet appearance
of anotner life in a better land
where she will live again. In the
fulfillment of that promise she
enters the holy city. It needs no
Sun nor moon and neither stars,
for the Lamb of God is the light
thereof. The cruel pain which
racked her frame is felt no more.
The funeral shroud which once
she wore is forecer cast away.
Now she wears the robes of ever-
lasting life.
The palms of victory are in her
hands, the smile of triumph en
her face, the songs of the re-
deemed are on her lips. Upon her
breast she wears the badge of
love, on her brow the wreath of
glory, on her head the righteous
crown. She rests beneath the
tree of life, and drinks from
those crystal streams and thrists
no more. She walks with God up-
on those golden streets and dwells
in mansions not built with hands.
She meets and greets the loved
ones gone before and those who
FIELD MEETING AT Thomas Pace, Mr. and Mrs. SidDarnall of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
PRINCETON AUG 25 Bob tornwell, Mr. and Mrs. JimSmith, Uncle Nuts Pace, John
Pace, Molene Henson, Joel Pacce,
Lorene Pace, Willie Smith, Lillie
Smith, Hazel and Norma Pace, Z.
T. ond Ted Pace, Charles Pace.
All Day Session to Begin at 10 A.
M.; All Departments To
Be Opened
A "Soils and Crop" field
meeting will be held at the West-
ern Kentucky experiment Sub
station farm near Princeton
Thursday, August 25th., accord-
ing to S. J. Lowry Supedintendent
An all day meeting will be held
beginning at 10 A. M. with the in-
spection of several of the hun-
dred experimental plots Which are
now under way at the farm. Every
person attending the meeting
will be given an opportunity to
make a tour of these soil and crop
test plots, which consist largely
of experiments with liming ma-
terials, various fertilizers, crop
rotations, and various crop va-
riety tests.
The complete program for the
day is as follows:
10-12 A M. Inspection of Ex-
perimental plots and crops.
12-1 P. M. Lunch.
1-1:30 P. M. Plans and Pur-
poses of Soil Exeriments by J. F.
Freeman, Supt. Ky. Soil Experi-
ment fields.
1:30-2 P. M. Making Soils Pro-
ductive. by S, C. Jones, Soil Spec-
ialist Extension Division, College
of Agr. Lexington, Ky.
2 P M. The Opportunities of
Western Ky., by Dean Thomas P.
followed on. And now, she sees
her fondest dreams come true. 
Cooper Director, Ky. Agricultural
Experiment Station.
All other departments of the
Substation farm will be open to
the public, but special emphasis
will be placced on soils and crops
at this meeting. Soil fertility ano
crop production form the basis
of all other branches of Agricul-
ture and every farmer in this
county should be interested in
such a program as is offered by
the Western Kentucky Substation.
There should be a large atten-
dance from this county.
FAMILY REUNION
A family reunion was held Sun-
day, August 14th, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonas Smith. The
following were present:
Mr. and Mrs. Nute Pace, Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Pace and son, Leonard
of Blanco, Okla., Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Pace of Centralia, Ill Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Pace, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Pace, Mr. and Mrs.
ORDERS MARSHALL FISCAL COURT
Tuesday, August 9th, 1927
Gatlin Fergerson, nails, supplies road $ 22.70
H. A. Miller, fees to date  92.25
Power., light, light-power  1.4.04
C. R. Smith, Conveyance and Mortgage tax  68.00
Morgan & Heath, Courthouse supplies  38.25
Morgan & Heath, pauper supplies  34.30
Jno. O'Daniel, Comty. Rob. Lyles, from 4-1-26 to 4-1-28  75.00
C. R. Smith, Express bill 1 30
Jno. T. Henson, paupers to date  84:00
C. R. Smith, Election expense  1  
374.40
Halloran Tractor Co., note 4- 159
9.20
W. A. Duese, Fees to date  56.30
Tribune Democrat, printing ballots  380.90
Standard Oil Co., supplies July   78.26
W. T. Egner, B W  13.00
Clyde Youngblood, 2140 Ibr  64.20
B. L. Clark, B. W  2.50
Todd Littlejohn, 100 lbr.  2.40
Lee Flowers, team on road,  3.60
Oliver Petway, R. W.  1.80
I. C. McGregor, B. W.  150
Daniel McGregor, B. W,  1:50
H. C. Wood, B. W  3.00
Other Cope, B. W.  6.00
Ulcely Brown, B. W    900
Walter Parker, 2490 B. L  74:70
Herman Lassiter, Truch on road  11.60
Wells Heath, 1120 B. L,  38.40
T. D. Gregory, B. W.  9.00
Lex English, bolts for tractor  .  3.80
C. W. Eley for 5254 B. L  157.62
Solon Pace, B. W.   3.00
J. W. Dotson, B. W. • 2.23
Javie Lamb, B. W.  5.25
W. L. Reeves, R. W  200
N. L. Powell, R. W.  1:50
R. M. Howard, R, W.  .75
R.F. Morrison, 3660ft. B. L.  109.80
Marion Rose, B. W  1.50
T. V. Mobley, B. W e. 13.20
Jim Chester, B. W,  1.50
Howard York, B. W.  1.50
T. D Parker, B. W.  17.30
Gentry- Lamb, B. W  5.50
Lex English, driving tractor  76.00
John Rayburn, grading  76.00
Marvin Chandler, R W  1.80
Lex Byers, R. W,  1.50
Sid Pace, R. W.  3.00
Elbert Hiett, R W  9.50
Glen Edwards, B. W  9.00
W. L. Anderson, B. W  16.00
H, M. Smith, B. W.  4.50
G. A. Ross, B. W  3.00
D. S. Williams, R. W.  7.60
Race Jordan, R. W. 
Albert Stokes, R. W 
Draffen Motor Co., tractor parts 
Ed Chapman, 6 monthe appropriation






Sarah Victoria Doom was born
December 12th, 1858 and depart-
ed from this life August 2nd,
1927. She was married to John Hancock county wheat averaged
Collier and to this union was 10 bushels to the acre this year,
born two sons who mourn her
death, she is also flurvived by five
step-sons, three brothers, one
sister and a number of other rel-
atives.
Aunt Sarah united wlth the
Baptist church several years ago
and has always lived a christian
life. She was a devoted wife and
mother and a friend to all
Burial at the Baker cemetery,
Thursday afternoon, services con-
ducted by C. V. Stacks.
The Home flavor
A lot of restaurants talk about "home
cooking" and , as Mark Twain said about
the weather, do nothing about it.
Here's one that sets it out for you
with more doing than talking. Our cus-
tomers know it, and the only reason we
talk it is that you might give us one trial
and be convinced.
Any time you come here, we'll serve










Arro-LockShingles reduce the fire haz-
ard, adds beauty to the home and is abso-
lutely storm proof and all at minimum
cost.
Tens of thousands of home owners appre-
ciating the value of a lock shingle have re-
covered the defective wooden shingle
roofs on their homes with Arro-Locks, se-
curing thereby absolute protection from
the weather as well as ornamenting their
property and all done at lowest cost.
If interested, investigate Arro-Locks.
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JUICY, TENDER . MEATS
Why bother to rush out of the house?
Just give us your order by telephone and
receive a luscious, tasty steak, chop, or
fowl of the quality that makes Brandon's
patronized by everybody.
Our foods are kept at perfect, even
temperature by Frigidaire—electrical re-
frigeration. That always assures you the
best.
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
BECKHAM LEAD IS
22,000; SAMPSON
WINS BY 4 0 0 0 0
Breathitt Nominated Attorney
Beneral On Democratic Tick-
et By Over 3,000.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. I7,—J. C.
W. Beckham received a majurity
of 22,910 votes over Robert T.
Crowe, in their race for the Dem-
ccratic nomination for governor,
official and unofficial counts
from every county in the state
show.
The returns were tabulated
from 109 counties that have offi-
ecially been recpived here, the of-
ficial returns of Jefferson county
as given in yesterday's papers,
and the unofficial returns from
the ten missing counties here.
The vote: Beckham 160,582;
Crowe 137,572.
Complete official returns from
109 counties and Jefferson coun-
ty give James Breathitt, Jr., of
liopkinsville a lead of 3,015 votes
in his race for the Democratic
omination for lieutenant gover-
or.
Sampson Margin Huge
Frankfort, Aug. 17 Judge Flem
D. Sampson of Barbourville had a
lead of 40,148 votes over Robert
H. Lucas in their race for the Re-
publican nomination for governor.
The figures tabulated on 110
counties officially -including Jef-
ferson county, and nine unoffi-
cial counties, with Grant missing,
give Sampson 122,673, Lucas 82,-
525 votes.
Mr. and Mrs Orville Depriest
of Tatumsville, are the proud
parents of a son who made his ar-
rival last week.
There is a big demand for
breeding sheep in Rockcastle and
Madison counties.
C. A. HAM, JR., TWO,
IS CALLED BY DEATH
C. A., Jr., aged two. the little
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Ham
succumbed early Thursday morn-
ing at the home of his parents,
near Briensburg, f011owina a five
weeks illness of piratimonia.
Besides his parents, the little
fellow is survived by seven sisters
and five brothers. A lara-e circle
of friends join Mr.', and Mrs. Ham
in mourning their 'deep loss.
Burial was in the Dunn ceme-
tery at two o'clock Thursday af-







Leghorn Hens  12
Springers  17




Lading Day for Poultry i5
Friday. Better prices then.
E. ST. LOUIS 11VrsTorK
Aug. 17 (U. S. Dept. of Agri.1—
Ttags—Receipts, 14.000; opened
25 to 50c *lower; very slow; top,
$10.90; hulk 190 pounds down, 10-'
6010.75; few 200 to 220 Pounds.
$10.40010.60; practically no
heavies sold; packing sows most-
ly $7.75 and down; good pigs, $9
0 9.75.
Cattle — Receipts, 5,000; calves
2,000 packers acting bearish to-
Ward native and Western steers;
good and choice vealers, 250 50c
lower at $15.25.a15 50; other
classes steady; very few fat heif-
ers noted; cows, $6(517; low cut-
ters. $4.2541'4.75; best medium
bulls, $6.50.
Sheep—Receipts, 4.000; no ear-
ly sales; asking steady prices.
Mr. and Mrs. John Waller, of
Route 1, were visitors in Bpnton
Thursday morning.
NenneeemeneRRERemeRRERRERFar
All The Things The
School Child Needs
Once again the children troop their
way to the halls of learning. And now
they need a lot of things for the new
semester. 2-.3 a -e:,-ular event, parents
and children both come to our store for
they know the extent of the varieties and
economies offered here.
Be sure to attend the opening exer-





Mrs. Mose Feezor and daughter
Miss Nellie and Charley Feezor
of Elva, were here Friday night,
the gusts of Mrs. Feezor's brother
F. N. Holly and Mrs. Holly.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wyatt are
the proud parents of a son, Percy
Ray, who made his arrival last
week.
Miss Blanche Notes of Padu-
cah, spent the week end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Notes.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard English
and children, Miss Josephine and
Ardell were visitors in Paducah
Thursday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Walt Chandler
were the week end guests of rela-
tives at Birmingham, and in Lyon
county.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hastin and
W. S. Locker will return this
week from a motor trip to Kansas
City..
Mrs. Margaret Loftin and son,
Louis, of Paducah, were here Fri-
day the guests of Mrs. J. E. Mc-
Waters and Mr. and Mrs. Pete
English.
Earl Hubbs has returned to his
home at Paducah, after spending
a few days with Hayes Dyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Noles and
daughter Martha Nelle, spent Sat-
urday night with Mr and Mrs. P.
M. Anderson near Hamlet..
A large crowd attended the
cream supper here Saturday night
which was given by Ovie Ogilvie
and Charley Gordon.
Mr, and Mrs. Cluster Driver are
the proud parents of a son who
made his arrival last week.
Mr and Mrs. Goebel Riley and
daughter, have returned from a
several days visit with relatives
at Cincinnati.
C. A. Ham and son Arlie, were
visitors in Paducah, Saturday.
Mack McWaters who is employ-
ed on the I. C. R. R., apeut Friday
and Saturday here with his fath-
er J. H. McWaters and family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tyree and
daughter, Dorothy, of Benton,
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. F. N. Holly.
Richard English and family
Were the Sunday guests of Mar-
shall English and family at Cal-
vert City
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Story of near
Sharpe, were the Sunday guests
of their daughter, Mrs. Willie
Mobley and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Chumbler
and daughter, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Williams and daughter, of
near Palma, were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Grace
were the Sunday guests of Johnny
Collins and family on Gilberts-
ville Route 1.
The revival meeting is in pro-
gress at Bethel this week. Rev.
Castleberry the pastor is conduct-
ing the services. There have been
several conversions.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters spent Mon-
day with her son, J. H. McWaters
and family on Route 9.
Mrs. Elsie Hawley and son re-
turned home Sunday after spend-
ing a few days with relatives at
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gregory, Mr.
and Mrs. Java Gregory of Davis
Cape!, and Mrs. Lena Holly of Pa-
ducah, spent Friday with Mr. and
Mrs J. D. Franklin.
Misses Maudine and Pauline
Cox of Paducah, .are the guests of
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Franklin and other rela-
tives.
The Church Grove Community
Club met Saturday August 13.
with Mrs. J. H. Halton with 18
members present, three absent.
Bible readings from 3rd chapter
Matthew. A beautiful quilt was
pieced for Mrs. Tom Siress whose
home was burned some time back,
and will be quilted by the mem-
bers next meeting. About throe
o'clock a luncheon of ham sand-
wiches and pickles was served.
Those present, Mesdames Alec
Halton, Sam Myres, J. T. Heitt,
D. Crow, A. T. Green, Jack Myers
R. W. Halton, Walter Myers, M. U.
Siress, Alvin Myers J. H. Halton,
Edd Norsworthy, Lillie Finch,
Dana Sirls, Clint English, Cora
Davis, Jim Barnes and L. Lamb.
. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Walter Myers August 27.
Mrs. M. U. Siress, Sec'y.
S. A. WADE GROWS BEAN
PODS 23-25 INCHES LONG
S. A. Wade has brought to the
Tribune-Democrat office three
pods of green beans which meas-
ure from 23 to 25 inches long. The
longer is exactly 25 inches while
the shortest is 23 1-2 inches. The
beans were grown in Mr. Wade's
garden just beyond the city limits
on the Mayfield road.
OLIVE
J. J. Stone was a business caller
at Benton, Thursday.
Mrs. Jim Lovett, after several
days illness is some what improv-
ed this week.
Miss Fannie Burnett and Lu-
cille Anderson, were attending to
business at Hardin, Monday af-
ternoon.
.The two Sunday Schools are
still gaining in attendance, class
work, etc.
Due to his attending a revival
at some other place the Methodist
pastor, Rev. Lockman was unable
to fill his regular appointment
here Sunday.
Rev. W. A. Carlton will deliver
a sermon at the Baptist church
!Sunday and Sunday night.
George Nanney of Hardin route
2, was shopping heresMonday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Harrison
spent the week end here with Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Henson,
Mrs. Edd Lovett spent Tuesday
with Mrs. Lloyd Holley of Ben-
ton.
The Fairdealing. and Olive road
is being improved this week under
the supervision of B. F. Norwood
and W. R. Burpoe.
Several from here attended ser-
vices at the Baptist church of
Hardin, Sunday night.
Mrs. W. J. Penticost and J. T.
Anderson left for Detroit, Mich.,
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Miles of
near Murray spent the first part
of the week here as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Y Chandler.
John Barnett of Hardin route 2,
transacted business here Tuesday
afternoon.
After an uncertain start the
Olive boys defeated 11-10; a com-
bination team consisting of the
best players of the strong Holley
team, Dodgers, Briensburg and
the Benton High School. Howard
Williams of Benton was on the
mound for the visitors and pitched
fine ball, but was relieved by Jes-
sie Holley in the eighth, !Tolley
was in erratic form and Sins the
first up greeted him with a home
run far beyond the reach of their
fleet center fielder, the next four
men up was hit, this mixed with a
flurry of timely singles and two
infield outs began to make things
more interested, especially so
when Siris walked bravely to the
plate again and collected another
homer and running his hits to six
in as many times at bat, as well as
winning the old ball game.
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that I
have this day set free my sons.
Charley Darnall and Victor Dar-
nall, to contract and be contracted
with, and to engage in any busi-
ness or vocation they may choose,
on their own account and upon
1
It's Time To Be
Thinking of Radio
Tuning in on the station you want—
when you want it—swiftly, surely and
without a screech or a hum. That IS A ra-
dio virture; and a built-in Atwater-Kent
qualification, for radio engineers have de-
signed each Atwater-Kent set for selec-
tivity performance that is astounding.
For tone purity and clear volume, too,
for intrinsic beauty of reproduction and
of appearance Atwater-Kent sets mark




their own responsibility; and that
I will not after this date be re-
sponsible for any debts created or
contracts made by either of them.
This August 17, 1927.
ENOS DARNALL,
S-2-pd. . Calvert City, Ky.
I thank the Olive Baptist
Sunday school for the fine Bible
$6.35 that they gave me. May
God's blessing ever rest on you
all is my prayer. .
0. D. Lovett, Supt.





OUR NEW FUNERAL HOME IS BE-
ING RAPIDLY COMPLETED A N D
WILL BE READY FOR YOUR INSPEC-
TION AT AN EARLY DATE.
MR. KENNEDY IS AN EXPER-
IENCED EMBALMER.
-WATCH THIS PAPER FOR FURTH-




These attributes characterize our institution.
We specialize in helping make two blades of grass grow one
only one has grown- - in Agriculture, Business and Education.
The Bank of Marshall county is always willing to accept
any sound proposition that will enable ambitious people to go
forward. It believes in the future of Marshall county. It believes
that steady application and sound judgment will eventually
bring a substantial reward.
Bring your business problems to us, you will always receive
fair and courteous attention and assistance whereever it is pos-
sible for us to render it.
A GOOD BANK FOR GOOD PEOPLE IN A GOOD COUNTY
Bank of Marshall
County
"Closest to the Heart of Marshall County's Progress"
Joe L. Price, Pres. B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
Tullus Black, Vice-Press J. E. Cross, Asst. Cashier
-
